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PAPERS AND STUDIES

ON SOME ASSUMPTIONS AND PRINCIPLES
OF CONTRASTIVE GRAMMAR

ILLTJSTRATED FROM THE AREA OF REFLEXIVITY
IN DANISH AND ENGLISH

Tort.szx Tax

Unirefoilv of Copenhagen

For tho purposes of the present paper I shall take the business of contrast-
ive linguistics to be the study of the structures of two (or more) languages
with a view to revealing not only structural dissimilarities but also structural
similarities in tho languages in question.

ThiP definition presupposes principled comparison between languages
and principled comparison presupposes clarification of procedures whereby
we can ensure that we do not compare the apples of language A with the pears
of language B. We are, in other words, up against the very basic issue of deter-
mining what language structure is, and how we determine whether a structural
property of language A is the 'same' as a structural property of language B.

In order to make the discussion of these issues as concrete as possible I
shall relate it to the non-exhaustive study of a specific grammatical area,
that of reflexivity, and I shall be discussing some of the points necessary
to giving a contrastive analysis of reflexivity in Danish and English.

Our initial assumption that reflexivity is a structural property of both
Danish and English, sufficiently alike to be considered the same in some
sense springs from tne observational fact that both languages allow distinc-
tions to be drawn within their pronoun systems along roughly the same struc-
tural lines. The appropriate sections are displayed in (1):

r 4
$

iti,) %,".
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6 T. Timmy

( English

Neutral

Danish

Emphatic Neutral Emplott

legS I I myself

() myself
R I myself myself

S you
O you
R I yourself

youi-self

yourself
yourself

h himself
0 him himself
1. him,or himsr

S she herself
0 her herself
It herself 110NCIf

it itrclf

(1 it itself

11 Ittself itself

S ourselves
0 us ourselves

R f ourselves ourselves

S you yourselves
you youirselves

R I yourselves yourselves

S they themselves

O them themselves
R !themselves themselves

mig

mig

du

dig
dig

solv
rely
solv

solv
sel

sl
selv
sole

selv
selv

soke

soh-

sle
solv

sole
solv

sel

501V

selv
solv

soh:

solv
8,11v

in t his , S Subject -iltnet ion, 0- Objeet-funet ion, and IL,Reflex-
ve-fund ion, `Notti al' and `EmpliAtiv. ,tte two rhetorical functions - marked

h. ,tress, pit and intonation usnall distinguished fur the English reflex-

6
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Assumptions and principles of contrastive grammar 7

Ivo pronouns (cf. Thrane 1980: 231-234); formal neutralizations between dif-

ferent functions syntactic as well as rhetorical are indicated by boxes,

but pay especial attention to Danish sig, the solo and unambiguously reflexive

pronoun in Danish, which is common to 3rd person irrespective of gender

or number. This form whose presence in Danish is in fact the onlyt

justification for recognizing a separate class of reflexive pronouns is a
descendant of the Proto IE 3rd person reflexives in s- (cf. German rich, Latin

se, Polish sic), which have been lost in English and supplanted by the -self forms.

One general point indicated by (1), then, is that neither orthographic,
phonological, morphemic, nor etymological identity between sets of items in

two different languages in themselves count as evidence of 'sameness' for the

pitposes of contrastive analysis. The ultimate conclusion of this is that con-

trastive analysis is not not even in principle restricted to genetically
related languages. What counts is structural identity. But what, more pre-
cisely, do wo mean by that?

Those days are long gone when we could pretend that a satisfactory ana
lysis could be purely formal, with no regard to meaning at all. Unfortunately,
however, we have not yet been able to come up with a clear account of the
criteria by which different kinds of meaning can be recognized, especially with

respect to the intuitively necessary distinction between lexical meaning and
grammatical meaning. It is possible, he ;rover, toextract one pertinent criterion

from most standard treatments of structural semantics, and althcligh it may

not be the only or even the ultimate one, I am confident that it will
play a prominent part. It can be formulated as in (2):

12) Any minimal sign (i.o. meaningful element) which contracts hyponymical
relations with other signs, does so in virtue of having lexical meaning. Con-
versely, any minimal sign that cannot bo shown to contract hyponymical rela-
tions with other signs, does not !kayo lexical moaning.

If we apply this criterion to the items in (1) we find that both the English
and the Danish pronouns behave alike: neither set can be shown to enter

1 Tins is not strictly true. Danish also has a reflexive possessive determiner, sin /sit,

in contrast to the non-reflexive possessive determiners hans 'his', hawks 'her', and dens /dets

all of which can also have pronominal function. So, an English sentence like
(i) she kissed her brother

has two formally distinct Danish trunslational equivalents:
(ii) (a) !inn kyssedo sin bror

(b) hun kyssedo Wades bror
In (a), has and sin are co-referential, in (b) /inn and hendes are not. Incidentally, this
is the only area of reflexivity where Danish differs from German to a significant extent,

owing to the gender-restrictions on sein .ad ihr in German. The present paper is not the

proper setting for a more detailed discussion of the fairly intricate distinctions between

the Danish reflexive and non-reflexive determiners, which I reserve for separate treatment

else where.



8 '1'. Thrane

hyponymieal relationships with any other signs and are therefore accord-
ing to (2) devoid of lexical meaning. And yet it would be rash to claim
that these pronouns were devoid of meaning. By common consent they have
rafereztial meaning, or reference (as opposed to sense, in Lyons) terms', and
part of the assumption behind regarding the reflexhe systems in English
and Danish as similar, is the observation that they behave alike in referential
terms. This is borne out by the translational relationship between the sentences
in (3):

(3) (a) (i) Peter shot himself in the foot
(ii) Peter shot him in the foot

(b) (i) Peter skod sig i foden
(ii) Voter skod ham i foden

As a matter of fact, it is precisely the referential (or anaphoric) properties
that serve as the most pervasive criterion for the existence of the class of reflex-
ive pronouns in both English and Danish. But surely, referential meaning
is not the same as grammatical meaning. At least, I think it is not usually
considered to be. This view is supported ifwe consider the following list:

(4) English

(a) absent oneself
betake oneself
bethink oneself
demean oneself
ingratiate oneself
pride oneself

(b) bestir oneself
perjure oneself

(0) (make an effort)
(complain)
(come right)
(fall in love)
(retire)
(reproduce; bo transmitted)
(pretend)
(behave (oneself))
(claim)
(be a nuisance)
(hurry)

Danish

absentere sig
begive sig
besinde sig
nedvrerdigo sig
indynde sig
rose sig (af)

(vague til dad)
(begs monied)

anstrenge sig
brokko sig
flasko sig
forelske sig
forfojo Big
forplante sig
forstille sig
genre sig; opfore sig
0115021Sb° sig
skabo sig
skyndo sig
etc.

This is a list of so-called reflexive verbs, in both English and Danish (a), in
English but not Danish (b), and in Danish but not in English (e). The signifi-
cance of these, in relation to the topic of grammatical meaning, is that we
have no systematic oppositions like those between (i) and (ii) in (3):

1 Rate may also be non reflexive, transitive: hen rests hatn 'she praised him'.

8



Assumptions andprinciples of contrastive grammar 9

(6) (s) (i) Peter absented himself
(ii)*Peter absented him

(b) (i) Peter absenterode sig
(ii)'Poter absenterode ham

Nor do we have sentences neither in English nor in Danish from which
the reflexive pronoun can be dropped (of. (6)):

(6) (a) 'Peter absented
(b). 'Peter absentorede

We have, in other words, a class of sentences in both English and Danish,
whose grammaticality depends on the presence of a reflexive pronoun (plus
other, irrelevant factors, of course). In such cases the reflexive pronouns have
a purely structure-preserving function, and although they even in such cases
are subject to the normal selection rules of anaphora, what referential meaning
they have is redundant.

It is an open question, however, if we should equate `structure-preserving
function' with 'grammatical meaning'. Some people would no doubt say that
this would deplete the notion of 'meaning' of all empirical content, and I should
tentatively agree. On the other hand, it would not be inconsistent with a sub-
stantive notion of 'meaning', nor with the facts as so far presented, to say that,
if a purely structure-preserving element has meaning, then it has grammatical
moaning. Grammatical meaning this becomes a cover-term for a variety of
types of meaning, notably of reference, modality, and degree. One could further
speculate that the common features of all of these are semantic primitives
of space and time, but that is another matter which I shall not pursue hero.

Lot us now return to the evidence provided by sentences like (3), (5), and
(6) and the consequences to be drawn from it for contrastive analysis. First
of all we note that, although it was originally the presence in both English
and Danish of a particular subclass of pronouns which prompted contrastive
analysis in this area, any contrastive analysis of reflexivity in Danish and
English would be inept if it stopped there. For this reason I reject the possibil-
ity of adopting standard transformational deep structures as `objective,
language-neutral, and explicit' versions of the Itertium comparationis' of
contrastive linguistics. Current TG accounts of reflexivity are naively obsessed
by the distinctions between reflexive and personal pronouns, developing com-
peting versions of the 'clause mate' condition to account for various reputedly
universal phenomena which happen to hold in English. The `true' area of reflexi-
vity is not just to be found among the pronouns, but also in the overall area of
verb-complementation, as suggested by the sentences in (5): some verbs require
one and only one type of complement, a reflexive pronoun.

This is a finding of potential general interest to contrastive analysis. It
suggests that although we begin from one point in the grammar we may find

9
C.



10 T. Thrall°

°inches investigating a different, larger one. I want now to pursue this sugges-
tion.

First of all, it raises some general issues concerning the notion of verb-
complementation. Investigation of complement types will) ield, as a by-pro-
duct, a number of subclasses of verbs. But these subclasses will be of three
kinds that should be kept strictly apart, according to three distinct analytical
perspectives un the complements. They are all of them well-known, but quite
often confused.

Firstly, from the perspective of granunatical el syntactic functions, the
constituent complementing a vet b is either it n Object, a Complement, or
an Adverbial, and the resultant verb-classitication leads to the traditional
classes of hitt tttsiti% c, traitsith dill await e, eutnp lex transitive and intensive
verbs.

Secondly, from the perspectit t of syntactic categories, the constituent
complementing the verb is t Wier a NP, AJP, a PP, or an S, according to
standard practice. Significat13, the unI3 t orb classes intuitively established
on this perspeeth 0, are the reflexiN u verbs and their complement class, the
tun-reflexhe verbs. Otherwise the grammatical tradition has negleetul this
perspective as a potential basis for verb-classification.

Thirdly, from the porspeetitu of semantic functions, the constituent comple-
menting the verb is either BetefactiNe, Locative, Objectit e, Agentive, Instill-
meatal, or whatever other semantic case-relations aro recognized. This, oc
course, is the basis of modern torsions of case-grammar h la Chafe, Fillmore,
Nilsen, and Anderson, and the resulting orb- classes will be locative, ergative,
b(tutfactive, and others, depending °it various properties of t huh 'ease frames',
in Filltnore's sense.

I take it to be a universal fetiture of language that sonteint-eut.stituenta
Icy thoinsub es open to anal) sis front vault of these perspectives, Nvhich 1 0111111
retbr to as FUNCTION, CATEGORY, and ROLE, respectively. If this is
taut, these three perspectives together will constitute a viable basis for a syit
tact& comparison bets eon laguagts, since languages will differ among
then.selves in the %%113 s and degrees that these three perspectives interact
in ,t particular constituent. To illustrate with just one simple example. Fill-
more's famous sentence

(7) (a) Chicago is windy

L4hos that the ROLE Locative is not incompatible with the FUNCTION
Subject in English, as it is in standard, tantliterar3 Danish, acre the transi
tiona I equivalent Of (7a) would be:

(7) (b) Dot bliesor (uwgot) i Chicago
It blows (much) in Chicago

Tht category too are nutinly concerned with is that of I etlexive pronoun.

10



Anumplione and principles of contrastive grammar

Our initial task, therefore, is to register what funetionsaro relized and what
roles are performed by members of this category in English and Danish.
Our gross findings can be displayed as in (8):

(8) (a)

RP realizes
:

Oe:
01:

Op :

(8) (b)

RP performs:
AGENTIVE
a. Ergativo
b. Instrument
e, Force

English

He shot himself
Ho bought himself

a car
Ho took the blame
on himsolf

English

d. Comit at ire H(' %VMS by himself

Danish

Han skod sig
Han kobte sig on bit

Han tog skylden pA sig

Danish

Skorstencn faldt nod of
sig rely (chimnoytho foil
down of its own accord)

Han havdo hundon med
sig (Ho had dogtho with
him)

A BSOLUTIVE

a. Affected He shot himself Han skod sig
b. Effected 'rho book wrote itself Bogen skrov sig trek

CONCRETE LOCATION
a. Locative

b. Ablative

e. Allative

A nsTRAcry LOCATION

a. Locativo Ho was beside himself
with fear

b. Ablative Ho recognized her
oxpression from
himself

Han havdo ingon pungo pd sig
(Ho had no monoy on him)

Han skubbedo bordot viol{ fra sig
(Ho pushed tho tablo away from him)

Han trak bordot til sig
(Ho pulled tho table to him)

Han var tide of sig selu of
frygt
Han genkondte 'mules
tidtrykfra sig sehr

Ilan frnlagdo sig aesvarot
(lie renounced responsibility)

BEST IVY AVAILABLE



12 T. Thrano

c. Allativo Ho took it upon Han pittog sig
himself ...

(or BENEFACPIVE)
Ho bought himself a car Han kebto sig on bil

Hun tiltrak sig opmierksomlied
(8ho attracted attontion)

We shall not here go into all the details and problems presented in (8)
but only conccntrato on a few general points, beginning with (b). There are
a few Danish exttniples (Force, Effected, Abstract locative and ablative) from
which the emphatic eelv cannot be removed without rendering the string
ungrammatical. We cannot have *Skorelenen faldt ned of sig. This might
suggest that thoy are not 'purely' reflexive, but rather 'reflexive.emphatio'.3
This is borne out by the fact that the true reflexive orbs in Danish - like those
in (4) cannot. be expanded by Mt,. We cannot have

(9) *Hun forolskedo sig sole en gang om own
8ho foll in lovo onco a week

Tho second point more intoresting to contrastive analysis perhaps
which I shall comment on is the disproportion in the number of different
roles performed by the refloxives in the two languages, and especially the
distribution over the LOCATIVE roles. This, of course, is the troublesome
area in English reflexivization, for it is precisely here that roflexivo pronouns
oompeto with the corresponding personal pronouns. As wo see from the Danish
data, any account of this difference in the English pronominal system which
bases itself on a version of the 'clause mute' condition is bound to fail as
a universal account. It is also in this area that wo find a large proportion of
Danish rcflexhe verbs without a reflexive English counterpart, and thus it
partly accounts for the disproportion of the sizes of groups (4b) and (4c).

If our main concern had been an account of tho Danish reflexive system for its
own sake, tho implied dichotomy 'omphatio' vs. Inonompliatio' would be far too silo-
plistio. First of all wo should have to bo more spociflo as to tho precise meaning of 'ern-
phatio', probably in relation to such parameters as now vs. old information, contrast,
and focus, as suggested in an unpublished - paper by Karen Risager (1972). Seoondly,
wo should have to relate the notion of omphasis to the notion of agency, as suggested
by tho oxistenco of such 'minimal pairs' as:

(a) han brtondto sig = 'ho got burned'
(b) ban brtendte sig sole = 'ho burned himself'

whore tho intuitivo assignment of cases to hen would be absoluti% o (neutral, objeotivo)
in (a), but orgativo (agontivo) in (b). A possiblo moans of coming to grips with such
problems might be to operate with an 'emphasis hiorarchy' for tho various possiblo
arguments in a given predication, but this, too, I rosary° for later treatment.

12



Assumptions and principles of contrastive grammar 13

Finally with respect to (8b), the display of semantic roles is not uncon-
troversial. A student of various vorsions of case-grammar will notice that it
roprosents a compromise betwoon the localist vorsions (as devolopped by
scholars like John Audorsou, Jim Miller and other Edinburgh-trained people)
and the American branch, ropresonted by Fillmoro and, espocially, Nilsen.
The localist doctrine) is roughly captured in numerical if not in torminologi-
cal terms by the sewcity of the hoadings givon in capitals, whereas he
various sub-roles aro rominiscont of tho Amoriean version. I still think tha:.
the localist vorsion has a lot of merit, but it does lay itself open to charges
of at !oast attempted reductionism. But precisely where the limits should be
drawn botween the strictness of localism and the freely sprouting American
vorsion of Nilson unfortunately remains unclear.

The last gonoral point I shall raiso concerns the apparontly porfect correla-
tion botweon functions realized by reflexives in Danish and English which
is suggestod by (8a). I point out in passing that it is strictly speaking wrong
to suggest that reflexives etnnot realize functions of predicate comploments,
but to allow thorn hero would load to discussion of a number of details that
would tako us too far afield for Fount purposes. What remains, thon, is a
suggestion that rofloxivity is a property to be discussed only in rolation to
two- or threo-place prodicators. This suggestion would bo wrong, and it would
conceal ono of tho most interesting aspects of a cunt:astive analysis of reflex-
ivity in tho two languages in question.

Thor° are two subclasses of what I shall call 'inherently reflexivo verbs'
in English; reprosentativos aro

(10) (a) move, shave, wash
(b) behave, overeat, oversleep

Tiro characteristic of group (a)-verbs is that they can bo two-placo predicators,
such that Choir socond argument may belong to ono of sovoral difforont cate-
gories, e.g. NP, personal pronoun, or reflexive pronoun. In contrast, group
(b)-vorbs, whoa thoy are two-placo predicators, can only havo a reflexivo
as their socond argument. Common to tiro two classes is that their members
may also bo one-place predicators. When they are, however, their unmarked
intorprotation is roughly tho same as that of the same verb construed with a
reflexivo pronoun as second argument; cf. (11):

(11) (a) (i) John moved
(ii) John moved himself
(iii) John moved the piano

(b) (i) John overate
(ii) John overate himself
(iii) *John overate three apploa

Anyone wishing to translate John moved into Danish will have a numbor of

s.
$ 11 e". 13



14 T. Thrane

possibilities to choose from:

(12) (a) John flyttede (meaning: John moved house)
(b) John fiyttedo sig (eag. John my% ud au ay from the place occupied by

him till then)
(c) John bovregedk. sig (mailing: John changed his position, but without

moving from his place)

There might be others, inure technical ones, but these will suffice. Of the two
Danish verbs flytte and bevcege, AO, is apparently a reprcsentatil 0 of the
Danish version of sub-class (10 a), in that it can bo a one-place predicator,
or a two-place predicator with either a NP, a personal pronoun, or a reflexive
pronoun as second argument. In contrast, bevcege can only bo a two-place
predicator which can have either a NP, a personal pronoun or a reflexive
pronoun as second argument. But the equation of flytte with move in terms of
class-membership is spurious, for the Danish verb cannot bo interpreted as
reflexive when it occurs as a one-p'ace pred4 atur, ualy as a 'normal' intransitive
verb. Generally Danish dues nut have airy inherently reflexive verbs.' And
this is the second reasur l fur the difference in sizes between groups (4b) and (4c).

This fact will eventually lead us to a more careful study of predicator-
types in the two languages, and to renewed study of the relationship between
active and passive verb phrases. From one point of view, passive is simply a
`valency-reducing' operation, t VIA means that an -placo predicator in active
form will bo reduced to an n 1-place predicator when passivizod. Since
Danish dues not have any inherently reflexive verbs, it follows that reflexivity
in Danish cannot be expressed by a one-place predicator. Furthermore, since
English can express reflexivity by means of a one-place predicator, it follows
that there will be two distinct one-place structures in English which will be
equivalent to Danish reflexive two-place structures, ono involving an active

' Once more, this may not bo true %%bout qualification. As Niels Ego has pointed
out to nu, there are such verbs as ore 'practise', vv Lich would havo at least tho following
distribution:
(a) han ovcdo 'ho practised'.
(b) han ovede sig 'ho practised'
(o) han ovcdo afslutningon 'he practised the ending'.
(dhan ovede i at talc fransk

ho 1)1.. in to speak French
(o) han :,.edo sig i at talc fransk 'ho practised speaking French'

ho pr. himself in to speak French
(f) han ovcdo Undo i at talc fransk 'ho trained her in speaking French'

ho trained her in to speak French
Thu nun occurrence of (d), Wavy or, might suggest that tho unmarked interpretation of
(a) is not necessarily reflexiy-o, as it invariably is with the English verbs. And secondly,
e% on if the existence in Danish of inherently reflexiy e y orbs is conceded in principle, tho
number of thorn is exceedingly smell.

14 BEST COPY AVAILABLE .
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intransitive verb, and one involving the passive of a transitive verb. This
conjecture is borne out by the following examples:

(13) (a) (i) John moved (active, inherently reflexive)
(ii) John betwegede sig

(b) (i) Sound is transmitted through air (passive, nonreflex.:a)
(ii) Lyd forplanter sig gennom luft

It w iii have been noticed that I have made no attempt to explain what
reflexiN ity is, let aluae define it. In view of the preceding discussion, however,
the following tentative definition might be offered in conclusion:

(14) Reflexivity is a semantic notion which covers the fact that the origin and the
goal of an action may be identical.

Since the means of expressing this notion forms part of the grammatical
structures of both Danish and English, in that it combines pronominal usage
with various aspecte of verb-complementation, both of which constitute
closed grammatical systems, the area of reflexivity is a profitable area of
contrastive grammatical analysis.
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DELETION IN COORDLNATED STRUCTURES IN ENGLISH AND

DUTCH

ROBERT R. VAN OIR1300w

Utrecht University

For the last fifteen or so years, linguists have attempted to account for
sentences like:

1. John and Mary went fishing.
2. John ate fish and Mary, rico.
3. John caught, and Mary prepared, the excessively large fish.

by relating them, through deletion rules such as Gapping, Right-node Raising.
and Coordination, to coordinations of sentences themselves not containing
coordinations. Thus, various rules have been suggested to relate sentences 1, 2,

and 3 to sentences la, 2a, and 3a:
la. John went fishing and Mary wont fishing.
2a. John ate fish and Mary ate rice.
3a. John caught the excessively large fish, and Mary prepared the ex-

cessively largo fish.
Such rules, which essentially say: delete category or string X if X has an
identical counterpart preceding or following it in the coordinated structure of
which it forms part, have been made subject to various constraints: either
general contraints or constraints particular to one rule. It is our aim in this

paper to demonstrate that rules effecting deletion in coordinated structures
are all subject to a constraint which we shall call the Peripherality Can.straita.

Before getting to the essence of this paper, we shall first of all state a few
assumptions which will not be supported in this paper for lack of space

Wo assume that there is just one rule which effects deletion under identity
in coordinated structures. This rule will subsume rules such as Gapping,1

' k'or a formulation of tho rule of Gapping soo Bose, J. B. (1970).

I Papers and docile, ... XVTI
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18 R. R. van Oirsouw

Coordination iteduction,3 Right-node Raising3 and that part of VP-deletion*
which operates in coordinated struetures.3 The rule is optional, which we
shall take to mean that the application or non-application of the rule does
not affect the grammaticality of the string in question: both input and output of
the deletion rule operating in coordinated structures will have to be acceptable
sentences of, in the case of this paper, English or Dutch.* It follows imme-
diately from our assumption that we shall not attempt to account for coordina-
tions attached to so-called symmetrical predicates, as will be clear from
sentences 4 and 4a and 5 and 5a.

4. John and Mary are a happy couple.
*4a. John is a happy couple and Mary is a happy couple.

5. Mopeds and bicycles are similar in appearaneo.
*5a. Mopeds are similar in appearance and bicycles are similar in ap-

pearance.
Such coordinations differ from coordinations 1 to 3 in that they are not

paraphrasable by coordinations of sentences themselves /tot containing co-.

ordinations.?
What we wish to demonstrate in the rest of this paper is that a coordinate
deletion rule of the type that we have just outlined, and therefore a forteriori
rules such as Gapping, Right-node Raising, Coordination Reduction and VP-
deletion operating in coordinated structures are subject to a constraint, the
Peripherality Constraint, which constrains the position of the deletion target
/*dative to the constituent immediately dominating the deletion target.

Let us start with a relatively trivial observation. A coordination of NP's
with identical adjectives can be reduced to a coordination of nouns with
just the one adjective preceding. as in (6):

6. Old men and old women who
to:

Oa. Old men and women who
However, if there are unlike determiners preceding the like adj.,,tives, no
such reduction takes place;

7. The old men and some old women who...
cannot be reduced to:

7a. The old men and some women who
Now one observation which is highly similar to this rather trig ial observation

For a formulation of this rule see, e.g., Houtsoudas 1971.
' For a formulation see, e.g., Hudson 1970.
a For an excellent discussion of the phenomenon of VP-deletion see Sag 1970.
For discussion of this assumption of a unitary rule see van Oirsouw (1981: 105

116).
For discussion of this assumptions and its consequences see van Oirsouw (1981:

oh. III).
' For further discussion see van Oirsouw (1981 : 08-73).
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Deletion in coordinated structures 19

is Jackendoff's observation in his 1972 paper: "Gapping and related rules";
that like verbs cannot be deleted if there are unlike adverbs preceding the
verb. Thus sentence (8) cannot be reduced to (8a);

*8a. Simon quickly dropped the gold, and Peter, slowly, the diamonds.
is not an acceptable sentence in English to Jackendoff. Something that Jacken-
doff does not observe is that if the unlike adverbs follow the like verb, deletion
i8 possible. While sentence (8a) is out, sentence (8b)

8b. Simon dropped the gold quickly, and Peter the diamonds slowly.

is acceptable. To this observation, we can add a series of highly similar obsen a-
tions. Notice, for instance, that like direct objects cannot be deleted if there
is an unlike adverb following it: sentence (9)

9. Mary makes chicken elm).- frequently, and her husband eats chicken
curry occasionally.

cannot be reduced
*9a. Mary makes frequently, husband eats chicken curry occasion-

ally.
But when the like direct object is not followed by the unlike adverb,

deletion is possible, as in:
9b. Mary frequently makes, and her husband occasionally eats, chicken

curry.
We can observe the same for VP-deletion in coordinated structms. A VP
preceded by not and followed by unlike adverbs cannot be deleted:

10. Lee drew his gun quickly, but Clint didn't draw his gun with such speed
cannot be reduced to:

*10a. Lee drew his gun quickly, but Clint didn't with such speed.

A fourth observation on English: An indirect object, when preceded by unlike
verbs and followed by unlike direct objects, cannot be deleted under identity;
sentence (11)

11. John gave the girl in the red sweater a book, and Peter sold the girl
in the red sweater a record.

cannot be reduced to:
Ha. John gave a book, and Harry sold the girl in the rod sweater a record.

However, as soon as we move the indirect object to the end of the sentence
by means of to, deletion becomes possible again;

lb. John gave a book, and Harry sold a record, to the girl in the red
sweater.

What all these observations have in common is that in those eases where
deletion was not possible, the deletion target constituent or string was
not leftmost or rightmost to its immdeiately dominating constituent. Li the
equivalent sentences where deletion was possible, the deletion target consti-
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Wont was either the rightmost or the leftmost one under its immediately
dominating constituent.
The constituent structure we envisage for the purpose of the coordinate
deletion rule is as follows:'

/X
NP VP

and

X1 X2 Y3 Y2 Y1

NP VP

Xi X2 Y3 Y2 Yi

We have strong evidence on the basis of the English examples that identical
constituents must be in the X1 or Y1 position if deletion is to take place under
VP. We shall test this hypothesis about English in Dutch, whore the two
word orders it exhibits, namely SVO in main clauses, and SOV in subordinate
clauses, present us with a few interesting facts. First of all, it can be demon-
strated that the same observations about peripherality of deletion target
constituents are true of English and of Dutch, insofar as there is a parallel
between constructions in these languages. We cannot replicate Jaokcndoff's
findings about the impossibility of deleting like verbs with unlike adverbs
preceding because of the simple fact that the pro-verbal position is not available
in Dutch; neither in subordinate clauses nor in main clauses. There is, how-
ever, one verb deletion phenomenon in Dutch which is virtually identical
to Jackendoff's pro-verbal observation. First of all, observe that prepositional
phrases in Dutch may occur either before or after a past participle or infinitive.
Thus, we may have the word order as in 12a or as in 12b:

12a. Jan mag de fiots your 100 gulden vorkopen.
Jan may the bicycle for 100 guilders sell.

12b. Jan mag de fiots vorkopen voor 100 gulden.
Jan may the bicycle sell for 100 guilders.

The infinitive vorkopen can be either rightmost or non-rightmost, and in the
latter case it is not deletable; while 13a is acceptable, 13b is not.

13a. Jan 'nag de fiets voor 100 gulden, on moet de brommor voor 200 gulden
vorkopen.
Jan may the bicycle for 100 guilders, and has the moped ror 200
guilders to sell.

is ok, but not:
13b. *Jan mag do fiets your 100 gulden, en moot do brammer vorkopen

voor 200 gulden.
Jan may the bicycle for 100 guilders, and has the moped to sell for
100 guilders.

For motivation of this constituent structure see van Oirsouw (1981 : 36 49).
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While in 13a the infinitive is obviously peripheral, it is not peripheral in 13b,
which is why 13b deletion is not allowed.

We can also replicate the facts about deletion of categories other than
verbs which wo cited earlier for English. First of all, deletion of direct objects
is possible in Dutch, as it is in English; sentence 14 is acceptable.

14. Jan bemint, en Piet haat Marietje.
Jan loves, and Piet hates, Marietje.

However, if the direct objects in a sentence like 14 are followed by unlike
prepositional phrases or adverbs, deletion is impossible, same as in English;

sentence 14a is out:
14a. Jan bemint a intens, en Piet haat Marietje mot heel z'n hart.

Jan loves intensely, and Piet hates Marietje with all his herat.
Likewise, the deletion of like indirect objects is impossible if these like indirect
objects aro followed by unlike direct objects: we cannot reduce sentence (15)

15. Jan goat Marietjo eon boek, en verkoopt Marietjo een plaat.
Jan gives Mariotje a book, and sells Marietje a record.

to something like:
15a*. Jan geeft con book, on verkoopt Marictjo con plant.

Jan gives a book, and sells Marietje a record.
We can, however, move the indirect object to post-direct object position by
means of a proposition, in the same way as in English. In this case the indirect
object will be peripheral, and deletion then does become possible again, as in

15b. Jan geeft een book, en verkoopt een plaat aan Marietje.
Jan gives a book, and sells a record to Marietje.

In these cases, where English and Dutch have similar structures, we find that
the deletion facts are identical: if constituents are not peripheral to their
immediately dominating nodes, they may not be delocted under identity.
We can now start to examine deletion under identity in coordinated subordin-
ated clauses, where the word order sin Dutch is SOV rather than SVO. Hero
again we find that the same constraints on poriphorality of the deletion target
constituents hold. We can have, for instance, deletion of identical verbs in
subordinated clauses; sentence 16

10. Ik goloof dat Jan kaas koopt, on Piet vices koopt.
I believe that Jan cheese buys, and Pict meat buys.

can be reduced to:
10a. Ik goloof dat Jan kaas, on Piot vices koopt.

I believe that Jan cheese, and Piet meat. buys.
But as soon as we have urliko prepositional phrases following the identical
verbs, deletion becomes impossible; sentence 16a is unacceptable

*16a. Ik goloof dat Jan kaas on Edam, on Piet vices koopt in Gouda.
The same type of observation can also be made about indirect objetcs in sub-
ordinate clauses; when these precede the direct object, they are not deletablo,

20



22 R. R. van Oirsouw

but as prepositional phrases following the verb, they are &Astable. Thus,
while we cannot get:

*17. Ik goloof dat Jan een book gooft, on Klaus het snoisjo met rode
I believe that Jan a book gives, and Klaas the girl with the rod
haar een plaat vorkoopt.
hair a record sells.

we can, if we move the indirect object het nte.:sje met het rode haar to the and of
the coordinated clause by moans of a proposition, get:

17a. Ik goloof dat Jan een book geeft, on Klaas een plaat vorkoopt, aan
I believe that Jan a book gives, and Klaus a record sells, to the
het meisjo met het rode haar.
girl with the red hair.

Given this situation, we would also expect the following situation; if there
is an indirect object preceding a like diroct object, in a subordinated clause,
then deletion should not be able to apply. This is indeed the case; we cannot
reduce

18. Ik goloof dat Jan Marie eon book geoft, on Klaas Susan een book
vorkoopt.
I believe that Jan Marie a book gives, and Klaas Susan a book sells.

to something like:
*18a. Ik goloof dat Jan Mario 0 goeft, en Klaus Susan eon book verkoopt.

I believe that Jan Marie 0 gives, and Klaas Sisals a book sells.
Wo can conclude, therefore , that in Dutch subordinate and main clauses
the requirement that deletion target constituents must be peripheral to their
immediately dominating constituents holds, for the same reasons that suoli a
constraint holds in English.

Through the periplierality constraint, we can explain ono very peculiar
fact about Dutch, namely that identical direct objects in subordinate clauses
cannot be deleted. In main clauses, we have already seen that identical direct
objects can be deleted; a sentence like:

19. Jan bemint es, en Piot haat Marietje.
Jan loves, and Piot hates Marietje.

is perfectly allright. However, as soon as we make it into a subordinate clause,
we can no longer delete the direct object: sentence 19a

*19a. Ik goloof dat Jan 0 bemint, on Piet Marietjo haat.
I believe that Jan 0 loves, and Piet Marietje hates.

is totally unacceptable. If this is the colsequence of the direct object not being
peripheral, this means that we should be able to delete the direct object along
with one of the peripheral constituents, in the case of (19), along with either
the subject or the verb, if these have identical counterparts in the coordinat-
ed clause, because we are then deleting a peripheral sequence. As will bo clear
from sentence (19b) on the handout, deletion of the direct objoot along with
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the verb is possible:
19b. Ik goloof di .t honden on kattea vices luston.

I believe that dogs and cats meat like.
as a reduction of

19e. Ik goloof dat honden vleos luston on katton vices luston.
I believe that clogs moat like and oats meat like.

is perfectly acceptable. Likewise, 19d
191 Ik goloof dat autohandelaren auto's kopen on verkopen.

I believe that car dealers cars buy and sell.
is grammatical reduction of:

19e. 1k goloof dat autohandelaren auto's kopen on dat autohandelaron
I believe that car delaors cars buy and that car dealers auto's verkopen.
cars sell. .

What this moans for the constituent structure of Dutch subordinated clauses
is that the VP of a subordinated clause cannot bo the VP of a Dutch main
clause with verb and objcot inverted, since wo then have no explanation for
the deletion facts observed above: verbs in main clauses and direct objects in
subordinate clauses do not occupy the same positions in the structure of the
clause. Rather, these facts strongly suggost that subject verb and object in
subordinate clauses are sister-constituents.

Let us just sum up the contents of this paper. First of all, we have attempted
to demonstrate that a number of facts about deletion in coordinated structures
in English san be explained if we assume the Peripherality constraint: deletion
target constituents must bo peripheral to their immediately dominating nodes.
We have then demonstrated that the same constraint on periphorality holds
both in Dutch main clauses and in Dutch subordinate clauses, and we have,
by moans of one example, demonstrated how differences in application of
coordinate deletion in main and subordinate clauses can servo to .show up
differences in constituent structure between these two types of clause.
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METHODS AND GOALS OF COMPARATIVE SYSTEMATICS*

GEonons GARNIER

Univatity of Can

Psychomechanies of language is the theory which was initiated by the
French linguist Gustave Guillaume (1883-1960); his main books were published
respectively in 1919, 1929, 1945 and posthumously in 1964 (see list of referen-
ces). Admittedly, Guillaume himself mainly worked on the French language;
but by no means ignored other languages. Let me quote someof them:

Latin and Greek, in L'architectonique du temps dans lea lawns claasitines;

English: for instance "Coors sur le verbe anglais, 1950-51" or "Memoire

sur les auxiliaires anglais", both unpublished.
Russian, in an article on the theory of aspect, "Immanence et trans-
cendance dans la categoric du verbe; esquisse d'une thdorie psycho-
logique do l'aspect", in Langage et science du langage.
Chinese, Basque and Arabic: for the theory of the word, for instance in

Lectma de linguistique 1948-4949, Perukustematique du langage,
Principcs, methodes et applications

is
?

This s only to say that Guillaume was preoccupied to a certain extent with
contrastivism and that his aims wore of a general scope; in this respect he
may very well be compared to Chomsky; the latter's works are mainly based on

* This is a revised version of a paper which was first presented at the 17th Inter-
national Conference on Polish-English Contrastive Linguistics, Blaiejowko, Poland,
December 3-5, 1981. I wish to thank a certain number of persons for their help. The
Institute of English, Adam Mickiewicz University, PozruuS, for organizing the Conference;
tho Institut d'anglais, University of Caen, for supporting part of tho expenses; the parti-
cipants of tho Conference for their comments and suggestions; my friond and colleague

Claude Guirnier, for keen suggestions about "state" versus "action".
1 Furthermore, Guillaume's followers have undertaken a number of studies of parti-

cular languages. A recent volumo, Langage el psychorniconiqua du langage (Joly and
Hirtlo (eds)., 1980), has studies on 14 different languages, including African gbaya

bull and American Algonkian ones.
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English but he nevertheless intends to build a goner.il theory of language. Like-
wise, the French Molar intended to extrapolate from specific and particular
knguages to the general phenomenon of hum in language.
. The usual label of the tho iry is clear enough. psych im3elt titles of language
(henceforth MG) doff :Italy implies a me..ialistie conception of language.
I would liko, in this introduction, to point out three principles upon which the
theory is based.

The first one is the principle of meaning or better, meaningfulness. For
Guillaumians, me tningfulness is the sine qua non c indition of the very existence
of language; mu linguistic item c to exist without at toast SJI110 element of signi-
fication even though it might b3 very light and therefore all the more difficult
to bee meetly and c mvineingly described. PAIL has often been reproached with
a kind of limination in its approach to languago; it has been said to be preoccu-
pied only with inirplolvy, that is, in the traditional sense of the term, with
problems of the word. Titoro is snit) &moat of truth in this romark but it has
to be qualified at once; first, it will not be truo much longer for a treatise on
syntax, presented from a psych nnachanical paint of view by Rich Valin, is
forthcoming. Then, far mare important, it should be emphasised that the
chronological order of studying first nnrphology and secondly sytax is theore-
tically founded. Morphology is the conditioning factor of syntax and, as such,
should be analysed first. S3110rattically we m ay say that the internal structure
of the word emditions, and thus exists before, the structure of the sentence.
Iu other wards, sentence mechanisms for instance, the relations, within
the simple sentence, between verb and subject, vorb and object, or within
the noun phrase, o.g. between sIbitautivo and adjective exist potentially
within the word itself.

The word is considered as the product of a mental process of genesis. Any
word is a synthesis of two olemonts: a sign and a significate. This is an analysis
slightly different from Saussuro's; for us whit is traditionally called a word
is a significant and the relationships linking the throe notions may be put into
an equation:

SIGNIFICANT
SIGN

I

I SIGNIFIOATE
The sign is the phonic or graphic shape, the physical aspect of the word.
Thus, Guillaumo gives back to the word sign its original and common moaning;
it may be noticed that Saussuro himsolf, the initiator of the terminology, was
not unaware of this semantic distortion:

Noun appolons signe is oombinaison du oonoopt of do Nun() aooustique: mats dans
Pump oourant oo tormo design° g6n6raloramt Minna aooustiquo soulo (...).8

3 For furthor oxamplos in tho Cour* de linguinique gbarale, Boo the oritioal odition
by T. do Mauro, note 165.
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A deeper analysis loads ono to divido the significato into two components, a
rynateriai significato, corresponding to the Saussuroan concept and a format
significato, that is the part of spooch to which the word belongs. Lot me take
a simple illustration: the word HORSE may bo analysed as follows:3

[ho :s]
significant .-_...

material signif. formal significato
(the concept of...) (the part of speech: substantive)

This analysis seems to raise no major problem in the case of such lexical words
as substeintivos or, more generally, what wo call predicative parts of speech
(including substantive, adjective, verb and advorb).4 On the other hand, some
grainmatical words (or non predicative parts of speech) do raise problems of
representation. Tho host example is perhaps the article. What can one say of
the "material significato" of such a word as Eng. the? Tho answer, into the
details of which I cannot go, would proceed along the following lines:

the material significato of the article belongs to the formal field.
the significato of the article is but an abstract movement of thought.

To be somewhat more concrete lot us examine an example. Tho so-called
definite article in English represents a movement which leads the speaker's
thought from particular (or singular) to general (or universal):

THE
Singular *Universal

This explains why the may be, according to the context, either of universal
value (what Quirk calls "generic reference"):

Tho tiger is a dangerous animal.
or of singular value (correspondi,i to Quirk's "specific reference"; in this
ease, the is Dither anaphoric or cataphoric.):

The tiger I saw yesterday at the zoo...

We may also notice at this general level of analysis that the English definite
article bohavos exactly like tho French one; we could translate without any
difficulty and obtain the same discourso meanings: to tigre in both sentences.3

This theoretical starting-point explains why PML refuses such descriptions
as the well-known: "DO auxiliary is a mcaninglesz word." (see Joos 1964: 59ff).
For us, either a word is meaningful or it is not a word; it may be for instance
an element of word-construction, or an affix.

3 A more detailed analysis of the genesis of the word is to bo found in Hirtlo (1967).
A recent book, Moignot 1981, has a ohaptor on "Lo systomo dee parties do la tan.

guo" (PP. 1 26).
For an analysis of tho relationships between artiolo and noun see, for instanoe for

Frenoh Valin, R. (ed.). 1913: 208-217; for English Howson, J. 1072.
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The same problem, that is to say the relation conditioner/conditioned
between morphology and syntax may be stated in the following way: any
language has the syntax of its morphology. In fat this allows me to mereion
the second theoretical principle of PML. We postulate a fundamental dicho-
tomy between what is call«1 tor gue on the one hand, and discourse on the
ether hand.° Both are successiN e aspects of a unique, or unifird phenomenon
which is language. So wo have:

Language...Ton gue +Discourse.

Turgue is language in potency or potential language, it is altogether of a mental
nature and therefore not directly observable. Discourse is language in effect
or effective language; it is what we may observe. Though not visible, the
existence of tongue is conceivable and moreover it has to be postulated: other-
wise we should be obliged to admit the creation of our language anew every
time we start speaking. This relationship is of the same nature as the one link-
ing an instrument and the effectiN o use of it; this comparison suggests an ob-
vious remark: the instrument must necessarily pro-exist.

The PML formula is parallel, but not completely equivalent, to SausRu-
re's: Langage=langue+parohn It has been shown that there rare many im
portant distinctions to be made between the two dichotomies, to quote but ono,
the term parole is restrictive, whereas discourse refers to written as well as
to spoken language.' The above fern' ula, appearing to be static, is to be con-
sidered only as a first approach to the reality of things.

A further step in the analysis will require the mention of the third funda-
mental principle which may be stated, clumsily at the beginning, as follows:

Hero is a problem of technical terminology. The words longue and discours were
first used by Guillaume, who showed the differences that should be taken into account,
between hip analysis and Saussure's longue parole. Valin (1054.32) proposes the follo-
wing definitions:

"(la)LANGUE (est) co graco a quoi nous est continumont offerto la possibilitb
d'e:cprimer on language articul6 scit it l'usago d'autrui (language oxteSriour), soit
i notro propro of exolusif usage (language intdriour) co quo momontandmont
noun concovons (...)
(10)DISCOURS (est) co qui est ainsi, grace h cotto possibiliteS permanente, mornen-
tanemcnt oxprim6".

Hirtlo (1067. 7-8) ourrently uses tho English equivalents: tongue and discourse.
"Language as a potential, offering an unlimited number of possibilities to tho speaker,
will bo called tongue. Language when considered as an actualization, as what wo
hoar and see, or more generally perceive, will bo called discourse".

The terminoloa raises no major problem, insofar as the meaning of the words is stated
will sufficient precision. I shall therefore use tongueldiscourso from now on, with their
psychomeolianical meanings.

Tho comparison betty eon the two diel.tornies is analysed at length in Valin 1971b,
passim.
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everything in language implies time. This is by no means a recent discovery
and no linguist today doubts that the relationships between language and
time are numerous and complex. Iii other words, what was said before of the
English definite article should bo extrapolated. From:

the definite article represents a movement of thought,
we have:

every word represonts a movement of thought,
and, more generally,

any linguistic fact is a movement of thought.
This movement of thought or perhaps better movement of thinking ob-
viously demands a certain amount of time to develop even if this amount is
quite small. This is why we postulate that any linguistic fact implies time, that
time, always and everywhere, underlies the act:vity of the speaker. It is called
operative Iime.8 Tho recognition of all-pervading time leads us to the following
representation of tho relationships between tongue and discourse, a represen-
tation which is no longer static:

LANGUAGE

Bask formahve WORD
elements

TONGUE oiscouRs

SENTENCE

OPERATIVE TIME

This dynamic analy sis of the language phenomenon also provides us with some
elements of the method of investigation. Obviously enough, the starting-point
lies at the level of discourse; obviously because only hero do we find the ob-
servable facts. But discourse facts are mere consequences of something else,
they are conditioned by something different, they do not explain each other.
To try to find an explanation, to try to find the organisation principles, the
linguist has to got to the level of tongue, which is the field of the systems.
Linguistic systems are of course not directly observable, since they are never
actualised as such, they have to be re-constructed. Hence, two main points:

1 the definition of what we are used to calling "linguistic fact"
should be clearly stated: it is by no means limited to the observable at
discourse level but does include the underlying causes, at tongue level.
In other words, the definition is twofold: at discourse level, there are filets
to be explained. At tongue level, explaining facts.

2 the search for an explanation at tongue level naturally bears the
name of systematics. Hence, for instance between English and French, we

For a genen and detailed prwentation of "operative time", see the "Introduction"
to Valin 1971a.
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have comparative systematics. This particular line of research is nut, as far as
I can sec, very different from what is elsewhere called "theoretical contrast-
ive analysis".

This is of course too general an introduction to PML. It all the same
allows me to say that:

1. I do agree with Tadeusz Zabrocki (1980 : 44) when he writes:

"Thus the explanations that contrastivists search can be easily, almost mechanically,
constructed assuming that tho researcher has at his disposal full and adequate grain -
mars of the compared languages and a general theory of language".

I would only like to add, but it is perhaps too obvious to need stating,
that the "grammars" in question should be based upon the "theory of
language" alluded to.
2. I think that we arc today in such a position. The general theory of
language we have at our disposal is PML. It shares with TG at least two
qualities stated by Maria Liphiska (1980:129) as follows:
"1. it makes psychological claims, i.e., claims that the organisation of

grammar reveals some aspects of the organisation of the human mind.
2. it gives one common theoretical vocabulary for the analysis of all

languages."
Further, descriptions of English and French, if not Completed, are well-ad-
vanced in such fields as the verbal and the nominal systems. We may well
rely upon these descriptions to try now comparative systematics.

For a while, I intended to give this paper the following title: "Contrastive
Analysis: WHAT is to be contrasted?". It is to this question, which has both
theoretical and methodological implications, I shall now try to propose some
elements of answer, taking an example in the verbal systems of French and
English.

My (very limited) corpus is an excerpt from Chapter V, May and November,
Nathaniel Hawthorne, The House of the Seven Gables, 1851. I shall deal with the
first three paragraphs of this chapter, pp. 66-67 of the Everyman edition.
Here is a French translation of the passage:

MAI ET NOVEMBItE

Phoebe Pynchoon dorrnit, la nuit do son tuTiv6e, dans uno chambro qui donnait our
le jardin de la vieille maison. Elle dtait oriented 4 rest, do aorta quo, au bon moment,
uno luour envahissait la chambro et baignait do sea rollets he plafond et les tentures terms
of sales. Le lit de Phoebe, ontourd do rideaux, etait surmont6 d'un antique baldaquin
sombre of de fastens pesants, faits d'une etoffo qui avait (Ste, on son temps, riche en
memo luxueuse; b prdsent, cola planait audessus de la jouno 11110commo un nuage mewl-
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cant et maintenait l'obsourite dans co alors qu'ailleurs it commencait it faire Jour.
Cepondant, la lumiOre matinale s'infiltra bientat entre les rideaux lands qui pendaient
on pied du lit. Trouvant la ce nouvel hate, dont les joues s'ornaient d'un eclat comparable
a cella du matin et qui romuait doucement it meanie quo le sommeil la quittait, comme le
feuillage qu'anime In brise matinale, l'aube lui &Spam tut baisor stir le front. C'dtait In
carcase qu'une vierge de rose° ce qu'est l'aube, t1 jamais fait it sa soour endormio,
en partio pomade par une irresistable tondresse, en partie pour suggerer ddlicatement
qu'il eat temps maintenant d'ouvrir les yeux.

Lorsqu'ello sentit ces lev-res do lumiere, Phoebe s'ereilla paisiblomont et, pendant
un moment, so domanda oa elle etait et pourquoi ces lourds rideaux Pentouraient do
lours fostons. En realite mien ne lui paraissait absoltunent clair, hormis to fait qu'il 6tait
tat et que, quoi qu'il arrivat ensuite, it fallait d'abord so lever of dire ses prieres. Elle
etait d'autant plus oneline it la devotion que la chambro et son rnobilier, surtout lea
chaises a dossier haul et raide, lui paraisaaient sinistres; tine do ces chaises 6tait tout
pros do son lit et it lui somblait quo quelquo personnago du pass6 y etait reste assis touto
la nuit pour no s'evanouir qu'au moment d'etro dicouvert.

Lorsque Phoebe fut habillee, elle jets tin coup d'ooil par In fendtre et aporcut un rosier
dans to jardin. Commo it etait tree grand, tree touffu, it avait 6t4 appuye
centre to mur de la maison et a dtait litteralemont couvert de roses blanches d'une espece
rare et tree belle. Elles etaient pour la plupart, In joune fille to ddcouvrit par In suite,
profonddment atteintes par In rouillo of la niolle; mais, vu d'assez loin, lo rosier semblait
titre venu tout droit d'Eden cot ainsi que le terreau oa it poussait. Pourtant In
vdrite est qu'il avait (Ste plante par Alice Pynchcon Parriere.arrieregrand-tante do
Phoebe dans un sol qui, compte tenu du fait qu'on ne l'avait jamais utilise que comme
platebande, etait devonu onctueux grace it deux cents ans de pourriture vegdtale. Toute-
fois, poussant comme elles le faisaient inns cetto torro v6n6rable, les flours continuatent
d'onconser lour Crdateur d'un parfum doux et frais; cette offrande 6tait d'autant plus
pure et agreable quo s'y melait la jetme lialeino do Phoebe, conune to parfum flottait
devant la fenatre. Elle descendit en hate l'escalier aux marches noes of oraquantes,
trouvit la porte du jardin, cueillit quelques unos dos plus belles roses of les rapporta dans
sa chambre.

The verbal forms of the text are easily classified. First, we find 4 present
tense forms, for instance:

... as when an early breeze moves the foliage ... (16-17. Line numbers refer to
the Everyman edition mentioned above)

Since I intend to concentrate upon past tense forms, I shall deal very briefly
with the present tense. Those instances are currently described as gnomic, that
is expressions of general truths; they state things which are true at the mom-
ent of speaking, which were true before and which are supposed to go on
being true afterwards. Unsurprisingly they correspond to French presents.
All the other verbal forms are post tense forme. I shall deal separately with:

... whatever might happen next ... (28)
because of the modal auxiliary, which is the only occurrence in the text. It
does not seem to raise any difficult question. The micro- context, that is to
say the proposition including the modal, is of a virtual nature, this virtuality
being expressed through different means: whatever, the adverbial next which
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obviously refers to a moment posterior to the one which is occupied in time
by the subject (Phoebe), and of course the modal auxiliary itself. The past form

might is duo to the general narrative frame of the passage; if we had direct
speech, Phoebe could Jay: "...whatever may happen next, it is proper to get
up and say my prayers." From a contrastive point of view, I shall only notice
that French and English use here different means to express the same meaning,

i.e. virtuality : whereas English has a lexico-syntactic means the meaning
of the modal plus the catenative construction with the bare infinitive of the
lexical verb , French has a mere morphological means, i.e. the subjunctive

!node: qu'il arrivdt... I shall not say anything of the verbal forms which

lustrate the transcendent aspect (the structure of which is: auxiliary have+ past
participle of the lexica 1 s orb) a nd the so-called "progressive form", limiting my
study to what constitutes the majority of finite verbs in this text, that is to
say the simple past tense forms, illustrated by the very first verbal occurrence.

Phoebe slept, on the night. of her arrival (1)

These forms raise the most interesting problem when we compare them with

t heir French equivalents. The first obvious remark is that out of 37 such forms,
11 are translated by a French passe dijini. 26 by a French imparfait For
instance:

passe defini:
slept (1).dormit. stole (12)=s'infiltra. kissed (17)=deposa un bai-

Ser.
imparfait:

looked down (2)---donnait. fronted (3)----otait orientde. came flooding

(4-5)=4 envahissa it.
We therefore have to try to answer the question of the underlying causes of

this observable fact.
We must notice first that there are two different situations; some verbs

allow the alternath e translation, others do riot. Among the first ones. I would

like to deal with:
... a glow of crimson light came flooding through the window ...

The translator's choice between the two French tense forms will depend upon
his intuitive analysis of the source text which may bo said to bo ambiguous
On the one hand, since the "fronting towards the cast" is a permanent feature
of the chamber, one may infer that the "coming" of the light isalso permanent
this meaning of permanency in the past is usually expressed by the imparfait
Un the other hand, one may understand the sentence as referring only to that
very morning when Phoebe for the first time awoke in the ehmber; in this case,
we shall have the pane deijini. In other words the possible choice lies upon the
difference 'if representation between a habit and a unique event.

In order to propose an explanation for the "compulsory equivalence ",
.hat is to explain why there may oe cur eases for which there is only one pos-
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siblo translation, it is necessary at least to sketch an analysis of the verbal
systems in both languages.

Roughly speaking, a verbal system is basically a means by which a lan-
guage gives itself a representation of time. A distinction is to be made between
universe time the infinite stretch of time, the largest that one can imagine,
which contains all tho events taking place in the universe and event time the
time necessary for any event to be accomplished. This time is contained within
the event, limited at both sides, beginning and end. In a figure:

B event time E

I

-.).,

I

co universe time co

Concentrating upon the indicative mode, we clearly see the main difference
between English and French: English has only two tenses past, loved vs.
non-past, love -- whereas French has five (aime, aimai, aimais, aimerai,
aimerais). From this semiojogical evidence we postulate the following repre-
sentation of time, at tongue level:

English: ED
1

0

French: -Al
S

ERAI
AI

FE
ERALS

So, for the expression of the same stretch of time, past, to the English unique
form correspond two French ones. What are the criteria of the translator's
choice? It appears that there are two main ones. First of all, we must bear
in mind the fundamental values of the Frenoh tenses, what is called theirtongue
values. The passe clifini provides a homogeneous view of the event expressed
by the lexical verb; whatever the real duration of the event, it allows, the
speaker's mind to go through it, in an instant, from beginning to end. This
explains why the passe defini can be used for an "instantaneous" event: 11
entra, as well as for quite a long one: Lea grands reptiles vicurent stir terre
pendant des millions d'ann6es.° Again, what is taken into account is not the

8 In the narow frame of an artiole, it is impossible to take a fairly oomplete view of
the problem of Fronoh tenses, aspects and voices. It is clear that these sentences oould
have passe compose:

it est snare
Les grands reptiles OM vies stir term pendant des millions d'ann6es.

For me, at this point of analysis, "pass6 oompos6" is an unfortunate label because it
mingles semantics (passe) with morphology (oompos6). This verbal form should be analysed
in two stages, at least: first, from a mere morphological point of view it is the transcendent
aspect of the present tense: the opposition it entre/a est entre, without taking into account
the shift of auxiliary, is madly the same as ii ohantelil a ehant4. Then, from a semantic
point of view, within the field of the category of aspeot, the analysis would inolude the
elements of past meaning of the form.

3 Papers and studies ... XVII
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real duration of the event, but the fact that it is mentally gone through from
one end to the other. Now the imparfait does not say anything of the real
duration of the event either; it provides a heterogeneous view of the event: at
the point of reference in time, explicit or not, part of the event is already
accomplished, part of it is still to be accomplished."

The second criterion is the difference usually made between etative verbs and
dynamic verbs. Hero is the way Hirt le (1967:25) puts it:

"A state suggests something which involves no material change, no progression
whatsoever, except the perpetuating of its existence throughout a more or less
extended period of universe time. An event represented as a state is one whose every
instant involves the same lexical content so that it is seen as complete no matter how
long or short a time it lasts".

This is certainly the reason why a state cannot be expressed with a progressive
form, the progressive ii..plying that the event is not totally aceemplished.11
Hirt le goes on (ibid:26):

"An action suggests some change, some development so that an event represented
as an action is one whose lexical content is open to variation from instant to instant
and requires a certain stretch of time to be complete. (...) the whole of an action
implies the sum of its instants and can be represented only if its total duration
is represented".

The conclusion we can draw as regards the limited question of the simple past
tense forms of our text is double:

simplo past tense forms, expressing events considered as states cor-
respond to the French imparfait.
simple past tense forms, expressing events considered as complete actions
correspond to the French passe defini.

Comparative systematics thus appears to have two main typical features
which again may lead one to think it is not very far away from theoretical
contrastive analysis. Firstly it is the direct application of a. linguistic theory
to a particular study, namely the similarities and differences between the
underlying organisations of two grammars. Its ultimate goal is the discovery
of the systems which make a o,nguage at the level of tongue. We might hero

10 An extensive study of the French imparfait is to be found in Va lin 1904.
11 Again, as was said above, it is not possible to include hero a careful and detailed

analysis of the progressive form. Nevertheless, is sleep to be considered as an action, since
we have: he is sleeping, is an interesting question. Obviously, from a mere extra-lin-
guistic (bliould I say "reality"?) point of view, sleep, as woll as the other verbs of attitude,
such as lie, eland, does not seem to imply much activity on the part of tho subject. But
the very meaning of sleep logically implies, under normal circumstances, a final limit of
the phenomenon. It may bo this impression of non completion, of prospective potential
development which dictates tho progressive form. What is underlined by the progressive
is the temporary character of the event, which is to end at some future time.
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Methods and goals of comparative systematics 35

remember Saussuro's lesson, followed to a certain extent by Gustave Guillaume
(1064: 238): "La langue est un systeme systemes." Secondly, thanks to a kind
of feedback movement, comparative systematics may give new insights into
that general theory; it may help to understand better the phenomenon of hu-
man language, the only way of improving our knowledge of which being the
study of particular languages.
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COLOR WORDS IN ENGLISH AND PORTUGUESE:
A CONTRASTIVE SEMANTIC ANALYSIS

JOHN ROBHBT 130)33112%

Pongfie la Onityrridads Ca Mika (Is Sao Paulo

1. Duczmal's (1979) excellent study of color adjectives in Polish and English
is the inspiration and basic motivation for a similar study contrasting English
and Portuguese.1 The methodology employed by Duczmal in contrasting color
terms in two languages and his basic organization will be used in this paper.

2. I consider contrastive studies of lexical systems of different languages
of extreme importance not only for those who work with contrastive analysis
but also those who work in the field of translation. Contrastive studies of lexical
systems can also be of value to students in culture courses. After all, it was Lado
(1957) who laid the groundwork for the scientific comparison of two vocabulary
systems and of two oultures. With respect to color, Croft (1972: 431) observes:

"Color categories provido a good illustration of how peoplo throughout the world
divide the color spectrum variously, and they provide further examples of taxo-
nomic arrangement".

Leech (1974: 28) makes the following remarks about color words:

"Although much of presentday thinking which is common to all human language,
common observation thaws thot languages differ in the way they classify experience.
A classic instance of this is the semantics of colour 'wordy."

3. Following Duczmal, I shall consider in English and Portugrose the
three structures he examined:

The following dictionaries have been consulted for this paper: Ferreira (1975),
Houaiee and Avery (1904), and Morris (1970).
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(1) Adj.+Noun, 'white wine'
(2) Verb+Adj., `to see red'
(3) Compound, 'greenhouse'

I shall, however, add some patterns to Duczmal's list such as the following:
(4) Adj.+Prep. Phrase, 'blue in the face'
(6) Verb+Dot.+ Noun+Adj. 'to paint the town red'

I intend to include in this paper patterns in which color adjectives are used
as nouns as in the following:

(6) Prep. Phrase+Prep.+Noun, 'in the pink of health'
(7) Dot.+Noun+Prep. Phrase, 'a bolt from the blue'

Idiomatic expressions involving color adjectives (or nouns used as adjec-
tives) will also be included in this study. Duezmal reports in his study oases
of full isomorphism, that is, a one - to-one correspondence in both languages,
as in Polish and English examples:

(8) 'bide wino' 'white wine'
Numerous examples of full isomorphism abound in English and Portuguese.

Consider the following:
(9) Adj.+Noun Noun+Adj.

white wino vinho brewo
blue blood gangue azul
yellow fever febre amarela

Particularly important for the contrastive analysis of English and Portu-
guese is Lyons' (1968) observation cited by Duezmal. According to Lyons,
some languages select different color terms for a different range of color terms
in the spectrum (c.f. Duczmal 1979:182). Compare, for example, the adjective
`brown' in English with its Portuguese counterparts:

brown eggs
brown sugar
brown rice

(a) lack of isomorphism: different color chosen:

brown eggs eves verinelhos
`red eggs'

(b) lack of isomorphism: different equivalent

brown sugar mascavo

(c) lack isomorphism: descriptive translation/different adj.

brown rice arroz integral, arroz nao polido

Additional cases of the lack of isomorphism of color words in English and
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Portuguese indicate important cult-oral contrasts which are essential for
teachers and students of English or Portuguese as foreign languages, transla-
tors, and writers of pedagogical contrastive grammars, similar to the Fisiak
et. al. (1978) English-Polish contrastive grammar. Consider, for example,

the following in Portuguese:
(10) sorriso amarelo

which translated literally means 'yellow laugh' but in fact means a forced smile
duo to jealousy or envy. In English, the color 'green' is associated with envy;
in Portuguese, however, the corresponding color is `roxo', that is 'purple' in
English. Observe the following examples:

(11) John became green with envy.
`Joio ficou roxo do invoja.'

The adjective `green', that is 'verde' in Portuguese appears, however. in the
idiomatic expression involving hunger, fear or anger

(12) (a) Joiio ficou verde /roxo do fome.
`John became very hungry.'

(b) ficou verde/branco do Baste.
`Mario became frightened.'

(c) Paula ficou verde/vormelha do raiva.
'Paula became red with rage.'

In some cases, however, in one of the languages a color term is present
while in the other it is not present. Note, for example, the Portuguese:

(13) cheiro verde
contains the noun 'choke' which moans 'smell, fragrance or odor' and the color
adjective 'verde'. Choir() verde in Portuguese consists of two herbs `salsinhaP

and `cobolinho,', that is 'parsley' and 'spring onion' respectively.
The opposite occurs also when, for example, the English item contains

the color term while the Portuguese ono does not. Compare the following:

(14) English Portuguese
black popper pimento do rein
blackmail chantagom
greenhouse ostufa
rod tape burocracia, papelada

Another difference between the two languages can be observed from the
contrast, in moaning of the color 'blue' and corresponding `azul' in Portuguese.
In English 'blue' is associated with a state of sadness, as in "He's blue today".
In Portuguese, however, 'me is associated with a completely different state
of affairs. The expression "Pude azul? 'all blue') would be best
translated in English as "Is everything 0. K.?" or "Is everything in order?"
Some other differences between English 'blue' and Portuguese `azul' follow:

(15) bilhoto azul pink slip, walking papers,
`blue tioket"the sack'
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Portuguese `zona azul' (lit., 'blue zone') refers to a designated number of
streets in certain Brazilian cities where parking of automobiles is permitted
provided a form is filled in with date and time of arrival, license plate number,
and placed on the rear-view mirror. These examples are specific to the culture
and I believe they may be of use in the preparation of teaching naterials for
Portuguese as a foreign language. The color 'blue' in English, in the following
idiomatic expressions would have different translations in Portuguese, and
the color `azul' (`hine') would not obtain:

(10) to be blue estar triste
to have the blues estar deprimido, estar numa

fossa
once in a blue moon raramente
a bolt from the blue inesperadamente, do nada
out of the blue
till one is blue in the face ate estiver cansado, exausto

With respect to the differences in color terms between two languages, Lyons
(19'78:56) writes:

It is an established fact that the colour-terms of particular languages cannot always
be brought into oneto ono correspondence with ono another: for example. the
English word brown has no equivalent (it would bo translatedas brain, tnarron or oven
jaune, according to the particular shade and the kind of noun it qualifies);

4. I have followed Duczmal's novel presentation of color terms with a triple
subdivision, full isomorphism in both languages in the center of each chart,
non-isomorphic above (color terms in English) and below (color terms in Portu-
guese). The colors examined in this paper aro the following:

(17) white branco
black negro/preto
red vermelho
green verde
blue azul
pink/rose cor de rosa
purple roxo
yellow amarelo
gray cinza
brown pardo/marrom

In Portuguese there are two words for 'black' `proto' and 'negro', and two
words for 'brown' `marrom' and 'pardo'.

The charts below reveal some important contrasts that I feel may be of
interest to students in contrastive analysis, culture and translation courses.
For speakers of Portuguese as a L1 learning Englishas an LI, it would be useful
to know that the Portuguese imprenea marrom, (lit. 'brown press') has the
equivalents yellow journalism and yellow loess in English. For Portuguese
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speaking students, repolho rozo (lit. 'purple cabbage') would be red cabbage
in. English. Portuguese ver tudo azul (lit. 'to see everything blue') for the Anglo-
phone would be to look (at everything) through rose-colored glasses. For the
English-speaking student who is learning Portuguese as a foreign language,
awareness of the following contrasts would contribute to deepening his/her
knowledge of the language and the culture. For example, Portuguese `vinho
verde' (lit. 'green wine') is actually wine from unripe grapes and the color of
the wino may be white or oven red.2 Portuguese altar tudo azul (lit. 'to be all
bloc') is in English to be in the pink of health, to be fine. Portuguese came verde
(lit. 'green meat') is fresh meat, that is unfrozen meat, in English. Many of the
wlor terms in English as greenhouse, red-tape, and red-carpet as in red carpet
lrealment do not have corresponding color terms in Portuguese.

4 - Whitebranco
1. white Ho
2. white collar worker
3. white wash (n.)

(to
4. white caps

5. the white of an egg
6. to bleed somebody white
7. to show the white feather
8. white livered
9. white coffee

10. white potato
11. white with fury
12. white bait
13. white sale

mentirinha
funciondrio do escritorio
cal
caiar, encobrir, osconder (EUA)
onda do cristo ospumosa,
carnoirinho
a olara do ovo
°dolor algudm, sugar
comportar.so como °overdo

covarde
cad com leite (ou creme)
batata inglesa
vennelho do raiva
filhote do aronquo usado como isca,
venda do lengois

14. white
15. white
10. white
17. white
18. white
19. white
20. white
21. white
22. white
23. white
24. white
26. white
20. white
27. white

ant
wine
book
elephant
corpuscle
flag
gold
magic
matter (of the brain)
moat
metal
pepper
sauce

slave

1. formiga branca
2. vinho bronco
3. livro bronco
4. elefante bronco
5. gldbulo bronco
0. bandeira branca
7. ouro branco
8. magia branca
9. substancia branca

10. carno bronco
11. metal bronco
12. pimento branca
13. molho bronco
14. °scrawl bmnea

I According to the Grande Enciclopidia Delta Larousse (1977:7041), vol. 15, 'vinho
verde' in Portugal is a bitter wine with a low alcoholic content. In Prance, this wino is made
from unripe gropes.
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28. white tie
9. Snow Whit©
30.,carte blanche (loanword)
31. to put it in black and white

the white of the oyes

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

gravata branca
Branca do Nevo
carts branca
por preto no branco
o bronco dos olhos

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

26.
27.
28.
29.

bilhete bronco
arena branca
reupa branca
verso bronco
em branoo
ficar branco
do susto
branquinha
dia de bronco
dar urn bronco
passrx em bran
cos nuvens

'losing ticket'
'small dagger', knife
underwear
blank verse,
not filled in, incomplete
to become pale with
fear
white rum
working day
to forget something
to come to nothing

B - Black negrolpreto
1. blackmail

er)
2. in the black
3. to black out
4. black and blue
5. to blackball
6. blackbird
7. blackeyod peas
8. black.Dyed Susan
9. blackguard

10. black mark
11. black hole
12. blackhead
13. blacksmith
14. black pudding
13. black bile
16. blackjack

17. black popper

ohantagem
chantagista
com saldo eredor, sem dIvidas
porder consoi6noia
coloracao azulada ou
voter contra, rejeitar
molro
foijito fradinho
margarida arnarela
patifo, vino
nota and
cdreoro
oravo
ferroiro, forrador
morcela
atrabile, atrabilis
coneeito, copo grando para bebor
cervoja, bandeira do pirata
porreto corn oabo flexivol
jogo de earths
pimonta do roino

arroxada
algu6tn

18. black and white
(to put it in

19. black ink
20. black gold
21. black bread
22. black popper
23. black 'mammy'
4. black beans
25. black tea
26. black market
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1.

2.
3.
4.
J.
6.
7.
8.
9.

por bronco no proto `to put it in
writing'
tints prota
ouro proto
pito proto
pimonta prota
mile prota
foij5,0 preto
°la proto
moreado negro
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27. blackboard 10.
23. black sheep 11.
29. black widow spider 12.
30. black list

(to
13.

31. black book
to bo in one's

32. Black Power 15.
33. Black Popo 16.
34. Black Panther 17.
35. Black Mass 18.
36. black flag 19.
37. black magio 20.
38. black beans 21.
30. black tea 22.
40. blackout 23.

41. black plague 24.
42. black tie 25.

43. blackberry 26.
44. black broad 27.
45. Black Florost 28.
46. black diamond 29.

30.

C - Red -remelho
1. red ant
2. red-blooded
3. red-cap

4. red cent
(not to givo a

b. red. coat
O. red-haired, red-head
7. red-handed

(to bo caught)
8. redhat
9. redherring

10. redlead
11. red-light district
12. red letter

red letter day
13. red-hot
14. red tape
15. red carpet

(to roll out tho
( treatment)

16. to soo red

quadro negro
ovelha negro
vitiva negro
lista negro
por na lista negra
livro negro
ostar na lista negro do
poder negro
Papa Negro
ranters Negra
Missa Negro
boudoirs prota
magia negra
feij5o proto

preto
blecauto (loan word)
dofeea anti-a6rea, apagamonto do luzes
preto negro
gravats prota tipo borbolot do
smoking
aurora preta
pio preto
Floroeta Negro
diamanto negro

al812601

cambio negro Regal exohango of money

formiga apeareinb
vigoroso, fogoso
earregador do malas (EUA)
pintassilgo

rut° dar a minima imporanoi
soldado ingl6e
ruivo

em flagrant°
cardoal, ohapeu cardinalioio
aronque defumado: algo usado pars
deviator
zarcAo
zona do prostituicito, 'been do lixo'

memorAvel, foliz
candoanto, aqua:Ado, %Igo r000nte
burocracia, papolada

soother bom
acolhida boa
Gear bravo
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17. (to paint the town
18. red-briok college

19. red wino
20. red-cabbage
21. Red Cross 1.

22. red flag 2.
23. red fox 3.
24. red squirrel 4.
25. rod pepper 5.
26. Little Red Ridinghood 6.

27. redskin 7.
28. red alert 8.
29. to become red in the face 9.
30. red with rage 10.
31. red corpuscles 11.

32, red
to be in the 12.

D - green.verde
1. green thumb
2. greenhorn
3. green with envy
4. greenhouse
5. greenback
6. green beans
7. green room

8. greonbrior
9. greensword

10. green dragon
11. a bowling green

a golf green
12. Tavern on the Green
13. Tho Green

14. mon lasagne 1.

15. green belt 2.
C. green (inexperienced) 3.

17. green (unripe) 4.
18. green grapes 5.

19. green tea 0.

20. green wood 7.

21. Green Hell (Amazon Jungle) 8.
22. green light

(to give someone the
9.

23. green table 10.
24. green popper 11.

25. green apples (cooking apples) 12.
26. greenery 13.
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pintar o seta, farmer
universidade provinoiana na
Inglaterra
vinho tinto
repolho roxo
Cruz Vermalha
boudoirs vermeil's
raposa vermelha
esquilo vermelho
phnenta vormelha
Chapeuzinho Vermelho
pole vermelha
alerta vermelho
ficar vermellio, embaracado
vermelho de raiva
gldbulos vermeil=

estar no vermelho

boa 'Tao pare o plantio
novato
invojoso
estufa
papel moeda nortoamericano
vagens
sala do capers o do laser num teatm
pare os atoms
salsaparilha, zarza
relvado, gramado
drogantdia, serpontdrio
gramado pare o jogo do bolioho
gramado pare o golf
Restaurant° no Central Park, N.Y.,
Pomp° no oentro °la oidade do
Now Haven EU&
lasanha verde
ointunlo verde
verde (sem experionols)
verde (nio maduro)
uvas vordos
Wirt verde
madoira verde
Inferno Verde (Amazonas)
sinal verde
(dor algudm o
polio verde
pimento verde
maces vordes
verde, folhagem
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27. groeneyed
28. greengrocer (Britain)

14. de olhos vordee
15. vorduroiro, quitandeiro
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.

21.
22.

23.
24.

25.

26.

27.
28.

vordos anos 'youth' salad days'
caldo vorde potato 'soup weith chopped
cabbago leaves'
carno vordo, 'fresh meat'
cair no vordo 'hido in the country'
jogar vordo, plantar vorde para
colhor maduro to ask leading
questions, bait somobody
ouro verde 'coffee'
casar na igroja vordo 'common law
marriago'
vinho vorde 'wino from young grapes'
barriga vordo `inhabitant of the
State of Espirito Santo
area vordo 'park or garden with trees,

flowors in a Brazilian city'
ohoiro vordo parsley
salsinha shallot
verde. do susto 'very palo, sink'
passarinho vorde something that

doesn't exist
ver to be happy, euphoric

E - Blueazul
1. blue collar workor
2. blue grass

the Blue Gran (State)
3. blue jay
4. bluo laws
5. blue ointmont
6. bluo plate

( Veda')
7. bluestocking (pejorative)
8. blue ohesso (blou °hem)
9. blueprint

10. Blue Monday
11. blue dovils
12. blue ribbon jury
13. blues
14. bluostreak

(to talk a )

15. bluefish
18. bluepoint clams
17. blue stories, jokes
18. to be blue, to have tho

blues
19. out of the bluo

opor&trio do fabrica
capim do campo (EUA)
o Estado de Kontuoky, EUA.
gaio
lois puritanas
unguent° morcurial
prato principal do dia(de cor azul)

mulhor literata ou do gosto inteleotual
tipo de queijo pareoido corn Roquefort
piano ou dosonho do um odiffoio
segundafoira quo preoodo a Quaresma
dopresstio melancolica
juri especial o solooionado
ostado de melancolia, canto triste
relhopago, qualquer coisa quo anda
rapidamonto
falar pelos cotovolos
pomotono (peixo)
tipo do ostra (EUA)
estbrias, piadas indeoentes

estar doprimido
inespemdamonte
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20. once in a blue moon
21. to bo blue in the face
22. into the blue
23. Bluebook

24. bluing
25. blue-eyed boy

raramente
estar oxausto, cansado
distanto, fora da vista
publicar,,fio ofioial (de orgAo govorna
mental
cadorno de examo nos EUA, rogistro
de pessoas de sociedado
anil
menino 'dos olhos, favorito

26. blue blood
27. blue baby
28. Blue Beard
29. Blue Chip stocks

30. Bluebird
31. blue (to turn
32. blue lead
33. blue fox
34. bluestone, blue vitriol
35. cordon bleu

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

gangue azul
crianea azul, cianotico
Barba Azul
'Blue chip' titulos, acOes de primeira
ordom
azuliio americano
azular
chumbo azul
raposa azul
vitriolo azul
fita azul, emblema do alto distinefio

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
. 16.

zona azul designated street areas in
Brazilian cities where
parking is permitted

bilheto azul - walking papers, dischar-
ge, 'pink slip'

ver tudo - see everything through
rose colored classes

tudo azul! - everything is fine!
Faixa Azul - Brand name of a Par-

messan chess() made in
Brazil

azular - to disappear, to 'scram'
azulojo - decorativo tile
azulejista - the installer

F - pinklroee - cor de rasa
1. pink

to be in the
to bo the
to be the

2. pinkeye
3. pink to
4. pink lady

5. rose-colored glasses
to look through

6. rosy
everything is

7. under the rose

of health

(naked, nude)
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cstar corn boa smIde
estar tudo azul, tudo atimo
ester rui
conjuntivito
rouniao social frivola do mulhores
uma bebida alco6lica feita do giro,
aguardente, limao
gems de ovo o grenadina
ver tudo azul, ester confianto

tudo azul
secretamente, confidencialmente
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8. pink panther
9. pink elephant

1. pantora cor do rosa
2. elefante cor de rosa

G - Purpleroxo
1. purple prose
2. Purple Heart

3. born to the purple

estilo elaborado e fiorido
Medalha dada aos feridos em actio de
guerra pelas Forces Armadas dos EUA
ser do sangue azul

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

ficar roxo de inveja become green
with envy

de fome extremely hungry
repolho roxo red cabbage
paix5.o roxa intense passion,

love affair
ester roxo pars to be very
resolver uma desirous to
situarAo solve a problem
terra roxa red ear1.11
corintiano roxo-fanatical fan

of the Corinthians
Football Club

H - Yellow - amerek,
1. to 120 yellow
2. yellow bellied
3. yellow livered
4. yellow journalism (yellow press)
5. yellow dog

6. yellow dog contract

7. yellow streak
8. yellow jacket

ser covarde
covarde
covarde
imprensa marrom, senaaoionalismo
operttrio que se oompromete a nAo
Wilier-so corn urn sindicato
contrato assinado por ewes
opertirice
covarde
tipo de vespa

9. yellow fever
10. yellow peril
11. yellow race
12. yellow pages
13. yellow card

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

febre amarela
perigo amarelo
nett amarela
paginas amarelas
cart& amarelo

6. sorriso amarelo forced or wry smile

I - Gray-oinza (grin -)
1. graybeard
2. Gray Friar
3. graylag
4. grayling
5. greyhound

6. Greyhound
7. to be gray

ancifto, volho
franciscano
ganso selvagom
timalo
galgo, transatlitntico de grande volo-
oidado
onibus interestadual (EUA)
estar triste, deprimido
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8. gray matter
9. gray-headed

10. Gray squirrel

1. massa oinzenta
2. grisalho
3. esquilo oinzento

J Brown Pardo / marrom
1. to do up brown (slang)
2. to brown, to the meat
3. Brown Betty

4. brown bread
5. brown coal
0. brown-eyed
7. Brownio

8. brown rice
9. brown sugar

10. brown study
11. to brown nose (slang, vulgar)
12. brownout
13. brown eggs

fazor corn perfeicAo
queimar ao ou do dol, dourer e came
esp4oie de pudirn de mac
e i rinha de rosca
pAo de centhio
lignite
de olhos castanhos
duendo benfazejo, fadiuha, menina
escoteira, bolinho do chocolate oora
amAndoas
arroz n5o polido, c.rroz integral
acucar mascavo
concentractio profunda dovaneio
badalar algu6m
blackout paroial
ovos vermelhos

14. brown bear
15. brown paper
16. brown shirt

1

2
3

urso pardo
papal pardo
camisa parda, nazista

4.

5.

6.

pardo
homem mulatto, dark-skinned

individual
erninencia parda an individual influen-

cing or controlling policy 'be-
hind the soenoe' without being
in a position of power. Indirect
exorcise of power.

imprensa marrom typo of journalism
that oxploits crime, violence
and sexual transgressions

Although some rather striking differences between English and Portuguese
can be observed in the contrastive charts, the data points to a great deal of
agreement, especially as far as black-negrolprelo, white-branco, and to a lesser
extent, green-verde are concerned. Sampson (1978:186) reports on the work of
McNeil (1972) who disputes the famous Berlin and Kay (1969) study of semantic
universals in the area of color terminology. Collier et. al. (1976) have provided
further evidence to support color category universals. Bolinger (1980:141)
makes the following point:

"There are certain 'beet' colors for the human visual system; these are noted first,
and all languages are found to have names for thorn in proportion to how good the
human eye is in perceiving them. Other colors may or may not be named, depending
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on how important color is in the culture an when named, the names tend to
be by comparison with thoto basics colors a light yellow, a deep green, a greenish blue".

Bolinger (1980:1011 also points out that in tilt case of speakers of English,
women tend to have a different color vocabulary than men. Women, for
example, tend to use azure and turquoise. Men, on the other hand, tend, accord
ing to Bolinger, to avoid mauve or magenta, but would use the color words
cobalt and ultramarine. Bolinger views language as a 'loaded weapon' armed
with its users' racial and social prejudices. Some sex-biased color terms in the
data for English are 'bluestocking' and 'pink tea', for example.

Contrastive studies of color words, similar to Duczmal's would certainly
be useful for an understanding of the different ways in which color and color
objects are employed in different languages owing to, of course, the differences
in color patterns of the physical environment, for example between Asia and
America, Europe and Africa, Australia and Oceania. Studies similar to Ducz-
mal's between a Semitic and an Indo-European language, c a one hand, and
between an AmericanIndian language and an African one, on the other, would
be indeed invaluable projects for cross-cultural contrastive studies.
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THOSE RELATIVES THAT SHOULD STACK THAT DON'T

ELZBIETA TABAROWSKA

The Jew. nonfat; Unirersily of Cracow

1.0. The so called slack, l relative clauses are those 'in which there is a rela
five clause attached to a head that itself has a relative clause', i.e. in which
the second relative modifies the head NP which had already been modified
by the first one (Bach 1974:269, cf. also Stockwell et al. 1973:442).

1.1. In transformational grammars of English stacked relatives have been
most frequently discussed in relation to the problem of relative clause forma-
tion: their occurrence was quoted as an argument against one of the three
alternative hypotheses that were put forward to account for the derivation
of restrictive relatives, and which are known as the Det-S, the NP-S and the
NOM-S analyses. While the Det-S analysis (which treats relative clauses as
sentence embedded in the Det constituent of the NP) does not allow for stacking
unless some additional specific rules are posited, both the NP-S analysis (where
the clause follows the head NP) and the NOM-S analysis (in which an additional
category NOM is introduced to contain the head NP minus determiner) do
account for stacking, and in fact both would require introducing additional
rules in order to get rid of them. However, problems involved in an adequate
description of relative clause formation in English (or in Polish) are not the main
concern of this paper. The purpose of the present discussion is an attempt at
finding an answer to the question that must be asked prior to any syntactic
considerations: if it is to be assumed that any adequate grammatical descrip-
tion of English should account for stacking of relatives, then it must also be
assumed that their interpretation differs from that of a mere conjunction of two
relatives on the same head NP (cf. Bach 1974:269). Does such a difference
really exist?

1.2. In their analysis of stacked relatives Stockwell et al. (1973:442 ff) admit
that differences in semantic interpretation between stacked relatives and
conjoined relatives on the same head NP are not clear: they conclude their
discussion with a vague statement that the refe-^nee of nouns modified by one
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or the othoi of the two alternative structures is the same while 'the moaning
is different' (444). They admit that native speakers are often reluctant in accept-
ing stacked constructions and unable to explain the lila that some stacked
relatives are more readily accepted than others they ascribe the difference
in opinion, although rather unwillingly, to some deep-rooted discrepancies
between idio- or dialects (443). Oa the other hand, when arguing for the need
to account for stacked relatives in a description of relative clause formation
in English, Bach (1974:271-2) considers the difference in the interpretation of
the two alternative structures as that of different presuppositions concerning
the 'existence of entities of w hich the description given in the relative clause
is not true'. It is this claim that has inspired the following analysis, which I
consider as one of numerous contributions towards the theory of relative
clauses, but also as one of t..% on more 'numerous arguments which hav c been put
forward in favour of semantically based grammar.

1.3. While stacking of pronominal adjectives occurs frequently both in
English and in Polish, pestneminal stacking of non-reduced relatives is prac-
tically nonexistent in Polish arid fairly rare in English. My choice to ignore
the former and concentrate on the latt.er of those two types of structure is
justified in view of certain generalizations, which I hope might result from the
analysis.

In terms of frequency of occurrence, stacking must be considered as a
structure marginal in both languages discussed. However, it should bo noted
that from the semantic point of view and because of the nature of variables
in natural languages every sentence with a common noun functioning us a
constituent of a head NP of a relative clause might bo considered as a case of
'stacking', with the first (deleted) relative restricting the range of the bound
variable. Thus a sentence like

(1) A girl who wears a size eighteen dress is largo
can be interpreted as

(1.1) AP -. uttCh that x is a girl that wears a size eighteen dress is large,

an interpretation posited by those auth,rs who argue for an abstract 'logical'
deep structure of natural language sentences (cf. eg. Bach 1968; McCawley
1968, Keenan 1972). However trivial, this aspect of natural language semantics
must be burno in mind when attempting an analysis of stacked Males.

2.1. Accepting the hypothesis that the presence of absence of stacked
constructions in various dialects of native speakers of English might result
from same deeply routed dialectal differentiations, Stockwell et atl. (1973:445 ff)
admit that partioular instances of stacking differ as to the degree of acceptabi-
lity, ie. sJine are more readily accepted than others. Attempts at formulating
possible constraints have been traditionally based upon the dichotomous
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division of relativesin to restrictive and nonrestrictive. Thus Smith (1969, cf. also
Hawkins 1978:286) observes that a, nonrestrictive relative cannot be followed
by a stacked relative within the same sentence, and Carlson (1977:520) claims
that nonrestrictives do not stack: they 'may cooccur on the same head only
if they are eonjoirA'. However, no explanation is offered why, eg.

(2) The tiger that I saw that I wanted to buy was five weeks old (from
Carlson 1977:520)

is worse than, eg.
(3) Many men who died who were Americans wore shipped back to the

States (from Stockwell et al. 1973:444),
and (3) is worse than, eg.

(4) Those of the many men that died that were Americans were shipped
back to the States (from Stockwell et al. 1973:443) or

(5) It's a kids' movie that adults will go to that kids will like (Newsweek,
Dec. 20, 1977),

even though all these examples represent the restrictive relative plus
restrictive relative pattern, considered as a legitimate part of the English
grammar.

2.2. We shall begin by discussing example (3) above, where the restrictive
relatives modify a plural indefinite head NP. It refers to entities such that
are 'men', and it asserts that there are (many) men such that died and that
were Americans. For the sake of convenience let us represent the set of entities
whose members in a world can be referred to as 'men' as X, the predicate of the
first relative as a propositional function f such that f (x), and the second relative
as a propositional function g such that g(x). The predicate of the main clause
will be ignored, as not immediately relevant at this point of the discussion.
Let us further symbolize the class of all es such that f (x) and the class of all
x's such that g(x) as, respectively, F and G. The assertion of the 'relative
part' of (3) can be then repree anted as

(3.1) There are 'x's such that [xe X and (f (x) and g(x))].
Notice that apart from the trivial presupposition concerning the exist-
ence in the world of entities that are not 'men' (3) presupposes the exist -
once of men such that did not die, as well as the existence of men such that
died and were not Americans, or

(3.2) There are x's such that [x e X and (f (x) and ,g(x))].
No presupposition is made concerning the existence of men such that did not
die and were not Americans, and so the presuppcsitions of (3) can be symbolic-
ally represented as the alternative between set inclusion with G included in F
or set intersection of these two sets.

Lot us now consider
(3.3) Many men who died and who were Americans were shipped back to

the States,
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whore stacking has been replaced with conjunction of two relatives. The
assertion part of (3.3) is the same as that of (3), ie. (3.1).

However again apart from the trivial presupposition that the uni-
verse of discourse includes entities other than those referred to as 'men'
(3.3) presupposes only that either there exist men such that did not dio,
or that there exist men such that wore not Americans. Symbolically

(3.4) There aro x's such that [x e X and ( f(x) or ,g(x))].

The truth conditions of (3.4) require that the alternative constituent be
interpreted as

(3.5) (,f(x) and g(x)) or (f (x) and g(x)) or ( f(x) and g(x)).

From the first constituent of the alternative (3.5) it becomes clear that
unlike (3) (3.3) does not preclude presupposing that all men who died were
americans, ie. the relation of set inclusion of F in G. All in all, the alterna-
tive in (3.5) is that of three possible relations between sets F and G: inclusion
of F in G, inclusion of G in F, and intersection of F and G. Thus in a sense
(3) means 'more' than (3.3) as it carries more specific presuppositions.
Finally,

(3.6) Many men who died, (and) who were Americans, were shipped back to
the States,

which calls for nonrestrictive interpretation of the second relative, with the
conjunction retained or deleted from the surface (according to standard
views concerning nonrestrictive relative formation, I consider nonrestrictive
relatives as oases of (deep) conjunction), while again asserting (3.1), presupposes
only the existence of men such that did not die, ie. admits an alternative of
all possible relations between se a F and G, including the ease when F equals G.

Thus the intuitive feeling that stacked and conjoined relatives differ in
meaning while the reference remains the same is explained by the fact that
while in types of structure reference is made to the common class FAH they
differ as to existential presuppositions concerning the joint class F v G. Such
interpretaton makes it possible to explain some other doubts traditionally
raised in connection with stacking.

2.3. Stockwell et al. (1973 : 443) claim that sentences like (4), which they
call 'the clearest oases of what appears to be stacking', are most acceptable
for the native speakers of English. In such sentences the head NP determiner
bears contrastive stress, implying what the authors vaguely refer to as 'some
alternative' (443, of. also Annear 1968, Appendix). Indeed, what (4) implies
is a statement contrary to that of the main clause in (4), and made in reference
to men who died but who were no! Americans, which is soon from a possible
continuation of (4):

(4.1) Those of the many men that died that were Americans were shipped
b wok to the States, while the rest were buried at the battlefield.
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Thus (4) implies that the statement `were shipped back to the States' is not
true in relation to raembors of some non-empty sot of men such that died and
that were not Americans, whose existence is presupposed in (4). This `negative'
implication is compatible only with the presupposition characteristic of
stacked, but not conjoined, interpretation, thus providing semantic justifica-
tion for stacking.

This also explains why
(6) The students who followed the march who evaded the pol;ce caused

the trouble (from Stockwell et al. (1973:444))
is found difficult to accept, while it `approaches acceptability' when supple-
mented in a way that imposes contrastive reading:

(6.1) The stude,..as who followed the march who evaded the police caused
the trouble, though the ones that the police had caught might have
partioipated, had they had the chance (from Stockwell et al., ibid).

2.4. Predictably, stacked relatives on definite singular heads range lowest

as far as their acceptability is concerned. It is so because the higher of the two
relatives constitutes a definite description requiring unique reference (cf.
Russell's theory of definite descriptions (1919)). Semantically, a unique term
cannot enter into the relation of either inclusion or interseotion of extensions
with any other name (of. og. the dismission on relations of extensions in Kra-
szewaki (1977:49)), which, as we have shown, constitutesexistential presupposi-
tions characteristic of the `stacked' interpretation. Thus

(2) The tiger that I saw that I wanted to buy was five weeks old

can be accepted only if we assume that there were at least two tigers such that
I saw. Neither the syntax nor the semantics of (2) enhance such an assumption,
which accounts for its low aoeoptability. However, sentences of this type are
more readily accepted if they entail existence of other entities to which the
definite description could potentially refer. Such an entailment can result
from eg. the presence of superlatives or ordinal numerals as head NP pre-
modifiers, the case that according to Stockwell et al. `would suggest that
stacking is necessary in the grammar' (1973:445): their semantics implies
potential non-unique reference. Indeed, sentences like

(7) The first book that I read that really amused me was Alice in Wonder
land (from Stockwell et al. 1973:445),

which presupposes
(7.1) There are more than one books such that I read them

are readily accepted by most speakers. Such potential non-unique reference
can he also presupposed in a purely pragmatic way, like in

(8) The only man that I know who could do it is Bob Fosse (Time, March
10,1980),

which pragmatically presupposes
(8.1) There are more than one men such that I know them.
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2.5. Predietab'y again, stacked relatives on indefinite singular heads are
considered as `better': the single entity referred to is an unidentified member
of a non-unique sot F, delimited in terms of the property f expressed by the
first relative constituent. It will be noticed that both the assertion and the
presuppositions of

(5) It's a kids' movie that adults will go to that kids will like
are identical to those of its plural equivalent, ie. (3). (The pronominal restri-
ctive modifier `kids" is ignored, as not directly relevant to the present discus-
sion).

3.1. In Polish, stacked relatives are practically nonexistent, and sentences
like

(9) Wywiad z murarzem M. Krajowskim, jaki zamiedcilem w Trybunie
Ludu, kt6ry Bratny tak zrecznie uhonorowal (...), byl pierwszym we-
tem, jakie postawiono Wajdzie w tej sprawie (2Ycie Warezawy, April
2-3, 1977; The interview with the bricklayer M. Krajewski which
I had published in Trybuna Ludu, which Bratny has honoured in such
a clever way, was the first veto that was put against Wajda coerning
this matter)

are not mentioned among what is in Polish grammars referred to as `zdania
wielokrotnie zlotone' (multiplex sentences). However, interestingly enough,
the `hierarchy of acceptability' of Polish translation equivalents of examples
(2)(8) is found to correspond to that established for the English data:

(2A)* Tygrys, kt6rego widzialem, kt6rego chcialem kupid, mial pied ty-
godni

(3A)* Wiolu ludzi, ktdrzy polegli, ktdrzy byli Amerykanami, odwieziono
z powrotem do Standw

(4A) iTYCHspodrad wielu ludzi, ktdrzy polegli, ktdrzy byli Amerykana-
mi, odwieziono z powrotem do Standw

(5A) ?Jest to film dla dzieci, na kt6ry pdjdt dorotili, ktdry spodoba sic
dzieciom

(7A) PierwszQ Icsigikrk jakti przeczytalem, ktora mnie naprawdc ubawila,
byla Alicja to krainie mardw

(8A) Jcdynym czlowiekiern, jakiego znam, ktdry potrafilby to zrobid,
jest Bob Fosse

The acceptability of (7A) and (8A) may be additionally accounted for by the
use of the relative pronoun jaki hi the first relative: it makes it possible to
avoid lexical repetition, which especially if morphophonemic rules call for
total phonetic identity is considered in Polish us bad style (cf. e.g Wierz-
bicka 1970:90). The semantically based rule governing the distrit, tion of
kt6ry and jaki in Polish relatives cannot be discussed at this place.

What is relevant for the present discussion, however, is the fact that in
all the above examples most native speakers of Polish would still prefer con-
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junction to stacking. Are NA' e then to assume that the semantic difference be-
tween the two alternative constructions is irrelevant in Polish? In the follow
ing sections we shall try to prove that this is not the case.

3.2. Two relatives on the same head can be in Polish conjoined by one
of two coordinate conjunctions. the somantically neutral i or the contrasting
(`przecimstawny') a. The ambiguity of the latter has been discussed by numer-
ous grammarians. Jodlowski (1976:192) claims that it can function as either
contrasting or connective ('hiczny') conjunction. Doroszewski (1968:222)
states that 'while connecting words, at the same time it contrasts them to
a certain extent' (Translation from Polish ET). Bqk (1977:166) defines
a as a conjunction that expreses 'differences in quality, state or actions of
objects and persons' (Translation from Polish ET). From the point of
view of formal semantics ie. in toms of truth-values both conjunctions
are of course equivalent, but the analysis of data shows that while i is reser-
ved for 'conjunctive' interpretation of two relatives modifying a common
head, a tends to corespond to the 'stacked' reading. i is used in cases in which
the 'stacked' interpretation is ruled out for semantic reasons; like in English,
this category comprises definite descriptions:

(10) Nie mogli oni jednak zapobiec wypadkcwi, ktoremu ulegl chlopak,
i kt6ry to wypadek magi skoliczy6 sic tragicznie (Kobieta i ftycie,
August 15, 1976) However, they could not prevent the accident that
the boy met with and which could have ended in a tragic way).

With unique reference, i is chosen even when the semantic contents of the
sentence calls for contrast, thus making a a plausible alternative:

(11) Nie spal jui (...) od czasu, jak otizy.mal tajemniczq depesza od jakie-
go6 Charlesa, kt6rego nie znal i kt6ry mimo to chola' sic z nim spot-
ka6 (Choromoiski, lfemvary, 66; He has not slept (...) since he got
a mysterious telegram frcm some Charles, whom he did not know and
who still wanted to meet him).

Because of semantic contrast between eg. the meanings of two verbs (like
in (11)) the clash between rules governing the choice of the conjunction in
a. given utterance can blur the i/a distinction and thus cause ambiguity.
Any discussion of this problem would go beyond the limits of this paper;
for clarity, we shall concentrate on some elearcut cases.

When there arc no intervening semantic constraints, i can be replaced
with a, with the predictable ehange of meaning:

(12) Jednq ksielik2 spe6r6d wszystkich, ktore kiedy6 poiyczylem innym
i kt6rych nigdy mi nie zwr6cono, chcialbyza odzyska6 najbardziej
(Prz,ekrej, April 16, 1978; Out of all books that I had at one time lent
to others and that were never given back to me, one I would like to
get back most).
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(12) presupposes only that there exist books such that I did not lend
to others or such that wore given back to mo (cf. (3.3)), while

(12.1) Jednrk spo6r6d wszystkieh, ktdre kiedyi poiyczylom innym,
a ktorej illr nigdy rile zwrocono, chcialbym odzyska6 najbardziej
(Out of all books that I had at one time lent to others that were
never given back to me one I would like to got back most)

presupposes that there are books such that I lent to others and that were given
back to me.

3.3. Pragmatic consequences of such subtle differences in meaning might
not scorn particularly significant. one might claim, for instance., that (12.1)
as different from (12) expresses, or elicits in the listener, a more favourable
attitude towards lending one's books to others. Let us, however, consider

(13) Zdajomy sobie sprawc zc strat, jakio poniOsl nasz kraj i ktore moglyby
sic jeszeze poglcbid (Tryintna Luck March 26, 1981; We are aware of
tho losses that our country has suffered and that could become oven
more intense).

By imposing the `conjunctiN e' rather than the 'stacked' interpretation tho
speaker avoids limiting the presupposition so that the sentence might imply
that there arc losses such that the country has suffered and that would not
become more :Irtense, thus emphasising his conviction, that the pending general
strike (which is the topic of the discourse) would indeed bo un economical
catastrophe.

On the other hand, semantically 'stacked' reduced relatives in
(14) ... dotyeirezas &stone, a nio kwestionowane, informacje wskazujq,

ze zaj6cia to spowodowano zostaly nieodpowiedzialnymi (...) posta-
wami... (Echo Krahowa, March 27, 1981,... the information (that is)
presently available (that is) not questionable proves that the events
were caused by irresponsible attitudes...)

prLsupposc the existence of information such that is available but questionable
the moot point of the animated press debate concerning reports on an

event that gave rise to some recent developments in Poland.
3.4. The choice of a, rather than i, can also be conditioned by pragmatic

presuppositions or semantic entailment concerning the existence of entities
that can act as potential referents of the definite description constituted by
the head NP modified by the first relative:

(15) Byl to jedyny bodajZo czlowiek na ziomi, kt6rogo znalom, a kt6ry
nigdy od nikogo nio nio poiyczal (Chromailski, Memory, 69; He was
probably the only man in this world that I know who never borrowed
anything from anyone),

which pragmatically presupposes
(15.1) There are more than one mon such that I know them (cf. (8), (8.1)),
compare
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(15.2) ?Byl to jedyny bodajie czlowiek na ziemi, ktorego znalena i kt6ry
nigdy nic od nikogo nie poiyezal.

While (15.2) only presupposes that there are men such that I do not know
them or such that do borrow things from people, (15) promotes the presuppo
sition that there exist men such that I know them and that borrow things
from people ie. that of the 'stacked' interpretation.

3.5. Predictably, relatives on head NP's marked for contrast employ a
rather than i (cf. (4)):

(16) Ci studonci, kt6rzy sic zglosili a nie mon czekae, proszeni sii o przyj-
ocie w piritek (notice on a university noticeboard; Those students
who have come who cannot wait are requested to come on Friday).

`While replacing a with i would produce a neutral 'conjunctive' construction,
a induces the presupposition of existence of such students that have come and
that can wait, implying that those would not bo asked to come again on Friday.

4.1. It was shown that the division of English relatives into `stackablo'
send `tion-stackable is mach on semantic grounds. only such relatives can
stack whose head NP's semantically are compatible with existential pre
suppositions characteristic of the 'stacked' interpretation. Stacked construe
tions can be transformed into conjunctions of two relatives on the same head,
with the resulting change of meaning, involving less specific presuppositions
concerning the existence of entities of which the description given in the
first and/or thf, second relative is hot true. The `nonstackables' can be inter-
preted only in the 'conjunctive' way.

While stacked relatives practically do not occur in Polish, analogous
semantic constraints are reflected in the choice of the coordinate conjuetion.
while `non-stackables' can only employ the neutral i, the `stackables' prefer
a; when it becomes replaced with i, the resulting structure is interpreted
`conjunctively'.

Thus semantic interpertation is shown to depend at least to some degree
on the surface structure, and close semantic affiliation is found to exist

between structures that a presupposition free syntactic analysis might classify
as not comparable.

APPIlliDIX

1. Stacking
assertion: Otero is/aro x(s) such that f(x) and g(x)
presupposition: therm aro x's such that f(x) and ,vg(x)
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2. Conjunction
assertion: there is/are x(e) such that f(x) and g(x)
presupposition: there are x's such that (x) or g(x)

3. Conjunction with second relative nonrestrictive
aeeertion: there is/are x(s) such that f(x) and g(x)
preeupposition: there are x's such that -.4(x)

c
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TOWARDS A PEDAGOGICAL GRAMMAR OF DETERMINERS-
A CONTRASTIVE APPROACH

PAUL Resasazoirr

Ghent University

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1. The English article system is one of the notorious problem areas that
foreign learners of the language are faced with. From an analysis of errors
produced by native speakers of Dutch' it appears that about one fifth of the
errors in their speech and writing have to do with the article system.

Patricia MoEldowney (1977) sees four typos of grammatical information
in English noun phrases: i) general or particular, ii) any or special, iii) count-
able or uncountable, iv) singular or plural. She represents English article
usage in the following tree diagram:

,1r..t4cr

`D5..,c ----7Y

;.%.1,' co an Crxrt\ t.,

1 Sq Pt
1

1 !

.I c '. Pr,:, N .:1 N a ,i ome
mre;
. N.

Sho claims that dear definitions of the basic distinctions are needed. Definite
reference is thus defined as indicating 'the special one(s)', indefinite reference
as indicating 'any one(s)', and generic reference as 'ones in general'. I shall

Cf. Robborocht, P., Ph. D. dissertation, in progress.
MoEldownoy's examples also include 'Cats aro mums's', "Tho cat is an animal',

and oven 'Tho cats are animals', an example vi hie}, is perhaps rather too marginal for
a teaching grammar.
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come back to these distinctions in section 2 below. MeEldowney notes a.
number of what she claims to be universal errors and which should be remedied
by means of these definitions. Some of her examples are:

Put book on table.
He has three book.
He lives in the Manchester.
He bought a big oranges.
The metres are the units of length. (in a general context)

It is possible that errors such as these occur in the performance of speakers
of various languages, provided that these languages have little formal corre-
spondence with English. The Dutch article system is to a large degree parallel
with that of English, and the errors above would be untypical ofour students.
They know the basic distinctions definite, indefinite, generic, non-generic--
automatically, since they are identical in both languages. With related lan-
guages like Dutch and English, it is normal that errors occur especially where
the systems are not parallel. Jfirgen Esser (1980) has the same criticism of
McEldowney's paper with regard to German learners of English:

It is clear that this particular kind of concept formation is of no help to a Gorman
student of English because the article is similar in the two languages; but it may bo
useful to students whose native language has no articles. For a German student
of English it is, however, difficult to understand and therefore to learn why it is e.g.
play the piano versus Klavier epitiett and Hyde Park versus der Rheinpark. This
suggests that we not do need only one (universal) teaching grammar of English but
as many as there are languages which are contrasted with English; (p. 185)

1.2. Dutch-speaking learners of English, as soon as they are past the
elementary stage, will produce errors that are more like the ones that Esser
has in mind than McEldowney's list. The following is a typical sample from
my own error analysis .a
Wrong the:

But don't you think that the people like a change from time to time?
(Correction: o people)
I think that the women are the first victims of this crisis.
(Correction: o women)
It really destroys a great part of the family life, I think.
(Correction: o family life)
Nowadays the sexual aspect of the marriage is more important
(Correction: o marriage)

$ The sentences have been edited so that only errors against article usage remain.
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You can find more facilities in the town.
(Correction: 0 towns)

Wrong a:

It's necessary to have an objective information.
(Correction: 0 objective information)
Be used it as a proof to say that living in the country is better.
(Correction: as 0 proof)
There isn't a personal contact.
(Correction: any personal contact)

Wrong 0:

Not if you're always listening to BBC.
(Correction: the BBC)
That would mean six hours in train a day.
(Correction: in the train)
I think you're allowed to smoke when others agree.
(Correction: the others)
-My sister stayed as au pair.
(Correction: as an an pair)
In ordinary school you had to study things you didn't like.
(Correction: an ordinary school)
Working in group is very good for social contacts.
(Correction: in a group, in groups)

These problems often lie in the areas where English and Dutch vary, rather
than in a lack of ability to distinguish McEldowney's basic concepts. In order
to systematize English article usage for our students, it is clearly necessary to
go much further than McEldownvy.

In the following section I shall try to elaborate a synthesis of the distinc-
tions made in standard grammars of English, and more theoretical linguistic
work.

2. THE ENGLISH ARTICLE SYSTEM REVISITED

2.1. I shall concern myself with the determiners the, a, a, sm. Tho latter is
the unstressed form of some. The stressed form some has either quantifica-
tional or intensifying value, and cannot be considered as playing a role in the
article system of English. The weak form am can be seen as part of the article
system, as is done by for instance Yotsukura (1970:50ff) and Werth (1980).

2.2. Standard grammars and many syllabuses for teaching English as a
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foreign language draw a distinction generic versus particular.4 Particular
reference can either be definite or indefinite. A clear definition of these two
concepts is given by Winkelmann (1980:298):

Indefinite noun phrases serve to introduce new referents into the universe of
discourse which are not supposed to be known by the hearer. On the con-
trary, definite referring noun phrases presuppose previous knowledge
about their referents on the part of the hearer. The previous information
about a referent can be localised in the linguistic or extra-linguistic con-
text.

The definite article the is always associated with definite reference. Indefinite
noun phrases take a when singular countable, o or sm when plural or singular
uncountable.

The Grammar of Contemporary English points out that for generic reference,
only the zero article is possible with mass nouns (e.g. Music is beautiful). The
authors also claim: "With generic reference, the distinctions for number and
definiteness are neutralized with count nouns". (Quirk et al., 1972: 150).
There would thus be no difference in meaning between

The tiger is beautiful.
A tiger is beautiful.

and Tigers are beautifid.

Although the use of the articles to denote genericne8s is almost identical
in English and Dutch and would nut normally. give rise to difficulties for the
learner as far as comitablcs are concerned, this statement is an oversimplifica-
tion that may confuse thc learner rather than help him. Leech and Svartvik
(1975.54) attempt to be mute accurate and point out that generic The tiger
refers to the species as a whole, w hereas generic a tiger refers to any member of
the species. Hence the ungra.amaticalricss of *A tiger is in danger of becoming
extinct (as opposed to the grammatical: The tiger is in danger of becoming
extinct).

Recent linguistit, theory on determiners has elaborated this distinction
and provides a better insight into generic reference. Winkelmann (1980)
distinguishs bete cen generic noun phrases with divided reference and generic
noon phrases with cumulative reference. His examples of the first, type aro

(1) Une baleine est un mammifere.
(2) La baleine est un mammifere.

Both these sentences can be paraphrased by

I IL+. this term instead of 'op,cdio* to avoid ounfusiori with another distinction
below.
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Towles Les baleines soltt des ManIntifire8.
or Tonle baleine est un mammifere.

These paraphrases aro indication that the general statement concerns
every single representative of the species. In such cases the lefinite and
indefinite article are equivalent. The second type of generic referonce can also
be called 'typical'. Winkelmann's example is

(3) L'automobile est clans la crise.

In this example the general statement concerns the motor-car us such, and a
paraphrase with tout wt, M be ungrammatical. Winkelmann's distinction is
basically equivalent to Leech and Svartvik's remark above.

A more detailed distinction is the one made by Paul Werth (1980),5 who
also deals with examples containing the zero-article -I- plural. For Werth,
the general sense of generic NPs is the set denoted by the NP: his examples

(4) The horse i8 a noble beast.
(5) Horses are noble beasts.
(6) A horse is a noble beast.

all have a 'totality' feature, meaning 'all of (set)'. The precise sense is then
`fine-tuned' by the determiner: the in example (4) has the meaning 'the sot as a
whole', a in (5) indicates 'every member of the set', and a in (6) means 'one
member of the oet'. Worth claims that the third example is not a true generic,
but has the same semantic representation as a non-specific (see below), but
I shall not go into this matter here.

It should be noted that whereas Werth's distinctions are based on the
characteristics of the noun phrase itself, i.e. the way in which their general
sense of totality, or in other words, their universal quantification, is adjusted
by the determiner, the distinctions made by Winkelmann have more to do
with the genoricness of the statement as a whole. His sentence

L'automobile eat dans la crise

and Leech and Svartvik's

(7) The tiger is in danger of becoming extinct

are predicated of the whole class, whereas

Une baleine est un mammsfere.
La baking, est un rnammifere.
Toutea 1e8 la:eines sent des nunnntifires.

CI. especially pp. 252-53.

6 Papas and studies... XVZi
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and also sentences (4), (5), and (6) are predicated of each individual repre-
sentative. N. V. Smith (1975) has made a parallel distinction for generalising
predicates." His two classes of generic are. the indiN iduated (examples (1), (2),
(4), (5), (6)) versus the class-referring (examples (3), (7)). It should be borne
in mind then, that Winkelmann's and Weith's nuances of genericness are
situated in completely different fields. whereas Werth deals with the charac-
teristics of the NPs as such, Winke lmann deals with the type of predication
and the influence that it has on the subject noun phrase.

2.3. Apart from a further elaboration of the notion of generieness, linguistic
research also makes other distinctions. Winkelmann for example sees various
types of noun phrases fur French, -which can be summarized in the following
tree diagram:

Proposrtional Act

r eferential predcative

generic non- enenc

specific

defpte referring Indef trite referring

Predicative NPs for Winkelmann are non referential. they state a property of
an object or an individual which has already been referred to by another NP.
Winkelmann's examples are:

Paris est la plus belle vine du monde.
Paris est one ville elegante.

The first example c ith the definite article has unique predication,
whereas the second with the indefinite article has multiple predication:
the predicate is also true of other referents.

The distinction between specific and non-specific noun phrases, which is
often made in theoretical linguistics, has nothing in common with the 'specific'
mentioned in A Grammar of Contemporary Euclid!, (Quirk et al., 1972:147)
or in derived grammars like Leech and Svartvik's A Communicative Grammar of
English. The latter's 'specific' is equivalent to 'non generic' in Winkelmann's
scheme, or to 'particular' in McEldowney's. The distinction specific v. non-
specific made by Winkelmann and other linguists rests on the stipulation of
existence made by specific NPs, non specific NPs do nut necessarily presuppose
the existence of a referent. In the sentence

As mentioned in Worth's paper.
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Mary wants to marry a teacher

67

the direct object NP is ambiguous with rcgaid to sptclficnEss. The specific
reading implies that the person she wants to marry exists and is a teacher,
the non-specific reading implies that she has not yet found the teacher she
wants to marry and that perhaps she never will find one. The following ex-
ample contains a non-specific noun phrase with the definite article:

The winner will receive a holiday in Mallorca.

2.4. It seems possible now to complete and adapt McEldowney's scheme
(cf. p. 131) to the findings of theoretical linguistics by intr,ducing further dis-
tinctions of gonericness and by adding the notions 'specific' and 'non-specific'.
As far as predicative noun phrases are concerned, considering these as a separa-
te class would probably be a burden on the learner. The distinction is valid
in linguistics, but in a pedagogical grammar unique and multiple predication
can also be described in terms of definiteness and indefiniteness. Furthermore,
in Winkelmann's scheme the notion [± definite] is dominated by [specific]
in the tree diagram. I olaim that [± definite] is a more basic concept than
[± specific]; the difference between specific and non-specific NPs often passes
unnoticed. Therefore I would make [± definite] the dominant nodes in the
tree diagram, keeping the distinction [± specific] for completeness' sake,
while recognizing that it is of minor importance to the language learner.
The new tree diagram would then be as follows:

Reference n NPs

General (generic)

whole every member one member
set of set of set

I
The horse a a noble beast

Horses are no* beasts

Particular (non- genenc)

(deAfrote) (deSietal)

-specific .specific -specific 'speak

A horse is a noble beasts

She wants to marry o teacher
He was hunting lions

A dog bit. me last night
*She is marrying ci teacher
Some youths werc dancing

The winner will remye a holiday in
Mallorca

the Pope

Beware of dog
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The distinctions d:ngular-plural and countabk-uncount, ble ha% c been left
out of this diagram for reasons of space.
The only difference in surface structure with regard to [± specific] appears
in the possible use of sm with specific indefinites, whereas it cannot occur
with non-specific indefinites: 'He was hunting lions' is non-specific, but in
'He was hunting sm lions' the direct object noun phrase can only be given a
specific interpretation:the existence of the lions is presupposed by the speaker.

2.5. A few more remarks are necessary about sin. Its use varies with specific
indefinite NPs. The occurrence of em is an explicit indicator of indefiniteness
lind also has a hint of quantification, whereas 0 with indefinite NPs seems to
make them veer towards a kind of (generieness., in the sense that the charac-
teristics of the set of referents are stressed, though the totality feature that
Worth sees as typical of generic NPs is missing. Compare:

Some weeks had gone by before he was able to see her again.
with Weeks had gone by before he was able to see her again.
or also:

There are some people waiting outside.
with There are people waiting outside, you know!

Consequently, sin can act as a sJrt of downtonor. In certain contexts this down-
toning effect even seems necessary, as for example in the follow ing offers and
requests:

Have some biscuits v. ?Have biscuits.
Have some tea v. ?Piave tea.
Give ins some sugar v. ?Give me sugar.

Dutch 'w,,t' has the same role in such sentences. without it they would sound
rude.

2.6. Leech and Svartvik (1975:54-55) note that English tends to treat
mass nouns, espocia,11/ abstract mass nouns, as generic when they are pre-
modified, though not when they are postmodifiod (particularly by an of phrase).
English has 0 in such eases of generic reference, of.

Chinese history (generic) v. the history of China (definite).

NfeEldowney, Werth and Winkolmann do not mention this feature of English,
viz, that abstract mass nouns cannot be partitively quantified', and that hence

' An oxamplo like 'I have ens history to do tonight' would be an instanoo of olaes
hopping. tho feature [abstract] givos way to the feature [ oount], and the noun becomes
quantifiable.
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they automatically contain the totality feature that characterizes generic
reference, even in statements that do not generalize. In other \lords, abstract
mass nouns are inherently generic in English and have the zero article.

Dutch treats abstract mass nouns differently, and with less consistency '
E.g.:

Jlij houdt van o muziek (He likes music)
(De)iiefde is ale een rooa. (Love is like a rose)
De natuur verdient ooze bescherming (Nature deserves our protection)
Een gevaar voor de maatschappij (A danger to society)
De inflatie is gestegen (Inflation has gone up)

In quite a number of cases, Dutch prefers the definite article, viz. its 'unique'
use as in English the sun, the Queen, tin world, etc. This difference between
English and Dutch caused a number of the errors listed on pp. 62 63, and the
fact that English abstract nouns take 0 should clearly receive more prominen-
ce in a pedagogical grammar for native speakers of Dutch.'

2.7. A category of noun phrases that is variously enumerated in grammars
as 'common nouns without article', 'idioms', etc. can in fact be linked together
with the preceding class. They are nouns that can also be used as countables
but that are used in an 'abstract' and consequently 'generic' sense: the re-
ferent is not seen in a particularizing light, but only the characteristics of
the entire set are thought of. Leech and Svartvik's (1975:206-207) list of
such eases includes the following:
A. 'Institutions' etc.

e.g. to go to school
to be in hospital
to be in bed

v. to go into the school
v. to look for the hospital
v. to lie down on the bed

B. Means of transport.
e.g. to coins by car v. to sleep in the car

C. Times of clay and night
e.g. they ma at night v. to wake vp in the ni ?lit

D. Meals
e.g. We'll stay for lunch v. Were you at the lunch for the chairman?

E. Parallel phrases
They walked aria in arm v. De took her by the arm.

MeEldowncy bypasses abstract nouns completely. All but one of her examples
of uneountables aro conoreto mass nouns.
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All the examples in the left-hand column are used in an abstract way and
therefore take the zero article. By taking this factor into account it is possible
to present these items in a systematic way rather than as a heterogeneous list of
idioms.

2.8. Another problem area for Dutch learliers that can be linked together
with gonericuess is illustrated by the following examples:

Prices have risen, sharply.
Matters have gone from bad to worse.
Circumstances are always changing.
Appearances can be deceptive.

Quirk of al. (1972:153) call such nouns not unambigiun,sly generic'. In fact
the last example seems a clear case of generic reference to me. it is a genera-
lizing predicate and the subject noun phrase contains the totality feature,
the universal quantification that Werth sees as characteristic of generic
reference. In the other examples it remains unclear whether we have universal
or partitive quantification: all prices or some prices? all matters or some mattersP
The quantification of these NPs is vague. I shall call such instances quasi-
generic. The predication is clearly not generic.

Dutch tends to use the definite article in these cases:

De prijzen zijn fel gestegen.
De toestand is van haw/ tot erger geevolueerd
(De) ontstandigheclen veranderen steeds.

A generic interpretation of these Dutch sentences is unlikely. This contrast
between Dutch and E.,;lish is also an important source of errors in article
usage. A typical error is the first example on p. 62.

3. A CONTRASTIVE SURVEY OF' ENGLISH ARTICLE USAGE

In this section I shall try to apply the findings of the preceding paragraphs
to a more systematic outline of Ei.glish article usage. The survey will take
the intended moaning of the noun phrase as a starting point, and then list
the articles (the, a, em, o) that fit into the pattern. The basic meanings for
pedagogical grammar are: definite, indefinite, and various shades of generic.

3.1. Definite: as a rule, both English and Dutch take the definite article.
3.1.1. Tho NP is unique or unique in context.

E.g. The Pope, the earth, the town hall, the youngest.
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Note: Unique reference in proper names (streets, buildings, etc.) often.
takes 0. Dutch takes the definite article.

Oxford street v. de Yeldstraat
Trafalgar Square v. het Sint-Pietersplein
Westminster Bridge v. de Sint-Michielsbrug

A number of proper names have the. Dutch usage is parallel.
E.g. the Tate, the North Sea, the Hebrides.

3.1.2. The NP refers to an institution shared by (a subsection of) the com-
munity.
This section is connected with 3.1.1. Examples are:

Be took the train.
What's in the papers?
What's on. the radio?
What's on the television?

In the last example, 'television' can also be used in a more abstract way,
and then takes 0. Cf. section 3.3. below.

3.1.3. Tho NP is made definite by an earlier mention or by a postmodifier.
Examples:

He bought a book and a record in that shop yesterday, but he returned the
record since it was warped.
The record he had bought.
The history of China.
The wines of France.

3.2. Indefinite
The choice of the article with indefinite noun phrases is determined by
whether the NP is countable or not.

3.2.1. Tho indefinite NP is (.4- countable] singular: a

E.g. He bought a radio yesterday.
We won a splendid victory.
lie couldn't walk without a stick.

Dutch uses the parallel een, but after certain propos' dons it can also
take o, as in the translation of the third example:

Zonder o stok kon hij niet pan.
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3.2.2. The indefinite NP is [-F countable] plural: o, sm

E.g. There were a people waiting outside.
There were em people waiting outside.
Have em biscuits.
Have you seen a elephants yet? (in general)
Have you seen any elephants yet? (on this trip)
o IBA members have been demonstrating in Belfast.

Note that em changes to any in negative and interrogative contexts. The
difference between sm and a was dealt with in section 2.5. above. Dutch
has a parallel distinction between teat (or another quamtifier) and 0. In
some contexts however, like the sentences about elephants, Dutch uses
advorbials to render the same distinction. The first sentence would be
translated as

eb je (colt) at (eens) olifanten gezien?

The translation equivalent of the second sentence is

Heb je at olifanten gezien?

3.2.3. The indefinite NP is [--eountable]: a, em.
This subsection is concerned with concrete mass nouns only.
Abstract mass nouns will be dealt with under 3.3. The distribution of
and sm is doteimined by the same factors as in 3.2.2.

E.E. I had em porridge for breakfast.
I had porridge for breakfast.

3.3. Generic

3.3.1. Generic NPs that indicate the set as a whole take the.

E.g. The tiger is almost extinct.
The aeroplane has revolutionized travel.

This is parallel with Dutch: de, het.

The only exceptions in English are o man and o woman, which take the
zero article:

Man has conquered the moon. (Dutch: de mem).

3.3.2. Generic NPs that indicate any one member of the set take a

horse is a noble beast. (Dutch: een paard).
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3.3.3. Generic NPs that indicate every member of the set take o+plural.

Horses are noble beasts. (Dutch: paarden).

Plural do- adjectival nouns however take the:

the English, the poor.

3.3.4. Concrete mass nouns used generically take a, as in Dutch:

Silver is a metal.
I like porridge.

3.3.5. Abstract mass nouns are inherently generic and take a;

e Inflation is the scoUrge of the poor (a inflatie)
o Inflation has gone up again. (do inflatie)
He teaches 0 science. (0 wetensehap)
This book is particularly valuable for (de Engolso taalkunde)

English linguistics.

It is only when the abstract noun is modified by an of- phrase or another
definitizing postmodiiier that it loses its generic status, as in:

History is the science that deals with the past.

Dutch is less consistent than English in using a: the definite article also-
occurs in a number of translation equivalents. It would seem that Dutch
uses a in generalizing predicates only, and has the definite article (its
'unique' use) in the other cases. On a number of occasions, the use of the
definite article in Dutch is lexically determined: Co society' is always `de
samenleving'.

3 3M. Nouns that can be countable, but t hat are used in an 'abstract' and hence
'generic' sense take o. Examples wore given in section 2.7. of this paper.
Again Dutch usage is less consistent than English, cf.:

mar a school
in het hospitaal liggen
in a bed liggen
per o auto
met de wager etc.

Although English is much more regular than Dutch, it also 114,s a number of
exceptions to the use of o in such cases, viz.:
a) When reference is made to musical instruments, e.g.:

to play the piano
to play the flute

(a piano spelen)
(a fluit spelen)
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b) Cases like:

In the evening I 'usually go out
In the morning etc.

c) Instances like:

Sold by the box
Paid by the hour
Seven apples to the kilo

d) to have a fever
to have a temperature, etc.

e) Cases where the NP has the
or to the direct object can also

She stayed as an au pair
He is a teacher
He i8 an excellent teacher
She thought him a genius
He played the saint

Cs avonds)
('s morgens)

(per a doos)
(per a uur)
(per a kilo)

(a koorts hebben)

function of complement to the subject
be regarded as belonging to this category-

(ak9 a au pair)
(a leraar)
(een uitstekend leraar)
(een genie)
(hing de heilige nit)

Dutch uses a u ith names of professions when the emphasis is on the function
they indicate, i.e. when they are used in an 'abstract' manner; ten is used
when the referent is seen us a concrete, particular person.
This category could also be considered as belonging to definite or indefinite
reference rather than as exceptions to a in generic reference.
After the verbs to turn and to go English uses e:

to turn, traitor
to go socialist.

a.3.7. Finally, the zero article with plural nouns is used for what I have termed
quasi-generic reference (cf. 2.8.):

E.g. a Prices have risen sharply.
a Human rights have often been violated in that country.

Dutch has the definite article here.

On the whole Dutch is less consistent than English in its use of the articles.
Lexical and syntactic factors, such as the use of articles after certain proposi
i ions, appear to play a. more important role than in English.
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4. TOWARDS A TEACHING GRAMMAR OF THE ARTICLE SYSTEM

75

The survey of article usage that was outlined in the preceding section could
be used as a basis to teach the English article system at an intermediate to
advanced level. I do not claim that English should be contrasted with the
students' mother tongue in the classroom, but the teacher should bear the
contrasts in mind to know the sort of difficulties that lie ahead and for which
extra efforts on his part will be needed.

At a more elementary level, it may be wiser not to mention genericness,
which is a difficult concept for the learner to grasp and might become a compli
eating factor rather than a help. The information about articles that these
learners need can be summarized in the following block diagram:

the (definite) a (indefinite)

Referring to a definite NP,
-For count, singular or plu-
ral
E.g. the Pope

the men in the corner

the hlstory of Africa

Referring to an indeft
nito NP, +count, sin
gular
E.g. I saw a tiger.

A tiger is a
beautiful animal.

e (indefinite)

Referring to an indef
finite NP, + count,
plural
E.g. There are people

waiting
Cats like fish.
Referring to an inde-
finite NP, -count E.g.
Silver is a metal.
Time is money.
He wad eating porridge.

Only the concepts of difiniteness and indefiniteness will then have to be
explained. The difference between o and am is left out until a later stage. In ..i
pedagogical grammar, sm could even be introduced as part of the system of
quantifiers: a weak form of the quantifier some.

The information in the block diagram will have to be clarified and supple-
mented by means of two notes:
Note 1:

The can be used with singular countable nouns to refer to a class as a whole.

E.g. The tiger is almost extinct.

Exceptions to this use of the: a man, o woman
The is also used with plural de-adjectival nouns.
the English, the poor, etc.

.Note 2:
Indefinite NPs can also refer to n class.

E.g. A tiger is a beautiful animal.
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Tigers are dangerous.
Silver is a metal.

This is especially the ease with abstract uncountable nouns:
they then always take the zero article:
I don't like geography.
History is on our side.

By extension, countable nouns used in a more or less abstract sense take
the zero article:
To go to school.
To have breakfast.
He became President.

It will be clear to the reader that the preceding lines do not prescribe a specific
teaching method: only the information that should be presented to the learn, r
is outlined. The teacher remains free as to how he will do this. There is no
such thing as a 'contrastive' methodology.

5. CONCLUSION

It is clear from the errors on pp. 62-63 of this paper that a teaching
grammar of the articles cannot aim at an international audience: the problem,
vary from one group of learners to another, accordiag to their mother tongue.
Clear definitions of the basic concepts, such as definiteness and indefiniteness,
are not sufficient. There are items in the article system which should receive
special prominence in a teaching gl._;mmar, and contrastive analysis of the
two languages involved is useful to determine what these items are and to
order thorn in a systematic way. Learners of English who are native speakers
of Dutch will have problems especially with the use of the zero article before
abstract nouns.

The survey of article usage that was outlined in section 3 of this paper is
only sketchy, partly for reasons of space and partly because more research
needs to be done on article usage in English, and especially, Dutch. Ideally,
one should go further than an analysis of the article systems in the two lan-
guages, and also take statistical material, based on corpus studies, into account.
That would be the 'quantitative contrastive analysis' presented by Krze-
szowski (1981) at the AILA 81 congress in Lund, and illustrated at the same
congress in a paper by Johannson and Dah1.9 A contrastive analysis project
like the one that is currently running at the university of Ghent offers more
scope for such research than this brief paper.

' An abstract of Joh/moil's and Dahrs paper was published in Sigurd, B. and
Svartvik, J. (eds). 1081., Tomasz P. Krzeszowski's lecture was published in AILA 81:
Proceedings 2.
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SOME DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ARABIC AND
ENGLISH COMPARATIVE STRUCTURES

MometnxAD Arrein

Vie University of Jordan

In most Arabic teaching grammars, the comparative form is defined no-
tionally as "a noun of preferei.ce" (e.g. E1-Jarem (1970) and Rida (1974))
which is derived on the pattern (?af9a1)1 from a sub-class of verbs that pbrmit
exclamatory conversion,2 e.g. nafa9 --* ?anfa9 'more useful', Hawn -+ ?aHean
`better', kabur .-+ ?akbar 'bigger', mahur -+ ?amhar, etc.

It is pointed out that the comparative form is used when comparison is
made between two or more persons, objects, or properties that are in some
respects unequal (cf. El-Jarem 19'70).

If the base form of the tri-lateral verb form from which the comparative
form is derived does not satisfy conditions of exclamatory conversion, the
invariable comparative forms ?aktharflagallliaaltatkl are introduced before
adjectival forms used for comparison, e.g. izclaHam -,?akthar izdiHaman 'more
crowded', ihtamm -, ?aqall ihtimaaman 'less concerned', idagarr --vIiikthar

4tiqraaran 'more stabilised'.
..:

. .

Unfortunately, the notional approach led to much confusion, and although

1 Brief reading conventions used for tho letters of Arabia words are as follows:
9: voiced pharyngeal fricative
H: voiceless pharyngeal fricative
q: voiceless uvular plosive
T: voiceless denti-alveolar plosive
ihr voiceless dental fricative
the voiced dental fricative
sia: voiceless palatoalveolar fricative
d3: voiced palatoelveolar fricative.
' Arabia exclamatory sentences are marked formally by the initial particle ma+

comparative adjectival, e.g.
man+ tad3mall 'How beautiful!', rasa ?arms 'how cheap'.
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most grammarians distinguish the two main t. pes of comparison, viz. the
derivable comparative form on the pattern ?af9al and the invariable correla-
tive sequence ?aktkar...min 'more...than', ?aqa11... min, 'less than', they never
indicate clearly what syntactic relationships there are between the comparative
types so distinguished. Nor is there any reference to the relationships between.
the comparative adjectival forms and the closely related phonologically homo-
phonous forms which recur in exclamatory sentences.

Apart from confusing terminology, e.g. the definition of the comparative
adjeetival as a "Noun of Preference", their approach lacks clarity. There is no
explanation, for example, of how comparative forms such us ?axTar, 'more
dangerous', ?akalnin, 'more important', ?athka 'more intelligent', could possibly
he said to be derived from tri-consonantal roots of verb-forms. There are no
attested verbs from whit h these comparative forms could be related.

It needs to be stressed lucre that Arabic comparative forms are more sati-
sfactorily described and analysed formally by reference to structural patterns
in which they regularly appear. These patterns are of two main types and
distinguished by:

(i) formal variation of the comparative adjectival,
(ii) modification by amplifying intensifiers, and

(iii) co-occurrence in situation.
Formal distinction is primarily based on the kind of 'comparative' adjectival

in the structure of each typo: according to whether the adjectival is a tri-lateral
( zafgal) or according to whether the adjectival used for comparison belongs
to a sub-class of adjectives, in which case the forms regularly occur with
?aktharlashaddficRiall.

Marks of definiteness, viz. the association of the comparative form with
the Definite Article -a/ serves to distinguish in part between comparative and
superlative degrees of comparison.

The comparative form is formally defined as adjectival on the grounds of
its regular association with the amplifying intensifier bikatiar 'much' or the
downtoner natv9art ma, 'rather'.

The two typos and sub-types are shown below, in which a comparative
adjectival is doubly underlined:
Type
(A): Twig 9aTical main eamiir `Tariq is taller than Samiir'

?al- Uariir ?an9am 'Silk is softer than cotton'
(B)- lalmadiina ?akthar izdiLlaaman min allarya 'The city is more crowded

than the village'
Type

(A) ?altva/ad il-?akbar thaki 'The eldest boy is intelligent'
?alkitaab it -aSOar thamiin 'the smallest book is dear'

(B) lilkitaab ?akbar ilathartlathar 'the book has the greatest impact'.
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Type I- A has an analogue with a construction in which the comparative
adjectival is converted into an (abstract) Nominal. The cumpar;Jon is made
explicit by interpolation, viz. the derivable comparative form intervenes the
correlative sequence ?akthar minfiagall ...

Correspondence between the comparative construction TypeA and its
parallel analogue may be illustrated as follows:

kaanuun ?brad min tashriin kaanuun ?akthar buruuda min tashriin.
`January is colder than November'.
?al-qiTaar ?asra9 min al-sayyaara ?al-qiTaar akthar sur9atan min al-say
yaara

`The train is faster than the car'.
The generalized structures for these types are as follows.

NA-Comp.mi+min+N ?akthar?/agall+N(Abstraso
Type IIB structures are characterised by constructs in which the first

juxtaposed form is a comparative form and the following form is a Nominal
(Definite or Idefinite), e.g. ?anthaf ilGuraf -* ?anthaf Gurfa 'the cleanest (of
all) rooms', 'the cleanest mum'. This construction type has an analogue with
a construction in which the firs. juxtaposed form is ?akthar/ ?aqall and the
following form is a Nominal (DefiniteiPlural) followed by an Abstract Noun
derivable from the adjectival form used for comparison, e.g.

Hadiiqati lad3mal Haddiqa Hadiiqati ?akthar itHadaa?iq d3amaalan
`My garden is the most beautiful (of all the gardens').
Mustafa ?aqwa rad3ul -* Mustafa ?apea il- rrid3aal -* Mustafa ?akthar
irrid3aa/ quwwa 'Mustafa is the strongest (of all men').
riumparative construction -types so far distinguished are characterised by

th ollowing syntactic features:
Typo IA. Constructions are differentiating and marked by a comparative

adjectival invariably derived from a tri consonantal root, e.g. kariim -* ?akram
`more generous', baxiil -+ ?abxal 'stingier', latiif - ?altaf `nicot', sahl -* ?what
`easier'.

Type I- -B. constructions are characterised by the inclusion in comparable
contexts of the comparative elements ?akthar min ?aqall ... min. Both
elements are in complementary distribution with the ce.mparativ c form of the
adjectival only when the adjectival used for comparison is derivable from
non-lateral routs. Otherwise the comparative elements are in free variation.
(cf. Analogue types set out above).

Typo II constructions are distinguished by the following features.
(i) Definiteness. Both the °Nue being compared and the comparative adjectival
form are associated with the Def. Article -al (o.g. al-walad al-aSGar 'the
youngest boy'.
(ii) Differentiation for Gender and Number:

Both numinals and adjertivals in Type IIA are explicitly differentiated

6 Papers and studies ... XV.u.
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for gender-cum-number, e.g. al-bint il-kubraa thakiyya. 'The oldest girl
is intelligent'.
al- ?awlaad il-kibaar ?athkiyaa? 'The eldest boys are intelligent'

Sentences of Typo IIB are situationally marked off when the situation
requires a more emphatic speech, NIht it there is an extremely strong preference
in contexts of situation where the choice depends on greater intensity or pro-
minence signalled by (Definite Artiele+Comp. Adjectival+Nplurai e.g.

Mohammad ?ash,d3a9 irrid3aaal 'Mohammad is the bravest (of all men)'
Shish kabaab ?aTyab Ta9aam 'Shish kebaab is the best (of all food)'.
Diagrammatically, the generalised structures of the types may be illustrated

as follows:
Type I-A

-- -_

1

r4 -,-1,) t,a) r^,1 P 4

i
I I

mus talc °Two! (pp Ad

Type I-A: (ANALOGUE)

Type

Typo 11-B

S

Pre!Icate
Nom

CoirP team'
I

Ta labor

Ptrase

IT ft

I

ma

N

I

at garya

t4

I

ojhaaran

S

Nom

N. CompAdj

al-walad al- akbo^

Predate Phrase

Adj.

thaki

d ate Phrcse
_ -----

;or-; tl3rph NRural Sgt 'Abstrac t I
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Arabic and English comparative structures

Considering the trilateral root of the adjective as the unmarked term in
the comparison system, it is possible to establish a three-term system of com-
parison. The exponents of the terms are as follows:
(1) Absolute: e.g. fagiir, 'poor', kariim 'generous', ba9iid 'far'
(2) Comparative: e.g. ?agrabl?akthar garaaba `closer' /`much closer'
(3) Superlative: e.g. il-?asra9 'the fastest', il-?ashal, 'the easiest'

The English comparative morphemes identify the comparison as equational
or differentiating. The correlative equational morphemes as ... as or the diffe-
rentiating less ... than/more ... than ... er are exponents of the comparative
term.

It is noticeable that Arabic and English make use of parallel syntactic
contrasts of terms of comparison, but the terms in each system are not co-exten-
sive as between the two languages. Correspondence and/or variance between
the terms is shown below:

English Arabic

Typo IA Type IA
-er ... than ?af9al min /or ?aktharl?ctgall
but not more ... than min

less ... than

Typo IB: Type IB
more ... than ?akthar ... min
lees ... than ?agall ... min

Typo IIA: Type IIA:
... -est ?af9al (Def.)

Typo IIB: Type IIB:
... most ?af9al or ?aktharl?agall ... min
but not -est

Specifically, Arabic permits a comparative differentiating structure in
which simple adjectives are modified fur comparison by either of the fullow'.,g
processes:
(i) conversion of simple tri lateral adjectival f.rras into the pattern ?afOal,
which is deemed to be equivalent to English comparative morpheme -er.
(ii) interpolation:

Abstract Nouns derivable from tri-lateral roots of the simple adjective
are inserted between the correlative cemparatiNe sequence ?agallRakthor...min
English, on the other hand, impescs restrictions on the addition of the compa-
rative morpheme -er, and, unlike Az abic is not frtely variant w ith more than/less
than.

6'
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Since the terms in the comparative system are at variance Arab students
of English tend to produce such attested errors as:

High sounds give out more shorter waves.
Britain is more colder than Jordan.
The dollar rose to a much more higher value.
We work more longer hours.

On similar grounds, the use of the superlative (Type II B) ?a/9a is
freely variant with the periphrastic forms at ?akthar...al-agall. This accounts
for the following attested errors:

August is the most hot month.
This is the most easy lesson.
It is the most high mountain in the country.
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SOME REMARKS ABOUT TRANSLATION AND STYLE

H ANNE MAIITINET

Tito CopoMagen ..chool of 3amontie4 and Buoiet1 Adminittralion

In this paper, I will outline how a translator's activities may provide
wine answers to stylistic questions. Fundamentally, I will argue that transla-
tion, stylistic phenomena, and many other aspects of language, should be
viewed in a semiotic framework. It is also my hope that studies along these
lines may eventually bring us closer to answering Niels Enkvist's question:
"If we knew precisely how patterns are learned, stored and generated in the
brain, no could say a groat deal more about why languages work and change
the way they do." (1979:10).

To do this, I will hero concentrate on the first phase of the translator's
work, viz. the reading phase, and show how signs can be perceived, and then
produced in another language. I will give examples which show that a transla-
tor, from a given text, has to elaborate a text whose signs can conjure up the
sable or closely related associations and lead to the same hypotheses and
inferences as the original text. I will distinguish between explicit and implicit

functions, and show that the roles and relevancies of the signs that constitute
a global sign, i.e. a text, depend on the global function of the text. Other ex-
planations and distinctions will be given later. I will then discuss the issues

these ideas load to. For the sake of illustration of this point, I shall hero use
simple examples which can be evaluated without a comprehensive analysis
of it textual universe, since the latter would require far too much space.

My remarks are based upon twenty-five years of translation, mostly from
Danish into French, of extremely varied contemporary texts (scientific texts,
plays, poems, folders, a novel etc.), and on nine years of teaching translation
and interpretation. I should perhaps also add that I am often characterized

as a total bilingual.
These remarks will apply to all kinds of texts and not just to "literary

texts", for as Simone Delesalle and Alain Rey put it "nobody is equal to the
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task of defining this adjective", i.e. literary (1976.16, translation mine). And
further, i t is my experience that it can be fruitful to confront the uses of
signs that have been made in different texts.

This, because what is often studied from a "purely" esthetic viewpoint
in stylistics and rhetorics, viz, metaphors, metonymies, chiasma, synthesis,
phonesthemes, etc., are actually to be found in most texts. Such suggestive,
catchy or manipulative figures, I shall lump together as plays on language
(in French "jeux sur la languo "; Martinet, A., 1967:1291). I hero take this
term to bo neutral in relation to levels of consciousness.

Among the wide range of phenomena subsumed under this category,
the following two examples may suffice to illustrate what I have in mind.
Take 1) the following advertisement for a French yoghurt mixed with bits
of fruits "Y'a du carnaval dans he yaghourt" (lit.: there is carnival in the
yoghurt); the poster showed a smiling woman wearing a crown of fruit
and branches, evidently inspired by Boticelli's paintings. And 2) what
Plato has Socrates say in the Apology, specially in the opening sentences
of the first section; Socrates remarks that, in listening to his accusers'
"persuasive" speeches, he has forgotten who ho is himself, but ho adds that
they have not said one single true word.

Finally, my remarks wil' not apply to the aet:vities of interpreters (in
German "Dohnetscher "). The problems with which they are confronted during
their oral work being different fro.n those met by the translator, they require
separate analysis. It might howtver be of some interest for linguistics and
semiotics to note, in passing, that one of the reasons why these problems
cannot bo examined horn, is the fact that they do not always, as translators,
have a global sign at their disposal. They might thus not always be in a posi-
tion to rectify erroneous hypotheses or inferences since they bane to do with
what I would call volatile "texts", which is not the case for translators, who
work on non-volatile texts.

Another reason for excluding these problems, here, is that interpreters
are of course exposed to paralinguistic phenomena such as intonations, gestures,
mimicry, etc., which may influence their interpretation, though the importance
of this fact is not generally recognized.

I shall first briefly outline the activities of the translator.
A translator is in the peculiar linguistic situation of being at one and the

sumo time, but successively, reader of text A (the text to be translated),
and writer of text A' (the text to be constituted on the basis of text A). The
"writer" is here to be understood as a. v person who writes.

This means that the translator is .i.olved in two different processes, two
different se mioses, i.e. a semiosis during which s;he, as a "member" of Culture
x, tries to perceive the roles played by the signs found in text A, the perception
phase, and Um, a somiesis during which s,'ho, as a "member" of Culture
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/1, produces signs in text A', the production phase. It is, as mentioned above,
the first semiosis I will concentrate on here.

A apt, I view as "everything which can be taken as significantly substi-
tuting for something else" (Eco 1979.7). Eco adds to this Peircian definition
of the sign that "This something else does not necessarily have to exist or to
actually be somewhere at the moment in which a sign stands in for it." :ibid.
7).

A semiosis, is a process. I take it to be "an action, an influence, which is,
er involves, a cooperation of three subjects, such as a sign, its object and its
interpretant" (Peirce 5484, quoted from Eco 1979:15).

Before giving examples which should show how signs can be interpreted
during reading, of how hypotheses and inferences are introduced, I will show
that the global function of a text, i.e. the purpose it serves, is decisive when
it comes to an analysis of tia varying roles particular signs may play in the
text, and when it comes to establishing their relevancy within it.

As mentioned above, I shall distinguish between two main categories of
texts, that is, those which have an explicit function, and those which have
an implicit function, viz. between A. explicit texts and B. implicit texts, and
briefly describe them:

A. Explicit texts are those whose purpose(s) are explicitly indicated in
titles and subtitles.

Generally speaking, the purpese(s) of these texts are to give people con-
crete knowledge in explicit formulations: to indicate (prices, tariffs, etc ),
to explicate (how to use an appliance, a machine), and the like. That is what
is found in directions for use, some recipes, etc.

The characteristic of these texts is that they do not contain plays on lan-
guage, and that their content is "clear-cut". Further categorization can be
made on the basis of global functions.

B. Implicit texts are those whose purposo(s) are not explicitly indicated
in titles. etc. Rather are their titles suggestive, catchy, etc.

Generally ..paking, one could say that their global function is to "faire
dawns l'esprit des autres um petite incision oil l'on met one id& h soi", as
Victor Hugo expressed it surgically. That is, to impinge on our associative

processes in order to make us discover new aspects of the world, of life, to
change our attitudes, beliefs, c., to make us laugh, feel pity, buy, obey,
etc., and to reorganize our sets of connotations. I have shown elsewhere how
this was done with proper names in a novel (Martinet, H., 1982). That is what

is found in poems, novels, legends, scientific texts, advertisements, and the
like, as shown above.

The characteristic of these texts is that they contain plays on language,
and, of course, by the fact that they tin not abide restricted grammatical,
syntactical and lexical rules.
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Further categorization can again be made on the basis of global functions.
But in my experience, it can be as precarious to name these functions as it can
be to disclosing and describing them, also because one single text might have
manifold functions.

These problems of further categorization are too vast to be discussed hero
at length. I want however to stress that partitions like "technical" vs "scien-
tific" vs "law" texts or a categorization into genres like "poetics", "essays",
ordinary language vs. language for special purposes, might lead to erroneous
interpretations, and thus to erroneous translations.

To base classification on only six functions (Jakobsun 190), might also
lead to errors. This for two reasons. First, because it involves the tacit assump-
tion that the addressee, in all instances, understands the addresser correctly.
Second, because it means entering the text without asking first what is its
global function, a fact that might swerve interpretation: a lie fur example,
cannot be said to be a lie per se, but must be considered in relation to a truth
(a truth not being truth per se either) a fact that should be borne in mind
with the use of "truth conditions" in semantic analyses (Leech 1969) and
speech act theory (Searle 1969).

I will now pass on to the examples.
To illustrate my point I could have chosen to quote and analyse passages

from two or t hree texts showing how different manners of writing can impinge
on readers' minds. This procedure, however, not being very suitable within
the framework of an article, I have instead, asealready mentioned, chosen the
French syntagm installer une coupure omnipolaire. This I will imagine used in
different texts. A coupure omnipolaire is all electric switch which controls
several switches.

It might be found used in the instruction for installing an electric device
of some kind, or in a novel.

In the instruction for installing an electric de ice (example A) whose
explicit function is to give details about how to make a device work the
role of the sign installer one coupure omnipolaire is that of designating a precise
technical device. It should lead the reader to precise associations with the de-
vice itself, and to its installation. The sign must here be understood and not
interpreted, i.e. the reader must "know" w hat the. device is in order to act,
appropriately.

In the novel whose function is implicit the rule of the sign is not that
of loading the reader to install the device. In this ease, and eN on if the reader
does not "know" the device, the sign might conjure up varying associa-
tions hypotheses, and then inferences, beeausu of the associations which
coupure, mid- and polaire can conjure up. It must be interpreted.

In one passage it could be found designating the giN en electric installation
which, say, causes a fire (example B). The context of "fire" is there enough
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to toll the reader who dues not know the deN ice, that it is "something which
can cause fire". To the reader who knows the device, the associations and hypo-
theses can be similar to those mentioned above, but it is still something that
can pr ke fire.

In another passage, it might be used me.aphoneally to suggest, say, a vio-
lent rupture between two lovers (example C). The reader's associations and
hypotheses should then be different from the previous ones. Some readers
might be disconcerted by the metaphor. But the fact that coupure suggests
"brutal rupture", "cutting off", and the like, that omni- might suggest "all"
(at least to people who have studied Latin in school), that polaire suggests
"direction", "le-vol" and might also suggest "coldness", that coupure omnipo-
laire might lead to associations with a "shocking incident", secures the pea
ception of the metaphor.

That is to say, that to detect the sole of the sign in the two last eases, one
must detect its relations to other signs in the text, to "fire" and to "broken
love", and to weigh the relevancy of the metaphor.

As far as the translation of the sign goes, in the first ease, it must, of course,
be translated into the corresponding technical sign in another language.

In the second ease, it can be translated into the corresponding sign, but
it might not be a sine qua non. Another electrical device that can provoke
a fire might very well do.

In the third case, the metaipho: could be transferred as it is in some langua-
ges, or by another metaphoi suggesting "brutal rupture, electric violence or
coldness".

I hope these examples, among other things, have shown (1) that associa-
tions, potheses, and inferences can vary according to different texts, (2) that
the rules and reluvancies of signs depend un the global function of a text.

I will now discuss the issues these ideas lead to.
Tu view reading as a scnnosis leads to the drawing of distinctions. I have

already distinguished the two semiuses the translator is involved in.
This leads me now to distinguish four phases in all:
A) The production phase 1, i.e. the phase during which a writer produces

a text A, i.e. when im (Jived in the semiosis of choosing and structuring signs
to constitute a global sign in order to convey his/her ideas. In example B and
C, the writer could ha\ e chosen or created other signs. B) The perception
phase 2, i.e. the phase during which a reader perceives this text. When it
conies to translation, two new phases should be added: C) The production
phase 3, i.e. the phase during which a translator produces a text A' on the basis
of text A, and D) The perception phase 4, i.e. the phase during which a reader
perceives text A'.

To view reading as a serniusis leads to an awareness of the fact that the
process of reading and ( oropz ehending it text is nut, as already suggested above,
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a tam( Luirror imago of the creative process underlying the text production,
a fact which for translators at least, is important.

Firstly, it means that they might become aware of the impact signs and
plays on language have on them, of how signs impinge on their "mental pro-
cesses". It should then become possible to describe these processes, to compare
them and perhaps t3 classify them. I have shown elsewhere how a writer can
"play on proper names" and give the reader a possibility of building up
associations or_ them: also how net eulks of connotations can be reorganized
in the reader's mind, how proper names can become connotated within
a given culture, and how some of the problems were resuh ed in the translation
(Martinet, a, 1982).

Secondly, it means that they might become aware of the fact that what
they infer in a global sign, and in the signs it contains, might not always
correspond to what a writer formulating a text wanted the reader to infer in it.

The many reinterpretations (which are not always of a philological nature)
of, say, Shakespeare or Montaigne, only prove that the relation between
expression and its comprehension is not always congruent. I cannot, within
the scope of this paper, enter into the theoretical issues which this fact raises.
1 have only briefly outlined them.

It is of course also a matter of conduct, to weigh the values, the functions
and the relevaneies of signs in a text, and to decide which interpretation is
the only valid one. But we and specially translators who often transfer ideas

should not forget that this weighing (and the decision that follows) is
grotmded on the impact signs have on them, i.e., as shown above, on the
associations that are conjured up during the perception process, and on the
hypotheses and inferences signs lead them to intr.. luce in a specific text.

We should not forget either that associations, hypotheses and inferences
may vary from person to person, and thus, from writer to translator be-
tause our "knowledge of the world" varies. This is what Umberto Eco (1979.
Niff) calls encyclopedic knowledge. And he stresses that this "knowledge" is
not identical to the knowledge we, today, can get from dictionaries or ency-
clopedia alone examples A, B, and C illustrated this difference. In ussing,
I might add that thin is tile reason why translators should perhaps nut translate
texts which conflict too much with their own ideas.

To this Eu t should be added the well-known obsers talon that we might
nut always be alert enough to ',mei% e all the nuances that aro conveyed
by signs. Amid also the fact that translators very often have to work under
such hasty tiretunstantes that flay, regrettably, simply do not have time to
lwell on nuances.

For the translator, and even for others perhaps, it is thus fundamental
t u etaleas our to try to per cis e the impact a wt iter, consciously or uncensionsly,
may wish to bring about when choosing and structuring signs.
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In this context, I wish to recall what Edward Sapir wrote: "One must
learn to read between the lines, eN en when the;$ are not written on a sheet
of paper" (1972:71). To which I would add that not only have some lines
to be more read between than others, but that the problem is to elucidate how.

The solution, to this problem, if at all feasible, would obviously require
a consideration of the text in quest km in its globality, as well as the total
"universe" it reflects.

Mate 1982
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ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES
AND LEARNING STRATEGIES

Rory PALSIBERG

Ala ikadsmi

In his influential paper on interlanguage, Selinker lists five "central pro-
cesses" which influence the nature of the learner's interlanguage. These
processes as Selinker calls them -- include "strategies of second-language
learning" and "strategies of second-language communication" (1972:215).
Having pointed out that "Concerning the notion 'strategy' little is known
in psychology abort what constitutes a strategy" (p. 219), he goes on to
state that "Even less is known about strategies which learners of a second
language use in their attempt to master a target language and express mean-
ing in it" (p. 219).1 The aim of the present paper .s to discuss the notions
"communication strategy" and "learning strategy" and to illustrate by means
of examples the relationship between them.

When a language learner is faced with the problem of having to pass on,
i.e. communicate, precise information in spite of an inadequate command of
the target-language N ocabukry, he can consciously or unconsciously'
choose either of two fundamentally different "macrostrategies" (Corder 1978a,
Faerch and Kasper 1980). He can aN :d the problem by changing his communi-
cative goal, for example by totally avoiding topics for which the vocabulary
is not known ("topic avoidance"; Tarono 1977), by strpping in mid-sentence
when running into difficulty with a target-language word ("message-abandon-
ment"; Varadi 1980, Tarone, Cohen and Dumas 1976), or, by deliberately
using vague or very gt.,neml terms and expressions ("meaning replacement",
"semantic avoidance", "message reduction"; Varadi 1980, Tarono, Frauen-
felder and Selinker 1976, Tarono, Cohen and Dumas 1976).

On the other hand, ho can tackle the problem by developing alternative

1 For a discussion of some terminological probers involving the terms "process" and
"etratog,y ", see e.g. Brown 1970a, Tarono, Frauenfoldor and Solinkor 1970, and Jordons
1977.

1 For a discussion of whether strategies involr o consciousness on tiler art of the learn
or, see e.g. Kellerman 1977, Kloinmann 1977, and Fearch and Kasper 10b9.
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plans to reach his eonununieatis c goal, for exampk by switching to his mother
tongue or another foreign language he knows ("language switch", "code
switching", Tarone 1977, Corder 1978a), by "foreinizing" a native-language
word (Blab stok and Raba 1980; ula re English is the target language the
strategy has been termed "anglifiration", Ringbom 1978) or by translating
it literally ("literal translation", Vrtiradi 1980), by inventing new words
("word coinage"; Varadi 1980), by using words hich may or may not share
some semantic elements with the target-language word he wants to communi-
cate ("lexical substitution"; Tarone, Frauenfelder and Selinker 1976), by
rising paraphrases such as description and circumlocutions (Vivadi 1980,
Tarone 1977), by imitating the sound possibly produced by the target concept
("sound imitation"; Faerch and Kasper 1980), or, finally, by using extra-
linguistic devices such as gestures and facial expressions ("mime", Tarone
1977). Strategic.. of the first type, i.e. those governed by avoidance behaviour,
have been termed "reduction strategies", those of the second type, i.e. those
governed by achiel anent behaviour, hal e been termed "achievement stra-
tegies" (Faerch and Kasper 1980:84).

Faereh and Kasper define strategies as "potentially conscious plans...
for solving what to the individual presents itself as a problem in reaching
a particular goal" (1980.60). However, in order to underline the important
fact that in everyday life communication normally involves two or more
interlocutors, Tarone proposes an expanded definition of communication
strategies. According to her, a communication strategy should be seen as a
"mutv7.1 attempt of two interlocutors to agree on a meaning in situations
where requisite meaning structures du not seem to be shared" (1980:419).

Faerch and Kasper, how ever, du not find the definition suggested by Tarone
approp:iate, for the following reason. When the interlocutor facing communi-
cation problems decides not to try to solve his problem alone and therefore
signals to his interlocutor that he is experiencing a communicative problem,
only then, they suggest, dues it become a "shared" problem. These signals,
or, as Faereh and Kasper call them, "cooperative strategies" (which, con-
forming to the distinction made earlier, fall under the cat,gory of achievement
strategies), may be either direct ur indirect (Faerch and Kasper 1980:97);
in the former case "appeals for assistance" (Tarone 1977); in the latter case
"admissions of ig.lorance" (Palmberg 1978, 1979a). Also, hesitations and pause.
on the pai t of one intern iocutur may occasionally be interpreted by the other
as signals for help.

Learning strategics, on the other hand, have been defined as attempts by
the learner "to deN clop linguistic and sociolinguistic competence in the target
language" (Tarune 1980.420). According to 'failure such strategies include
memorization, repetition with the purpose of remembering, mnemonics,
infereneing, and spelling.
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Most of the research done in the fields of communication strategies and
learning strategies has concentrated on the former. Various test types haN
been used, ranging from written fill-in forms and translations (e.g. Ickenroth
1975, Ringboin 1978) to different story-telling tasks (e.g. Pahriberg, Ringbom
and Lethonen 1979) and the elicitation of spontaneous speech through e.g.
interviews (Tarone 1977). Apart from studies aimed at the identification and
classification of communication strategies there have b.en attempts to map
out the factors that influence the choice of strategy. One such factor, it has
been suggested, is personality (Tarone 1977, Corder 1978b). According to this
view certain personality characteristics could be strongly tied to a preference
for, say, reduction strategies, rather than, say, paraphrases. Other factors
claimed to affect the choice of strategy are the learner's age and his level of
proficiency in the target language (e.g. Rubin 1975, Ickenroth 1975),
as well as the elicitation technique used (Sjoholm 1979).

An important area which has not been dealt with in the literature until
very recently is the relationship between communication strategies and
learning strategies. As Tarone suggests and exemplifies (1977, 1980), it is
obvious that communication strategies and learning strategies occasionally
overlap. Not all communication strategies, however, are at the same time
learning strategics (this is true e.g. for reduction strategies), although learning
may result from the employment of communication strategies. In an attempt
to classify communication strategies according to their potential learning
effect, Faerch and Kasper suggest that whereas e.g. word coinage seems to
promote learning, language switch and mime clearly do not (1980:103). Since
there is also the possibility of learning strategies being employed by the
learner idependently of his use of communication strategies, Tarone (1980)
suggests that the question of precisely how communication strategies promote
or inhibit learning should be resolved by research, not by speculation.

Judging from the data available from two Efferent.communicative tasks,
there seem to be four possibilities as to the relationship between comn.unica-
tion strategies and learning strategies. These possibilities, which at the same
time reveal the learner's approach to or attitude towards his communicative
goal, are illustrated in samples A, B, C, and D.

SAMPLE A: LEARNER: "There's some footprints outside a ... some rocks
... and there's a man coming out fr ... and then he's jumping

3 Samples A, B, and C originate from an experiment disigned to elicit and classify
the communication stratogka that Finns and S uLdisli speaking Finns at an intermediate
level of English proficiency adopt when, communicating in English, they lack the appro-
priate vocabulary. Tho learners were given a series of pictures comprising a story, and
they wore asked to rota the story twice, first in their mother tongue, then in English.

,11
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In Sample A the 'carnet wants to commtuncato the target item "cave".
Since he does not know the word, he employs reduction strategies twice,
first message reduction, then message abandonment. He ont:nues his narra-
tive, without having learnt the word.

SAMPLE B: LEARNER: "Well there's a cave in ... or ...in the mountain
and ... a man c... comes out from the ... cave ... and
then there are two small animals ... What are they called?
I don't know".

EXPERIMENTER: "Ants".
LEARNER: "Ants ... on the wv".
(deleted sequence)
LEARNER: "The apple falls down from his head ... and the

two ... animals are there".

In Sample B the learner experiences a communicative problem with the
target item "ants". She appeals for assitanee, is told the correct word by
her interlocutor, and then uses the word correctly. Later, however, when
she needs the word again, she has forgotten it and decides to use a message-
reduction strategy instead, producing "animals" for "ants". He-re, as in
Sample A, the use of a communication strategy did not result in learning.

SAMPLE e: LEARNER: "I see a man who's coming out from the cave
and ... two small I don't know what they are called ...".

(pause)
EXPERIMENTER: "What would you call them if you had

to?"
LEARNER: "If I had to? ... er ... I can't think of anything".
EXPERIMENTER: "They are ants".

The uxporituiriter ass told nut tu help the learners unless ho ass asked for help. For a
full description of the design and results of the experiment, soe Palrnberg (1979a).

Sample I) originates froth a "shared" problem solving task. An intormodicite-level
Suudish speaking learner of English was given a piece of paper showing five different
figures involving squares, triangles, army:a, curved bites etc. Her task was to givo in-
struutioris concerning them figures to twr interlocutor, who was a native American-En-
glish speaker. The probkui of the Swedish speaker was that her instructions were to be
clear enough fur the American spoakor to be able to reproduce, to draw, those figures on
emotion piece of paper. The tao tosteos could see one another, but they wore not able
to see one another's papers. Also, they were allowed to speak freely. The results of this
experiment have not been published.
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LEARNER: "Ants oh yeah ants ... two ants".
(deleted sequence)
LEARNER: "He's got something to shoot with anyway ...

and two ants ... there are two ants in the picture".

In Sample C the learner has the same communieta' problem. She does
not know the word for "ants", so she appeals indirectly _or assistance, admit-
ting that she does not "know what they are called". Having been told the
correct word, she uses it correctly. Later in her narrative, when she needs the
Hurd again, she remembers the word. Learning, in other words, has taken
place.

SAMPLE D: SWEDISH SPEAKER: "... and in both upper corners there
aro black circles ... little black circles".

AMERICAN SPEAKER: "Right in the very corner or ...?"
SWEDISH SPEAKER: "No a little bit from the corner".
AMERICAN SPEAKER: "Little circles?"
SWEDISH SPEAKER: "Yeah all black".
AMERICAN SPEAKER: "OK".
SWEDISH SPEAKER: "And then there's one in the down

loft corner too".
AMERICAN SPEAKER: "OK".
SWEDISH SPEAKER: "Then there's an arrow going from

the left upper circle to the right upper".
AMERICAN SPEAKER: "Just to the upper circle ... not the

bottom one?"
SWEDISH SPEAKER: 'Yeah from the left upper to the

right upper circle ... and then one from right upper to left
bottom".

AMERICAN SPEAKER: "OK".

The Swedish-speaking learner in Sample I), finally, made a frequent use of
paraphrases and appeals-for-assistance throughout the task. And judging by
net ability to reproduce the needed t% °Rib w hen they reappeared, her learning
so at (Ties NV two u 113, c fiicie it lit addition to this, she u or often picked up words
arid expressions from the American speaker's comments. The purpose of the
extract in Samplc D (%% Mich t (presents only the end coin ersation of a fairly
ClIldcoldittnlitig task) is to slam lam the learner adopted the expression
"left bottom" from the American speaker's speet it, luting said "down left"
earlier.

To stun up, there are eommunication strategies w Welt cannot lead to
learning (Sample A), communication strategies us hith may (Sample C) or may
not (Sample B) lead to learniog ianal, fluidly, , there is learning t!trough eommuni

7 Papers and studies. XVII
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cation which takes place independently of the use of Lommunient ion strategics
(Sample D).

Although connunniu live tasks involving "shared" problems (and there
are, of course, many varieties) can be successfully used in order to elicit
communication strategies, the situation is much more complicated when we
are dealing with learning 'rategies. As for communication strategies, these
can be fairly reliably identified (cf., however, Palmberg forthcoming) since
is possible through interviews and mother-tongue versions to compare what the
learner produced ..ith what he actually wanted to produce, i.e. his "optimal
meaning" (Varadi 1980). For learning strategics, however, we need an elicita-
tion instrument which controls not only the data which the learner is exposed
to ("the input"; Corder 1967, 1978b), but also what the learner learns of the
data he has been exposed to ("the intake") and what he uses of what he has
learnt ("the output").

Communicative tasks, it is true, may be used to show when learning has
taken place (provided that it is possible to reliably distinguish actual lemming
and a mere recollection of something previously learnt on the part of the learner;
Sample C, for example, may pose such a problem). At the same time they reveal
whether the presumed learning activity has been promoted by the use of a co-
mmunication strategy and by what communication strategy, if any at all.
But before communicative tasks can be used to elicit and identify ;earning
strategies satisfactorily enough (i.e. the process as opposed to the product),
a variety of factors must be accounted for, including the learner's short-term
and long-term memory, temporary and permanent learning, etc.
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COMPARING SOUND PATTERNS'

Kari Suomi

Unirerrity of Turku

. approach will emphasize tho close relations of phonology to phonetics.
Phonology is concerned with the ::ngt,;stic aspeAs of sound structure and artioulatory
and perceptual behavior, or, if y u will, speaker-listener's knowledge about the
languago-specific use of sound sigt.als. If phonology is language-specific phonetics, it
should account for all those rules which havo to do with tho sound structure of
%%hat is regarded as phonologically and grammatically correct or acceptable idiom-
atic speech. Such a phonology must, in principle, be able to specify all those pho-
netic dotaila all loxtrinsic allophones' that contribute to defining idiomatic
pronunciations." (Lmoll 1079:31)

By the term 'sound pattern' I will mean the totality of language-specific
factors that either determine or cunstitute the idiomatic pronunciation of
given language.' This definition, while excluding the effects of universal
factors from the sound patterns of individual languages (the universal factors

ald bo stated, ultimately-, in a general account of human sound patterns),
includes both any covert factors (btructulal, psyt.hological, social, situational
etc.) that can be shown to influence pronunciation, in whatever way or degree,
and the more directly observable phy Bien' phonetic factors (to the extent.
that both sets of factors can be shown to be language-specific). The former
sot of factors can be conceived of as a part of a speaker's communicative
competence i hile the latter set is a physiud manifestation of that competence.

performance, of course, always exhibits properties in addition to those
relatable to the factors mentioned above but they have to be sorted out by
appropriate (e.g. statistical) methods.

Paper read at tho 17th International Conference on Polish-English Contrastive
Linguistics at Blaiojewko/Poznali, December 3-5, 1981.

* For reasons of simplicity of exposition the many kinds of linguistic variatiox,
(dialectal, social otc.) will not bo considered in this papet. The existence of such varia-
tion must, howt,wer, bo taken into accuunt in any actual comparison of sound patterns.
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'.rho present paper is concerned with the %.ts of obtaining and picsouting
adequate descriptions of the set of faettns physically constituting sound
patterns, adequacy boing estimated in tutu's of suet ess in capturing woes
language differences and similarities. I believe that a careful observation of
surface phonetic regularities is net essaty ha the elm 'dation of all sorts of
component factors of sound patterns and fin contrastive studies of sound
patterns.

"Cuntrasti 0 studies eau be roughly ddhted as thu systmatic r4tIlike of two or moro
languages, specifying, all the difforeneus ,et similarities holding between thoso
languages in all the languago components." (Fisiak et al. 1978:9)

Sound pattern, as defined above, is dearly included among "all the langu-
age compuilonts". Thcrofore, I accept it as an axiom that contrastis u linguistics,
in order to attain full observational adequa. y (in the sense of Chomsky 1964:
62ff.), must procure or have at its disposal tt full aetount of the sound patterns
of the languages selected fat comparison. Since an exhaustive account is
never possible tho differences and similtaitits must be stated in terms of a
set of promises, a theory, and "it atoms obvious that the theoty which is
most adequatt, for the description of tt pat tkailar language should also be most
adequato for contrastive purposes" (Fisiak 1975.345).5 In many current con-
trasti% o studies of sound pattern genetati ye phonology is the theory om-
pluyvd.4 Thus Fisiak, for example, "assuming that generative phonology

in spite of its numerous weaknesses and constant modifications, is tho
most adequato phonological thoury currently available and offers the best
iasight into the structure 0f languago (...)" claims that "there is no other
altornative than accepting it for contrastive ptuToscs both theoretical and
applied. It should bo pointed out here, howover, that tho acceptance of the
generativo theory (...) it whales that possibility of modifications of the standard
theory in so far as it fails to explain contrastive facts" (Fisiak 1975: 346).5

3 I accept this claim hurt, just for the sake of argument. Tito claim ignores tho fact
that theories in linguistics tend to be rather language spocifio (i.o., to put it very briefly,
traditional grain:liar is based on (and bust suited for tho deseriptian of) Latin, TO gram-
mar on English, DependenzGraminatik on German etc.). This may be in conflict with the
requirement in contrastive, linguistics that the compared languages be deseribod in tho
same theoretical framework.

4 In what follow:41 will assume, primps unfairly, that the contrastive studios referred
to would not disagree a ith what I consider to be the goal of contrastive studies of sound
patterns.

I I assume, Tutu bluntly, that it falls w ithin the purview of phonological theories
to account fur the kind of phenomena referred to in the above definition of sound pattern.
Othorwiso such pitunutnona would have to be excluded from linguistics altogether, and
this would seem to bo an unmotivated delimitation.
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It i8 my intention to show that generative phonology (or tit least the standard
generative practice) fails precisely in this respect since it even fails to ade-
quately describe contrastive facts of sound patterns. 1 hope that the inade-
quacy will be recognized and that thin will result iu a serious search for alter-
native methodological approaches.'

The explicit exploitation of an allegedly universal, finite and phonetic-
ally-based set of distinctive fcatines as the prime entities of description is
one of the distinguishing characteristics of generatiNe phonology. The features
are used, in principle, in two different functions, v iz. chtssifit stony and phonetic.
In the former function (on the "systematic phonolugical level") the features
are invariably baling (which, for example, provides a means for stating
gross cross language patterns for ty pulogical purposes). In the phonetic
function the features are, again in principle, sealat or ultivaltted, offering
the possibility of e.g. stating phonetic differences between structtually similat
segments in different languages (for sketches of such statements, noted in
passing but not elaborated on, see e.g. at Tramp° and Viborg (1972:305-307)
and Schane (1973:95 96)). However, in spite of this built-in possibility of
achieving at least a somewhat closer (if not anything approaching hi-fi) re-
presentation of spoken language, it remains true that "a sotematic phonetic
representation is, in theory, me in which the features are specified with
integer values. Although, ideally, all derivations should end with precise
phonetic specifications, (...) those appearing in all published generative de-
scriptions stop far short of this detail. This is because generative phonology
has concentrated pi inutriiy Uwt die nature of underlying representations (...).
Interestingly., those derived representations are amazingly similar to taxo-
nomic phonemic representations" (Selland 1973:97-98; emphasis in the
original). As for contrastive investigations,I am nut aware of tk single study
which, while using the distinctive feature framework, would make explicit
use of scalar values. This is hardly a credit to contrastive phonologists work-
ing in the generative theory.

A set of distinctive features adequate for contrastive purposes would have
to make explicit all systematic phuneth differences and similarities between
the languages compared whale:I tla differences sun e to distinguish meaniags
in any of the languages or nut. Defining such features as "properties which
differentiate all and only the sounds consistently produced and perceived by
speakers of all the world's langun .,es" Promkin (1979:326-327) aptly goes

Generativu phonologists often take thu proposition that alternative methodolo-
gical approaches should be chosen to mean a plea for a return to scums form of ulassieal
phonemic theory. This was also obi, lima in some of the comments raised during the
conference. Lot me therefore state quite explicitly "uit this is not the intention of the
presoat pupor. At tho same time, it seems that some traditional concepts have bouu too
hastily dispensed with by generative phonology.
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on to say that "such a set is clearly larger than any set of features yet proposed.
In principle it is still finite. In practice it is hard to see the end of the road".
The current sets of distinctive features, with at most twenty-odd segmental
features, are clearly too broad in their scope, and therefore, instead of cap-
turing cross-language differences (which a descriptive framework employed
for contrastive purposes should du) they effectively obliterate any such differ-
ences. Hence, an acceptar.ce of any set of distinctive features currently avail-
able as the solo basis of description involves a cJmmitment to ignore all but
too obvious cross-language differences. Gh en the provisional nature of these
sets any attempt to force the sound pat tern of a language into such predetermin-
ed categories will necessarily be a Procrustean activity.

I shall attempt to substantiate the above claims in the next section.

2

"For a linguist, plionotics is only a means toward an end, not a purpose in itself.
The end is to provide reliable answers to linguistically relevant questions. However,
for providing these answers, phonetics is indispensable. I believe firmly that true
statements regarding phonological phenomena presuppose correct observation of
their phonetic manifestation. A phonologist ignores phonetics at his own peril."
(Lehisto 1970:vi)

The handbook by Fisiak et al. (1978), by virtue of its phonological part
being based on generative phonology and since it "concentrated basically
on the phonetic representation, only hinting at the processes at deeper levels"
(p. 5), is a suitable starting point for the present section. Before proceeding
to phonetic representations let us, however, pay attention to a couple of more
general issues. The first one concerns the question of what can be compared.
In the Introduction we can read that "the notion of comparability is funda-
mental for comparative linguistics in general and for CS (contrastive studies,
KS) in particular. The question of what is identical, similar or different has
to be answered before any meaningful CS can be carried out" (Fisiak 1978:
15, emphasis in the original). I have to admit that I utterly fail to Pee tow
the question mentioned above could possibly be answered before a eontrasth e
study and, if it can, what the motivation (or possible results) of a contrastive
study might be. Howerer, the authors point out in the very next sentence
that "the answer to these and similar questiolas to a large extent depends on
the theory underlying our CS" (ibidem). What wo can witness hero is the
extraordinary faith in the omnipotence of theoretical inference at the ex-
pense of empirical observation, su typical of gew ative grammarians. As
regards the exhaustiveness of contrastive studies, we are told that "it de-
pends both Lai theoretical premises and piactieul considerations. The most
exhaustive theory will guarantee the must (xliaustice contrastive description"
(p. 14, emphasis mire, KS). It is obviously clue to the same basic attitude
that no refuenee is made in the book to cxperinient:al investigations of e.g.
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the phonetic correlates of the distinctive features employed nor of the two
languages described. One of the consequences of such neglect is that one may
feel free to use the features rather sloppily to meet ad hoc needs (e.g. the
feature /± advanced tongs e root/ on pp. 226, 228 and 230). Moreover, the total
lack of references to substantive investigations does not seem to bother the
authors; instead, they complain that "the space assigned to (the phonological)
component of grammar has nct allowed us to go beyond mere rudiments
and has forced us to abandon, among other things, theoretical jvslificatione
(p. 6, emphasis mine KS).

It should not come as a surprise at this stage to learn that "features are
easily comparable because they come from the universal stock, hence E(nglish)
/-f-cor/=P(olish) /-F coif (Fisiak et al. 1978:225). This does, admittedly,
seem easy enough but are we hero dealing with a genuine comparison of the
sound patterns of the two languages or with just a comparison of two "de-
scriptions", in other words is this a statement of a true similarity or a sim-
plifying trick? As regards the very feature mentioned I have gathered that
ki-coronall consonants (at least /t /, /d/, /n/ and /1/) in Polish are, with some
exceptions caused by assimilation, usually dental whereas the corresponding
consonants in English are usually alveolar. However, Inc us go on to another
feature for which direct cross-language experimental data is available.

In the handbook under discussion /ptk/ are specified as h- voice/ and /bdg/

as 1+ voice/ in both Polish and English (Polish, of course, also has a palatal-
ized set of stops which, mutatis mutandis, have the same specifications). As-
suming that the contention that "we will have to account for both the similar-
ities and differences at the phonetic level" (Fisiak et al. 1978:224) is to be
taken seriously then the assignment of identical specifications for the feature

/voice/ for the respective English and Polish sets of stops, in the absence of
any other differentiating feature specifications, is a claim of similarity clearly
in conflict with the facts. Thus the voice onset time (VOT) measurements by
Kopczynski (1977:72-73) exhibit clear differences between the (word initial)

stops of the two languages. That the differences are not insignificantly minute

is shown by the fact that, in an accompanying cross-language identifica-
tion task in which American English stops were identified by Polish students,

AE /bdg/ were in fact more often identified with Polish /ptk/ than with Polish
/bdg/, a result contrary to Kopczyriski's own predictions based on a formal
comparison not much different, in essence, from that of Fisiak et al. (for the
identifications see Kopczyiski (1977:75) and for the formal comparison
and predictions pp. 23-27).7

7 Kopezyilski seems to be at a loss in the face of the discrepancy between the formally
based, aprioristic predictive statements and the actual empirical findings: "The per-
cent ago of Identifications of the partially devoiced AE /bdg/ (sic!) with the voiceless E (du-
catod) P (olish) /ptk/ is quite amazing." (p. 75). However, the identification results are
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The different stops discussed above obviously occupy different positions
on the voicing continuum (see Suomi 1980). The differences, after revelant
experimental investigations, could be rather easily captured by scalar (e.g.
integer or per cent) specifications of the feature /voice/. In other words, the
employment of a device potentially available in generative phonology would
come a long way towards satisfying the express demands on contrastive
descriptions (even in the absence of exact quantitative information it could
be pointed out that, in a way which is not clearly understood at present, the
English and Polish sets of stops are different in their degree of voicing: this
would explicitly reveal an area in which further work is necessary). Next,
let us consider a case for which no such obvious solution exists.

Tn Vilianta's investigation of the production and perception of stressed
vowels in French by Finnish learners (and native speakers) Wiliarua 1978)
nasalization was one of the factors studied. In the case of the distinctively
nasal vowels the duration of the phonetically nasal portion was assessed
(for the experimental procedures see Vihanta 1978:74-85). The results
indicate that, for the Finnish informants, there was a non-nasal period at the
beginning and end of the vowel. A similar but shorter non-nasal period was
often observed for the native French informants, too, but it was always shorter
and it only occurred at the beginning of the nasal vowel, the end being in-
variably clearly nasalized. For the French informants, in addition, there was a
rise of the intensity of nasality towards the end which Vihanta, referring to
Linthorst (1973), regards as the most important one for distinctive vowel
nasality in French. Thus, according to Vihanta (1978:142-152), the opposite
tendency to a decrease of nasality observed in the Finnish informants may be
quite a harmful error of pronunciation. The coarticulatory nasalization of
(inherently oral) vowels was also investigated and it was found out that this
was much more extensive for the Finnish informants as could be expected
since nasality is not used to distinguish vowel phenomes in Finnish, the co-
articulatory nasalization serving, perceptually-, as an anticipatory cue for
the following nasal consonant.

Vihanta, does not attempt to codify his results in. the notation ofgenerative
phonology (although he does, in the Introduction, present a generative analysis
of the French vowel system in which, for example, the (possibility of a) de-
rivation of surface nasal vowels from underlying oral ones is included). This
is not surprising since, in the first place, a formalization would not by itself
have added anything new to the experimental, quantitative results. In the
second place, the parametric results remain there for anyone to attempt a

amazing only in view of crude, structurally based oonsidurations of formal equivalence:
in the light of the differences in VOT they are prodietabe./ There is hardly any need to
make the methodological lesson explicit.
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formalization. Thirdly, and this is most important in the present context,
it is hard to see how a formalization in terms of the standard generative
formulae could be performed without a severe loss of information in the
process.

In order to formalize the above results one would, to begin with, need a
framework in which it is possible to state that a feature may have more than
one specification during a single segment. This is not possible in the feature
system of general\ e phonology (but see autosegmental phonology, e.g.
Goldsmith 1976). Secondly, one would probably have to be able to state that
the "strength" of a feature can increase, decrease or remain the same during a
segment. This, too, cannot be done in generative phonology. Thirdly, ono
would need to be able tospecify the (at least relative) durations of the different
portions of a segment. This brings us to the role of timing in speech, a factor
which, having attracted the attention it deserves by phoneticians only rather
recently, is hardly discussed by phonologists (and then, at best, only as a com-
ponent factor of whole segments which, features or no features, are usually
regarded and treated as indivisible in the time domain).* Let us finish our
discussion of Vihanta's results by noting that they deal with clear -cut, ex-
perimentally verifiable differences of sound patterns, in this case between
native speakers and learners, and that in view of the possible harmfulness of
the observed differences to the learners and in the absence of conclusive
evidence to the cunt ary it is a safe methodological policy not to just simply
dismiss such observations as irrelevant for contrastive linguistics because
our traditional conceptual frameworks cannot handle them.

The factor of timing is, as noted above, perhaps most easily conceived
of as a characteristic of whole segments (although it is, in the form of the
relative timing of different articulatory gestures, in fact a t.biquitous factor of
the dynamics of speech involved, for example, in different degrees of voicing
in stops). Let us, in the interest of brevity of exposition and to avoid a discussion
of problems not directly relevant to the topic of this paper, make the counter
factual assumption that the status and Celimitation of segments as consti-
tuents of the speech signal arc unproblematic, and lot us proceed to another
plwaotic dimension, vowel duration. Let us, again, in accordance with the
researen strategy being propagated,start from an observation of some regulari-
ties in actual sound patterns before attempting to fit the experimental findings
into a wider theoretical framework.

Thus Hyman, for example, after discussing e.g. vowel harmony and nasalization
as possiblo suprasegmentals, states (1975.238, footuoto 19) that "while duration (vowel
and consonant length) is normally treated along a ith stress and tone as a suprasogmental
(...), this topio will not receive specific attention hero, sineo we have already had Inca
sion to refer to length in conjunction with other issues in phonology". Typically, the dis
OtIEU31011 has taken place in terms of /±long/ specifications (of. below).
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In Suomi (1986, subset of data on vowel duration were obtained. Below
..re the mean durations, pooled across the five native (British) English in-
formants, of the English ,Short/, /ae/ and ;long; vowels in monosyllabic words
before word final /ptk/ and /bdg/. Also show n is the increment of duration in
the /+voiced/ environment eumpaled to the / voiced/ one. The results for
the individual informants followed, with minor deviations, a clusc13
pattern (the figures given below , or rather the differences butut.e IL the means,
are statistically strongly significant).

Table 1. The mean durations, pooled across t. ie fli,e English informants, of the English
/short!, lae/ and /long/ vowels boforo word final /ptk/ and /bdg /, and the

increment of duration in the /1-voiced/ environment.

mean vowel duration increment of duration
#C_ /ptk/# MC_ /bdg/# nose° per cent

/short/ 125 178 53 42
/ae/ 155 237 82 53
/long/ 186 322 136 73

It can be seen that the "shift" from the /voiced/ environment to the
/1-voiced/ one causes rather complex changes in the mean durations of the
three vowel classes. The increment follows no immediately obvious pattern:
it is not identical for each vowel class in absolute terms, nor is t:tere any
clear relationship between the inurement and the initial (or resultant) dura-
tion. In generath e phonology durational differences between segments (or,
to be more accurate, the subclass of duratiunal differences that are considered
to be "linguistically significant ")° are expressed by using the feature 1± long/
(while "tenseness", too, is sometimes meant to refer to some aspects of dura-
tion among a host of other, often clearly unrelated phonetic attributes).10
Assuming, again, that a formalization must not unduely destroy regular
patterns observable in the primary data it is difficult, indeed impossible to
imagine how the above data could be captL red in a framework employing
only binary specifications. Scalar specifications would yield a better perfor-
mance but, then, they would have to be given a quantitative interpretation.
The latter, of course, presupposes empirical ira estigations of actual sound
patterns. These, as I tried to show above, do not belong to the regular stock
of tools in gene ative phonology.

The conclusion to be drawn front the above discussion is that generative
phonology utterly fails in providing the means for adequately describing or
representing surface phonetic regularities of sound patterns (unless we decide

Notice, for example, that none of the features listed by Fisiak et al. (1978 :225)
rofor, either directly or implicitly, to duration (or length).

10 For the very questionable status of the concept of "tenseness" see e.g. Lass
(1976: 39-50) and Suomi (1980: 28, 42, 155- -158) and the reforences therein.
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to be content with very rough descriptions for w hich a piece of paper, a pen
and some time for introspective reflection is all that is needed). As stated above,
this paper does not aim at an evaluation of how generative phonology has
succeeded in its major occupation of describing the "deeper" levels of sound
patterns (although we may notice, in passing, that generative phonologists
usually bypass description and go straight to explanation). Let me emphasize,
for the sake of clarity, that I do not deny the reality and existence of e.g.
structural conditioning factors as an important part of sound patterns (cf.
the definition given above); instead, I am suggesting that we start from the
observable phenomena. At the same time, it would be rash and very unwise
to overlook the many valuable insights of the more formally oriented distinctive
feature framework which, on a more abstract level, has immensely increased
our knowledge of the ways in which spoken language is structured, and of the
ways in which the sound patterns of languages may differ from or resemble
each other. There is, obviously, a real need for a link between formally oriented
and experimental investigations of sound patterns, a need to combine tradi-
tional insight with modern methods of empirical observation. As a simple and
sketchy attempt at such a unification, let me present my analysis of the vowel
duration data in Table 1 above."

Let us assume, in a provisional first attempt at a description of the results,
that the /short; vowels in the /-- voiced/ environment represent the basic
vowel duration in this particau phunotactic position in English. We can then
regard any Aanges, either in the specifications of the vowel itself or in those
of the conditioning environment, as simple additions to the basic duration.
It can be seen in Table 1 that if we "move" along vertically, from the /short/
through pc; to /long/ vowels, an increment of about 30 rase° must be added
to the basic duration. Let us assume that this addition is a constant and call
V the VOWEL CATEGORY INCREMENT. If, on the tither hand, we move
horizontally in Table 1, from the /short/ vowels in the /--voiced/ environment
to the same owels before the ; voiced/ stops, an increment of about 50 msec
has to be added to the basic duration. Let us call this addition the OBSTRU-
ENT CATEGORY INCREMENT. How can we describe the duration of the
/aci and /long; vowels in the /4 voiced/ environment? A simple addition of the
two increments just isolated to the 'uasic duration would yield durations that
are far shorter than the attested ones. For example, an Jae/ vowel before word
final /4 voiced/ stops differs from the /short; vowels in the / voiced/ environ-
ment in tiro respects, namely by being intrinsically one step (ono VOWEL
CATEGORY INCREMENT) longer and occurring in an onviromnent causing
extra lengthening (an addition of OBSTRUENT CATEGORY INCREMENT).

" The following discussion of the vowel durattun data is taken, in a tilightly rovised
and shortened form, from Suomi (1080: 91-98).
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Given the basic duration of 125 msec (as in Table 1), a VOWEL CATEGORY
INCREMENT of 30 msec, and an OBSTRUENT CATEGORY INCREMENT
of 50 msec, a simple summing up of the durations would yield 205 mace in-
stead of the observed 237 msec. Nor would invariant proportional increments
result in a close match. Obi iously, ow initial assumptions are too simple to
allow a formalization that could adequately capture the observed regularities.
Next, a somewhat more elaborate zettempt will be made.

Let us conceptualize the formal description as a subpart of an explicit
algorithm for determining vowel duration in English. At some level in a descrip-
tion of the sound pattern of English it is necessary, for reasons of e.g. state-
ments of phonotactic restrictions.and stress assignment rules, that the /short/
vowels and /ad/ can be differentiated from the /long/ vowels (including diph-
thongs). This could be accomplished, for example, bi giving the three vowel
classes the binary specifications in (1) below.

(1) /short/ vowels= /-{-short, long/
/ad/ =Ishort, long/
/long/ =/short,

In this framework it can be stated, for example, that only /4 -long / vowels can
occur word finally in mon os311abic words. The redundancy present in the above
specifications (except for the logleal redundancy according to which /4 long/
implies / short/ and /-1-short/ implies /long/, an obvious shortcoming of
the binary principle) is motivated by the needs of the phonetic implementation
rules (on the whole, a lot of redundancy will no doubt characterize future rea-
listic descriptions of human sound patterns). For the purpose of determining
vowel duration, the hypothetical algorithm rewrites the above binary specifica-
tions in the way shown in (2) below.

(2) /4-short, long/ /0/
/short, long/ /1/
/short, -} -long/ /2/

In other words, the binary specifications arc replaced by scalar ones. The
specification 10/ (=zero) implies "neutral" or "no cost" from a structural point
of view; the choice of this specification for what are traditionally called /short/
vowels can be defended, for example, on the grounds that this vowel class
has the least restricted dish ibution of the three (a detailed argument would
have to involve an account of the mechanism for stress assignment and the
form of lexical items etc.).

The duration of vowels (and the timing of speech in general) is determined
by an interplay of a great many factors, and a complete algorith should in-
corporate all of tem. Here, however, we are dealing with a small subset of such
factors only. Let us attempt to quantify them and regard the other, experi-
mentally not varied factors as constants:
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As a starting point of the phonetic implementation rules for vowel situa-
tion in English let as assume, quite arbitrarily and for heuristic purposes only,
that there exists a universal, basic duration of vowel sounds, say 100 msee.
Let us agree to abbreviate this postulate as BD. Any concrete, observable-vo-
wel duration can be regarded as a function of BD and the relevant other factors
(linguistic-structural, situational, personal etc.). We have already glimpsed at
the effects of two such factors on the data in Table 1, the VOWEL CATEGORY
INCREMENT (VCI) and the OBSTRUENT CATEGORY INCREMENT
(MI) (of which the latter is just one of the many contextual factors). Another
factor that lies behind our data is that of speech rate or tempo, a factor which
was not controlled beyond the instruction to "speak in a normal, unemphatic
way". This factor, on the simplifying assumption that speech rate influences all
types of segment in the same way, can be thought of as a (relative) coefficient
instead of an (absolute) increment. Let us denote this factor by X. Let us finally
agree that the notation In vowel/ is an abbreviatory convention in which (n)
stands for (0), (1) or (2).

Now, in the modest task of generating the data in Table 1 by our algo-
rithm let us give the factors mentioned above the following values:

(3) BD=100 msee
VCI=30 msec
001=50 msee

X=1.25
n=0, 1 or 2

Next, let us state the two requisite phonetic implementation rules us simply
as possible in (4) and (5):

(4) /n Vowel/
DURATION= (X BD)+(n VOI)/_/ptk/#

(5) /n Vowel/
DURATION= (X BD)+(n VCI)-FOCI+(n VC/i)/_/bdg/

in which the notation (Y ZZ) means "Y multiplied by ZZ" and in which the
computations in parentheses must be performed first. Notice that the element
(n VCI) occurs twice in rule (5): this is a formal expression of the fact that the
lengthening caused by the /1- voiced/ environment is sensitive to the phonolo-
gical class Of the vowel that is subject to the lengthening. That rule (6) is
formally more complex than rule (4) is a formal expression of the fact that the
extensive lengthening of vowels (and sonorants) before the word final /- }-voiced /
obstruents is a particular feature of English, a, language-specific (and thus
"costly") peculiarity. That X, the speech rate factor, only affects BD can be
regarded as a descriptive simplification, and in reality it might have to in-
fluence each of the capital letter factors. Notice, further, that the the net effect
of the proposed rules is that, disregarding the effect, of X, the duration of the
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short vowels in the /voiced/ environmentis equal to BD. This, too, is a matter

of expositional convenience only.
Now, given the values shown in (3) and rules (4) and (5) durations such as

those on the left hand side of Table 2 are generated, to be compared to the

observed durations on the right hand side.

Table. 2. The durations of the /short /, /ao/ and /long/ vowels before word final /-voiced/

and /- i.voiced/ stops as generated by the postulated rules and as observed for

the five English informants in Suomi (1980).

vowel class generated by tho rules observed

#0_ /ptk/# #C.. /b4,1# #C_ /ptk/# #C_ tbdg/#

/short/ 125 176 125 178

/ae/ 155 235 155 237

/long/ 185 295 186 322

It can be seen from Table 2 that the match between the generated and

the observed values is almost perfect except in the case of the /long/ vowels in

the /-f-voiced/ environment. That there is such a close match is, of course, not

surprising since the observed durations wore used as a basis for constructing

the rules in the first place. The match indicates, however, that the rule scheme

does to some extent capture the observed durational patterns in so far as it

gives an explicit description of some of the component factors. As regards

the discrepancy just menttoned it seems that an additional increment.ofabout

30 cosec (i.e., an incremont of the size of the VOWEL CATEGORY INCRE-

MENT) would have to be added to the /long/ vowels in the /- }- voiced/ envi-

ronment. From a functional perspective (and this brings us closer to eventual

explanations of the differences in vowel duration) wo could propose that, given

that the /long/ vowels before /- }-voiced/ stops represent the longest possible

duration in this particular context, they are made extra long in order to make

it completely clear to the hearer that this is an instance in which all of the

factors enhancing a long duration of vowels are present. In other words, the

extra long duration could be considered a functionally motivated, hearer-orien-

ted disambiguating device.
That the proposed rule system is not completely ad hoc is shown by the

fact that it can be applied, with certain well definable modifications, to further

data collected on the same phenomenon. First, lot us consider the data in
Suomi (1976). To obtain as close a match as possible between the durations

generated by the rules and those observed a single modification of the rule

system must be made, viz. the value of the OBSTRUENT CATEGORY
INCREMENT must be changed from 50 to 70 mace. Given this change, the

generated and attested durations are as shown in Tubb., 3.
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Table 3. Tho durations of the /short/, /ao/ and /long/ vum, chi before cord final voiced/
and /4 voiced/ stops as generated by the postulated rules and as observed for

tho five English informants in Suomi (1976).
vowel class generated by the rules observed

#C_ /ptk/# #C_ /bdg/# #C_ /ptk/# #C_ /bdg/#
/short/ 125 195 118 192

/a0/ 155 255 156 255

/long/ 185 315 186 335

The mate:, is again almost perfeLt except for the /long! vowels in the /- }-voi-
ced; environment.

Next, let us look at the data obtained by Wiik (1965:114). In this material
the duration of the /short/ vowels before /voiced/ stops in monosyllabic
words was 93 msec. Let us therefore modify our rule system accordingly and
specify X (the speech rate factor) as .93. In all other respects the rules remain
as they were in the preceding case (i.e. OCI=70 msec). Table 4 contains the
generated and observed durations.

Table 4. The durations of the /short /, /no/ and /long/ vowels before word final / - voiced/
and /-F voiced/ stops as generated by the postulated rules and as observed for

the five English informants in Wiik (1965).
vowel class generated by the rules observed

#C_ /ptk/# #C_ /bdg/# #0_ /ptk/# #0_ /bdg/#
/short/ 93 163 93 160

/a0/ 123 223 150 216

/long/ 153 283 153 294

The match is very close with the exception of the lac/ vowels in the /voiced/
environment which are almost as long as (or, practically, equal in duration
to) the /long/ vowels in the same environment. This, however, is a. feature which
seems to be typical of Wiik's material only, and it is thus not a very strong
argument against the proposed algorithm. On the other hand, the match is
now very close also in time /long/ vowels before the /- }-voiced/ stops.

Let me recapitulate. In applying the proposed rules to the two further
sets of data two modifications to the original rule scheme were made, viz.
the values of the factors X and OCI were changed. However, both of those
assumed only two different values in the three sots of data, otherwise the rule
system remained identical in each case. That the speech rate factor X did not
remain constant in the three sets of data could, perhaps, be explained by the
fact that speech tempo, as is well,known, usually varies somewhat from person
to person and from one communicative context to another. Similarly it could
be ar,,aed that the changes in the value of the factor OM, since it in a con-
textual factor, are caused by some changes in the environments in which time
vowels occur. The values of OCI that gave the best matuh with the observed
durations was 50 mice in the material of Suomi (1980) and 70 msec in the other

8 Papers and studies... XVII
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two materials. That there is a difference between the two sets of data gathered
by myself is clear: in the 1976 mater ial the words were spoken in isolation where-
as in the 1980 ono they wore embedded in a constant frame sentence. This
moans that in the former case the word final position was, at the same time,
also utterance final, and the extra lengthening may have been caused by the
so- called final lengthening that affects all vowels in this position but may,
perhaps, affect phonetically long vowels mom than short ones (in a manner
similar to the effect of the 1+v-oh:mil nature of word final obstruents on the
duration of the preceding vowel). As regards Wiik's material, the words are
reported to have been spoken both in. isolation and in a frame sentence (Wiik
1965:33) but it is not clear un which words the relevant measurements are
based. If they are based on the ones spoken in isolation the same explanation
as above could, tentatively, be suggested for the likewise longer value of the
OBSTRUENT CATEGORY INCREMENT.

The rule system discussed above, since it scums to cover the particular
aspect of the sound pattern of English in a sufficiently accurate way, was
used in Suomi (1980) as the formal framework within which the productions
of the Finnish learners of English were summarized (as an attempt at a struc-
tural description of their individual intcrlanguagc sound patterns and their
dependence un the sound patterns of the target and source languages). On
the whole, the intorlanguage de\ iations from the (experimentally determined)
native and target language sound patto,s were statable as precise modifica-
tions of the above rule system (e.g. changes in the values of the factors, lack
of component parts of the rules ur simplification, etc.). At the same time, it is
oh% iuus that the Au% e Lundy sis of vowel durations asks more questions than
it can answer, and most of the tentath e conclusions suggest further im estigai-
tiuns. I leas e open the question of w hether this can be regarded as a desirable
outcome of a comparison of sound patterns.

3

"In the generativ e heyday it was often asserted that linguktics vvas overwhelmed
by data, and that the must strongly felt insufficiency was the lack of explicit, ade-
quate and interesting theories. Now there has boon an enormous proliferation of now
theories documented in countless books and articles published in the last one or
two decades. Yet, I suppose many scholars' n the field still think that the greatest
progress can be expected from now theoretical works. But this is an =fortunate
attitude. Certainly theoretical work is still necessarjr, but if really interesting and
empirically well.supportod theories are to be developed, there is an enormous need
of data, especially data concerning detailed and systematic) observations of actual
spcooh performance, language acquisition, intorindividual variation, errors in speech
production and perception, eto." (Linell 1979:208; emphasis in the original, KS).

Our definition of sound pattern makes no a priori claims as to what should
be considered linguistically relevant aspects of the speech signal. From a
methodological point of view this loaves the field open to a multiplicity of
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different approaches, and there is no way of foreseeing which will turn out
to be the most fruitful. It seems obvious, however, that now is the timo and
need for careful, detailed, experimentexperimental observation of how real speaker-hear
ors behave when they speak, listen to or meditate on a language. There is such
a need whether we are primarily interested in the factors determining sound
patterns (the traditional main concern of phonologists) or in those actually,
physically constituting it (the chief object of phoneticians' research). What I
want to propagate, then, among many others, is a closer-than-traditional
link betatectn phonology and phonetics, both general and contrastive, a phono-
logy that is truely anchored in phonetics, the study of the substantive basis
of speech (while, it may be worth emphasizing again, I do not claim that pho-
netics is the only field relevant to phonology). I have tried to show above,
using generative phonology as an example bee.tase of its still current vogue in
some circles, that phonological theories operating with abstract and prema-
turely determined systems of entities are inadequate because, by the very
restrictions imposed by the theory, they can only make use of a lindted sot of
descriptive categories. An experhnontal, empirical phonology, as free from
theoretical predilections as possible, would do the complexities of spoken
language more justice.

Tho above reasoning does not ontilo us to abandon any attempts at explana
tions of observations in terms of (interim) theories. Instead, it tries to con
vinco that any theorizing without a sound observational basis, unless we happen
to be clairvoyants, will be rejected b3 our successors whereas if we proceed
the hard way, refusing to allow deduction to compensate for the lit& of data,
at least our observations (to the extent that they are valid and reliable) stand
the chance of having more lasting value. Theories, with the accumulation
of now data, are bound to be more ephemeral.

rho investigation of sound patterns is an area of linguistic research in
which introspection and unaided human observation are particularly un
reliable as the sole sources of information. Therefore, contrastive studies of
sound patterns cannot afford to neglect other sources of information." Even
if optimum research resources (both intellectual and material) are available
(and here we IlIWIty8 have to be prepared for a compromise) it is clear that
the demand imposed on contrastive studies of sound patterns above, a full
account of the sound patterns of the compared languages, can be regarded only

a-long-term goal which, in practice, will perhaps never be achieved. Never
t t 1w a isiun of that long-te, m goal, however elusive it may turn out to he,

" Ill \writtlig tins papa I have had a rather specific type of audience in mind, and
sun well al aro that illy criticism cannot be gonoralized to apply to all kinds ofcontrastive
studies. ixistzi a brim(' front of cuntrastiv studio) along the lines here propagated
and I rosor.t that I cannot give than thu credit they deserve. Anyway, it is not my, in
tention to insult oven thoso that I find occasion to criticise.

t.
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may son e as a fruitful incenthe for us to mei sluupen and question otu tools
of investigation. An imprmemcnt of contrastive techniques could lead to an
enrichment of cola rasa% c theory as a field of linguistic enquiry with a distinct
profile of its own. Hopefully, such a shift would raise contrastive linguistics
from a position in which, at present, too much energy is spent, in more or less
apologetic tones of voice, in defending the separate existence of the field. It
seems to me that a great deal of the past, well knownknown failures of constrastil e
linguistia (or, more specifically, of the particular brand of contrastive lin-
guistics known as Contrastive Analysis (CA)) to stand up to its self-generated
expectations's is a direct consequence of the inadequacy of the methodological
approaches employed. Perhaps, if we proceed along lines similar to those pro-
pagated in this paper, a contrastive linguistics mill emerge mhich results in
theoretical and practical contrastive studies for which it cannot be said that
their "results do not explain anything in themselves and (...) do not even
provide any original explanation for contrastive facts they collect, (and which)
have a useful rule supplying premises for the explanations provided by other
branches of science..." (Zabroeki 1976). Such a contrastive linguistics, in the
area of sound patterns, should include among its long-term goals the following:

(1) A detailed quantitative description of the phonetic regularities of the
compared languages. As a rough guide concerning the degree of detail we
could use the famous dictum by Jakobson et al. (1952), "the evident fact that
we speak in order to be heard in order to be understood", implying that pho-
netic differences clearly below the relevant perceptual thresholds may be
omitted from cross-langua;5e considerations (at the same time, it should be
recognized that information on such thresholds is still rather scanty at present
because pay choacoustie investigations usually employ stimuli far simpler than
the speech signal). As a test of the adequacy of our descriptions of the compared
languages we could use (or imagine)a translation of the quantitative analytical
results to commands controlling a speech synthesizer capable (as far as the
hardware is concerned) of producing any sequence of sounds that the human
vocal apparatus is able to produce. The goodness of our descriptions could,
then, at least in principle, be assessed by appropriate listening tests, and the
software (the computer program controlling the synthesizer) would have to be
construed differently or similarly for each language in accordance with the
observed differences and similarities of the sound patterns. A computer can
trolling a speech synthesizer is just a fast idiot with no linguistic intuitions of
its own and this, in the present context, is a particular advantage since it
requires that our descriptions (the software programs) be completely explicit.

(2) A comprehensive account of the determining factors of the sound.

13 For a discussion and extensive documentation of past contrastive studios see
Fisialc (1976); for a more recent overview see Fisk& et al. (1978:9-19).
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patterns of the compared languages. These include, inter alia, structural facto s
of the kind that have traditionally been the main (or sole) concern of phono-
logical theories.

(3) An explanation of the sound patterns of foreign language learners'
interlanguages to the extent that these sound patterns aro shaped by linguistic
causes. An explanation in the sense meant hero consists of showing that featu-
res typical of such a language contact situation have their origin in the sound
pattern; of the native language of the learner, the target language, some third
language known to the learner, or in the universal human sound pattern. Such
cross-language influences should constitute one of the central fields of investi-
gation in contrastive linguistics quite apart from the question of whether it is
practically interested in language learning or not. Of the goals listed here
this is the first one specific to contrastive linguistics alone.

(4) A set of general principles for predicting regular patterns of cross-lan-
guage influences in language contact situations on the basis of information on
the sound patterns of the languages involved. Such a set, if it could be deter-
mined and sufficiently constrained a, as to make the predictions exceed mere
triviality, would be of immense theoretical importance to constrastive lin-
guistics. If such a set cannot be found then contrastive linguistics must draw
the necessary conclusions.
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REVIEWS

Contrastive analysis. By Carl James. Pp. 208. Harlow, Essex: Longman. 1980.
Iteviowed by Adam Jaworski, Adam Miekiowicz University, Poznan.

Without doubt Carl James' book is a valuable contribution to the dovolopment of
contrastive analysis (henceforth CA). It deals with both theoretical and practical aspects
of the nature and execution of CA, and provides an open-minded and stimulating dis
cession. However, James also makes a number of points a ith inch not everyone might
agree; those will be considered later.*

The book includes coven chapters and an appendix. The first taco chapters, "What
is contrastivo analysis?" and "The psychological basis Lf contrastivo analysis", provide
a definition of CA, point to the linguistic and psyoliological background from which it is
derived, relate CA to other branches of linguistics and state its goals. The next throe
chapters, "The linguistic components of contrastive analysis", "Microlinguistio contras
tivo analysis" and "Macro linguistics and contrastivo analysis" present the linguistic
basis for conducting CA. In ohaptor three James isolates three levels of language: pho
nology, graimnar and loxis, presents four descriptive categories of linguistics: unit, strut
tare, Glass and system; and discusses somo linguistic models for conducting CA: structural,
transformational-gonerativ o, contrastive gonorativo and case grammar. In chapter four he
proceeds to the presontatitm of examples of executing CA at tho above-mentioned levels
of language (miorolinguistic approach). In oliaptor five James presents a way of dosoribing
language by taking into account units larger than sentences, i.o. 'text' and 'discourse', in
relation to their linguistic and nonlinguistic contexts. Suggestions as to how macro
linguistic CA can bo executed are formulatod. In chapter six, "Pedagogical exploitation
of contrastive analysis", James talks of how the results of CAs can bo used in the process
of L2 teaching. "Some issues of contention" constitute the last chapter. Hero James
discusses the oritoria for comparison of languages, the psychological reality of CAs, the
prodiotivo power of CAs, CA in relation to ocror analysis, and the scab of difficulty in L2
learning. The appondix lists CA projects carried out at various European universities.

I believe that chapters throe, four and five form the most valuable part of the book.
James, having said earlier (p. 1), that CA belongs to the broader field of linguistics, oon-
sidors it natural to refer to a linguistic framework to execute CA. Since language has a
throo-level pattern and the unilingual dosoription of a language is normally carried out
at just one of the levels, it is nocossary that a CA remains within tho boundaries of one
level (sec also p. 59). Thus wo can speak of contrastive grammar (syntax and morphology),
contrastivo phonology and Font: =stive lexicography. James points, however, to some
oases where the levels oar: L ,once,:; for example, when the difference in moaning be ween
two sentences in one language results from grammatical changes, while in another law
gunge the same difference is obtained through phonological changes in a sentence (section
3.1.2).

In the same chapter, following Halliday (1961), James discusses the following des

* I am grateful to Professor Jacek Fisiak for sharing with me his views on the book
reviewed hero, although he might not agree with some of the following opinions. I am
personally responsible for them.
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criptive categorks of grammar, in terms of which a linguistic (and thus contrastivo) des-
cription of language(s) can proceed. Thoy are: unit, structure, class and system.

The second part of chapter throe is devoted to the presentation of the advantages
and drawbacks of using particular linguistic models for CA at the grammatical love]
For any CA to be plausible it is not onough to the into account the oquivaluut lovols of
two (or more) languages, and to describe and compare damn in toms of the samo gramma-
tical categories. It is also nocessay that it is done within ono linguistic model. Out of
tho four models discussod, James attributes tho greatest importance and rail, ance for
CA to transformational-generative grammar (T GG) which, in his opinion, is the most
explicit for any unilingual description, and is, therefore, the most explicit fur CA. Ho
mentions two other advantages of T-GG in CA: "...first, it has boon claimed that deep
structures aro 'universal' or common to all languages, so wo are providod with a common
point of doparturu for CA: the so callod Universal Baso Hypothosis, socondly, tho trans-
formations applied to deep structures are taken from a universal stock, which Chomsky
calls the 'formal univorsale, so w o havo a second criterion for comparison or 'tedium
comparationis'" (p. 42).

Examples of contrasting phonological and lexical lovols of languages lead James to
tho conclusion that the best criterion for comparing phonological systoms available now
is a sot of articulator features ropresentcd in the IPA chart and vowel diagram (pp. 72,
169), sinco the sounds found in human languages aro to somo oxtont limited as far as
thoir articulatory foatures aro concorned.

In =well of tho criterion of comparison for phonological CA James also discusses
gonerative phonology. He favours the taxonomic, or 'surface' model as, in his opinion,
"it is more practical and concrete", whilo tho othor "is probably moro poworful for 'intro'
linguistio purposes" (p. 82).

As for the loVel of loxis, tho possibly imiversal sot of semantic ccmpononts sooms to
lond itself best to CA as a Itertium comparationis' (section 4. 4. 2, p. 109).

Certainly, ono of the great advantages of tho book is that it is based on tho work
carried out by all tho major contrastive projects in Europo and America. Thus, James is
ablo to dovelop his original ideas with the concrete findings of other scholars, whilo at the
same time showing further directions of do% oloprnent for CA, one of which is maerolin-
guistio CA. Maorolinguistics is the study of language from a porspoctivo broador than the
decontoxtualized sentence. It is e:usoly rolated to the notions of communicative competence
(Hymen 1972) and the components of speech events (setting, purposo, koy, content and
channol) (Hymes 1974).

The importance for macrolinguistie CA (also called contrastivo sociolinguistics by
other autho:s) has already been strossod by sumo authors, but relatively littlo research
has thus far boon Bono (cf. Janicki 1979, Sajavaara and Lohtonon 1980, Fisiak 1981).
Hopefully this area of study w ill continuo to expand, thure aro already visible signs of its
gaining intorest (see Fisiak 1982, in press).

Concentrating his attention on the pedagogical goals of CA, James is sonsitivo to tho
problems L2 karts rs face in connection with the contextually appropriato usage of LS
utterances. rilliiioro (1973) has pointed out that not all sentences aro fully analysable
when &pH% ed of their context. James follows this ;deg and argues (p. 102) that a son-
tom° 'must be formally (i.u. grammatically) appropriate, as well asfunegionaky appropriate
in that it has to follow the rules of textual organization and social intoraction. Thus,
them is a need for inaerulinguistie CA in order to systematizo tho relations botwoen func-
tionally equivalent units of two (or more) languages (sco also Janicki 1980, 1981).

James secs two.possible approaches to macrolinguistic CA. contrastive text analysis
and contrastive didcutave analvia. Tho former refors to the study of differences and simi-
larities of "formal devices which signal the exact nature of the relationships holding
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between successive sentences. These devices can be grammatical, lexical, or, in speech.
intonational. For CA wo need to identify constants and variables, and I suggest that
it is the formal devices which differ from language to language, while the relationships
that can obtain between sentences aro very probably universals: intorsontontial rola-
tionship types, therefore, will servo as the tedium compwationis" (pp. 103-104). The
latter puts more emphasis on the study of the functional aspects of language use in a
contrastive perspective. The following are just a fow examples of broader topics awaiting
closer examination in this area: the influence of presumed shared knowledge in various
communities (cultures) on speakers' interpretations of utterances, ways of performing
particular speech acts, rules for conversational interaction and realizations of the com-
ponents of conversation. James' significant contribution is a convincing presentation
of these topics for CA.

At the beginning of his work, James says that "alit book is concerned with 'applied'
CA and not with its 'pure' (i.e. theoretical A. J.] counterpart" (p. 8). In response to
this I have to say first of all that I do not think ono can speak about applied and thoore-
tient CAs as counterparts. Applied CA draws heavily 3n the findings of theoretical CA
(with -which James agrees as methodologically appropriate (p. 142)) so applied CA is
a kind of 'extension' to theoretical CA, not its counterpart. It is not possible to talk
about applied CA without theoretical CA, as the former is based on tho.latter. James
himself cannot avoid this. When grammatical CA is klisoussed (section 4. 2) ho gives an
4,xamplo of executing theoretical CA and then loncludes: "At this point with tho explicit
stateinout of intorlingual contrast, tho CA proper [itaiics mine A.J.] is complete.
Further processing involves the pedagogicoxploitation of the CA" (p. 71). CA 'proper'
seems to be what otherwise in the book is called It..e' or 'theoretical' CA. Another prob-
lem emerges when James discusses the best possible criteria for comparing grammatical
patterns of languages. In ohapter three it is said "There are seemingly advantages in
conducting CAs within a TC4 model" (p. 60). In. chapter seven, however, James says
that it has never boon claimed that 'deep structures' should bo taught to L2 learners
Aunt the applications of 'deep' CA in language pedagogy are limited (p. 1974). Instead,
James proposes that translation equivalence should bo the lterthun comparation.s' for
grammars of two languages with the compared forms semantically and pragmatically
equivalent (p. 178). I think that many readers of the book may become confused over
this point, and this might have been avoided if James had decided to accept the division
of CAs into theoretical and applied. Ho might then have suggested that ono linguistio
model was better for theoretically orientated CA while the other was moro appropriate
for pedagogically orientated CA. 3farton (1979) says that theoretical CA which has been
concerned with establishing "correspondoncies at the deep structure level" and comparing
"corresponding transformatioind derivations f...] is rather less important to tho banner
than the comparison of surface struoture differences and similarities" (Marton 1979:118)..

All 4s not to say that James does not recognize the difference between theoretical
and applied Cite. Obviously, ho is aware of it, but unfortunately, mentions the distinction
only very briefly towards the cnd of the boot. (pp. 142 -143, see also section 7. 2 for the
discussion of 'bilingual competence graininare).

Another point over which I tend not to agree with James is in connection with what
he says about the necessary limits of CA. According to the author of the book under-
review: 'rho principle is that doing CAs (f a global and exhaustive nature is neither.
feasible nor desirable. Such CAs aro infeafible simply because linguistics is not yet in
It position to describe a language in tote', so there aro no pairs of total descriptions for
input to CA. They are undesirable became it is inconceivable that a learner could get
lCCOAS to, or bo exposed to, the whole of the L2 in an instant" (p. 01). In filet wo aro not
yet in a position to give global accounts o'' ono i;r two languages, and probably we never
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will. I wonder, however, if James also includes hero contrastive grammars of pairs of
languages, of sensibly limited scope, which, in my opinion, should crown the efforts of
linguists' long work on separate contrastive problems. It is also el .r that no L2 learner
will got access to L2 in an instant even if such grammars were written, but they would

surely become widely appreciated reference books for both learners and teachers. As
Fisiak says on this matter: "...that contrastive studies accowit for only fragmonts of
language structure has no theoretical relevance. It is a methodological stop towards
acheiving as complete a description as possiblo at the present stage of the development
of linguistic theory" (Fisiak et al. 1978:14-15).

Finally, I would like to mention a couple of errors that do not have any bearing on the

monts of tho book but are just more oversights on the part of the publisher, which may be
corrected in the next editions of the book. Firstly, tho references (p. 195) are roforred

to in the tablet of contents as "bibliography". Secondly, them are no reference entries
for four of tho works quoted in the text. These aro: Love lt 1970 (p. 06), Lipiziska 1974

(p. 95), Cordor 1978 (p. 144) and SharwoodSmith 1977 (p. 156).
Contrastive analysis is an important book for everyone interested in the theory of

language and partiouarly for L2 teachers. The boo:: demonstrates that CA still has a role

to play in the L2 teaching/learning process and that it provides a useful (if not the only)

method for establishing language universals.
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Graniatyka angielska fla Polak6w. By Tomas4 P. Krzesv.owski. Pp. 447. Warszai
PWN, 1980.
Rov lowed by Jorzy Zybert, Univorsity of Warsaw.

In tho introduction to his Gramatyka angielska dla Polakdw (An English Grammar
for Poles) the author says that his book is a podagogio grammar for intermediate and
advanced learners. Applied linguists have often expressed varied opinions on what peda-
gogic grammar is or should be; novortholoss it is gonorally clahnod to be "language
descriptions geared to tho demands of teaching... [shaped]... according to tho priorities
of a givon teaching situation or a set of situations" (Sharwood-Sinith 1974:8), or a method-
ologically and linguistically motivated seloction of somo rules of tho "wholo" grammar
underlying tho native speakor's compotonco: a soleotion adequate to the learner's needs
in acquiring a cortain lovol of compotenco in L, (seo Romorowska 1975); it is gonorally
agreed, too, that it "must deal not only with tho grammaticality and accoptability of
sentonces but tho pragmatics of languago use" (Candlin 1973; 1979:75). Moreovor, a peda-
gogical grammar for advanced loarners should present fresh and stimulating matorial
to tho studomit providing him with information rolovant to his needs (see Allen and Width-
owson 1974).

As a linguist with long-standing pedagogical praotico Professor Krzoszowski could
not havo possibly disregarded such opinions as thoso quoted abovo %when ha sot himself
to writing the book. Moreover, owing W. his oxteasivo research into tho fluid of contrastive
linguistics, both theoretical and applied, ho would not miss an opportunity to apply
its findings.

Tho book comprises five parts, an introduotio:u, a selected bibliography, an index
of grammatical terms, and an indox of notions.

In part I, "A survoy of tho most important structural difforenees between Polish
and English" (9 pages), tho author emphasises tho infloxional woalth of Polish versus
tho relativo povorty of English in this respect and stresses the importance of word order
in English.

Part II, "English and Polish spoechsounds. Spoiling. Rhythm and intonation.
Punotuation" (34 pages), gives a briof presentation of English sounds in terms of appro.
ziniating thorn to Polish sounds. This is not a contrastivo study, however; the author
relates English sounds to Polish sounds describing the differences and similarities in
pronunoiation between thorn. Noxt, ho gives dot ailod information on how English sounds
are rmdoret/ in English orthography. Rhythm and intonation are dealt with vory briok ,
and the ohapter closes with a discussion on the most important difforonoos in punotua
tion (nb. tho variety of English Krzoszowski describes is tho Standard British English).

Part III, "Sernanticogrammatioal categories" (136 pages), is a systematio and ex-
tenraivo troatmont of how tho notions that tho loarnor needs to communicate are oxpressod
by grammatical moans in English as oomparod with Polish. Sine() tho loarnor must
acquire now grammatical means to oxpress notions known to him it follows that the
semantico- grammatical categories decide about tho grammatical content of language
teaching and learning. This, rightly, is a ooncern of pedagogical grammar too, and not
only of mothodology.

Part IV, "Categories of communication function" (74 pagos), doals with those notions
which are not systematically related to grammatical categorios but whioh can be oxp ressed
by various grammatical constructions. Since equivalont constructions in tho two len guagea
are rather rarely congruont the Polish studont has to master a host of oomplotel y now
constructions (on equivalence and congruence see lircoszovvski (1907; 1971); Marton
(1968)).

I Papers and studies .. XVII
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Part V, "Peculiarities of English syntax" (154 pages), follows on from tho above
eonsidorations. It focuses on those English sy-ntsctie constructions which aro rather
unlikely in Polish. The abundant information on the structural differences between
English and Polish follows the assumption that cognition of both differences and similar'
ties facilitates and accelerates foreign languago learning.

Ea-zeszowski's consistonc:. in presenting English grammar from the contrastivo
stance is observed throughout the book (on the valuo of contrastivo studies for foreign
language teaching see, eg., Fisiak 1981). Hence frequent predictions of orrors and warnings
against erroneous forms due to interference from Polish. Tho differences botwoon tho
t no languages do not alii ay 3, 110-; lOo cr, gut the attention which Choy desorvo: for oxample,
it, should riot cuff et. just to state dryly that duration in English can bo oxprossod by means
of the preposition for and say that contrary to English the equivalent proposition przez
is not obligatory in Polish. Tho troublo is that Polish speakors of English persistently
omit for, and the quoted seatonce will ofton bo realized as *She sang two hours (p. 74).
Lokowi.e.i, it scorns insufficient to inform the reador only that tho pronoun which in
nun-restricti%o relativo (Anuses is most ofton substituted in Polish by co (p. 375) since,
as is well known, Poles commonly use what instead of which in such clauses (see Muskat
Tabakowska 1970). One might wish that tho commonest and most systematic errors
made by Poles were specially highlighted in a pedagogical grammar.

The book is nut free from some other shortcomings. For example, English diphthongs
are all said to be falling (p. 34), l'ao/ is almost oxtinct in present day English being normally
substituted by /4; thus exemplifying this diphthong in such common words as four
j foo), more (ma] in a pedagogical grammar seems unjustified. It is stressed (pp. 35 37)

that consonants like /b /, /d /, /g/, oto. are voiced in the final position (before a pause?);
ties is not so, however, since in English lotus consonants are devoiccd (fully or partially)
III that position (see, o.g, Krzeszowski (1970:46)). Kr' zeszowski's olaim that tho English
:...luttal ideate, e ill/ is oiccd ("gloska /hi' jest na ogol diwieczna" p. 37) is simply not true
as it ts always voiceless (see, og., Gimsou 1970:191). Other slips are so scarce and insigni
ticant indeed that they need not bo mentioned.

T1 real value of the book is its podagogio approach. Though it is not a language
learmub manual it can ofton facilitate learning tasks. The inolusion of notional categories
e, ill be of special help. Tho porsonal Hoods of the individual learner will direct him to the
particular notions that are the most important for him at a givou stage of learning
(hie can imagine a learner who, at a given time, is not interested in learning, for example,
how to express hope or imrprise, but who needs to know how to express dissatisfaction
or disappointment. The non-conventional organization of material in the book is to the
student's advantage, and the index of notions and of grammatical terms should bo helpful

lit tho descriptive portions of the book Krzeszowski does not confine himself to n more
prest.ntation of grammatical structures that appear in English; ho also considers rules
and their restrictions for transforming given structures into others (eg. when dealing
with cleft sontencos or extraposition; sou pp. 390-4). .

The author pays considerable attention to sociolinguistic aspects of language use,
is o du nut only find sets of notional expressions but also get information on the degree
of their formality, on their appropriateness or inadmissibility in carious situations (see.
for extunplo, greetings, pp. 205-8).

Thus Krzeshowski is not only euncomod with the grammatical forms of English
idle only concern of traditional desoriptive grammars) but ho moves also to the function
mg, ie. to the use of language iii performing ;tots of communication. It is often stressed
nowadays that language learning 13 not principally a question of acquiring structures
wed that the knowledge of how sentences aro constructed dues lint insults tlh: knowledge
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of how to put them to iso nd communication. It follows that modern language teaching
and learning require. incntation of approach from the grammatical to the communi-
cative properties of la :gunge. Therefore tho turn towards the teaching of communicating
entails the inclusion ,..* notional categories (see Wilkins 1972). Krzeszowski follows this
line but does not go to extremes, his approach being eclectic.

The book is an excellent survey of grammatical material on which to base teaching
and learning. Both the teacher and the learner can refer profitably to the book in ex-
panding the learner's competence. As a pedagogical grammar it is pragmatic indeed:
it provides the learner to Atli a language ho may use to express himself in the situations he is
likely to participate tie. provides categories which should meet his communicative needs).

Language teaching them not okay s lead to satisfactory results in acquiring communi-
cative skill. The blame is often put on teaching materials and syllabuses since they fre-
quently present au analysis of language rather than of communication. It is the task
of methodology and didactics to develop the learner's capacity of generating new
sentences to fulfil his cominunicativ e needs, yet, a pedagogic grammar can contribute
to developing this capacity tremendously. Kr? -;zowski's grammar meets this postulato
not only in formulating g.neral rillcs for sentence formation but also gives a lot of valuable
information on the pragmatics of language use relevant to the communicative needs
of the Polish learner of English.
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